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• 1969, Eagles defeat East Ii
become OY[ basketball co-
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Dangerous Dan Swartz ,~'- ()
• averaged over 2& ,
points a game

MOREHEAD'S BOOSTERS CLUB of which nearly every downtown business man is a member
was C·reated to promote Morehead State College and its athletic program. Publisher W. E •.
Crutcher and Boosters Club .. Pr.esident Roger Caudill present gifts of appreciation from the
city to the three _seniors . on the basketball team Dan Swartz, Bob Richards and Donnie Gaunce.
O

WELCOME, COACH . . . Morehead
· State University's new head basketball
coach Bill Harrell · (left) welcomes his
newly appointed. assistant, Jack Black.

Black, 29, compiled an 85-41 record in
five years at Frankfort High School.
Black will begin his duties in August. •
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.

HA VE CHANCE TO REDEEM THEMSELVES- 'Fhe Morehead College Eagles, touted early in the
season as one of t~e greatest basketball quints i n the state, are in a slump and have dropped decisions to clubs they were expected to beat easily. Morehead meets Wesleyan in the KIAC tournament .at Louisville Friday, Feb. 21 and if victorious will go into the semi-finals. Sports writers
give the Eagles little chance to cop the tournament, but an say they are potentially · one of the
strongest clubs in the meet. The above picture was taken at the start of the season and does not
include Martin, Zwigert and Spark:nun. Carpenter, Battson, Sullivan and Fraley are not now with
the club. Reading from the left-front row: Scroggins, Allen, Prater, Hawhee, Carpenter, Pobst.
Second row:· Battson, Sullivan, Risner, Fraley, Nichols, Tucker, Baker.

'

orehead College
Pla,c es One On ~:·"AllJ(. I. A. C.
For the second year 'in a row
Larry Workman, senior of More- .
head State College, has been
n a med all K. I. A . C. qaurterback.
The
Murray
Throughbreds
landed thr ee men oP, the· squad.
But at least one play;er .from each
of the seven conferen'Ce schools
w as honored on the team chosen
by K. I. A. C. ~<)Jl~s and
sports
writ ers covering t he '
schools.
",
·
Placing two :rbin'->()n the t eam
was L ouisville, ill ·tate's only
undefeated college.~leyen, and
Eastern.
.,:., ~- •· 1.- •
Centre, Georget wn, W estern,·
and Morehead had one man each
representing them on the squad. •
The second team was also
represented with the exception
that Murray failed to land a
berth. Morehead was represented. by Pete Pawlowski, tackle I
and Jim Kear1Je, guard: Western
took honors on the second team
landing three men, with Eastern, /
I U. b . and Morehead placing two, ;
an.d Centre and Georgetown ·one /
1
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agles Drill for ·• Tourney Play

From the left, front row: Assistant Coach Len Miller, Jack Kirk, Len Stiner·, James
Ishma.el, Jones Tallent, Harry Walker, Unk 'Gant and Coach Ellis Johnson. Back row: Tom
Williamson, W. J. Barr, John Horton, John Wiggers, Charlie Higginhothon and Ed Kiser.
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SECOND

•

Row:

uurnp,uu,

Coach

1..:raunc-e, Nlayabb, 1 olle.
Jewell, Swartz, Richards,

J n umat~,

Miller,

ranmn, Carroll, Coach Laughlin.
Shimfissel, Keleher, Hill.

ASC - N cAlfl ~ rt-Jt,u,.ir rt >1 h'l

i((ft 5

,6

THIRD

Row: Hamilton,

BIG BLUE SQUAD :oF 1943-44 loses another man:. Sammy Webb, freghnian, leaves
school for induct fori into the service. Left: Coach Len Miller, Sammy Webb, Melvin Otten,
!Harry Carpe:p.ter, Max Brand, and Warr_en Cooner_

EAGLES PREP FOR MURRAY-Len MHler's Morehead Golleg-e .Eagles have' been extra busy tli'iA w~ek
)lrcxm,'.ing ftir one of their foremost rivals, Murray State Teachers College, which 'ltfays at Mo:r~liea.d
'.Frid,a y nig·M. 'Sa-turday night Morehead plays the powerful Berea, Na.val team a;t f,er'ea... A locker

, }onn
~evicw:'
fom left
right: ia.z.a,t,.._
Melvin._Otten,
Dayton, Ky.; llarcy Carpenter.
.
• . ·of• ,tbe Eagles,
. above,
.
• to.& ke.t..
__

_Eagles ·D rill for :··Tourney Play

From tJ:ie left, front row: 'Assistant Coach Len Miller, Jack Kirk, Len Stiner, James
Ishmael, Jones Talfont, Harry Walker, Unk .Gant and CQach Ellis Johnson. Back row: -Tom
· Williamson, W. J. Barr, John Rorton~ John Wiggers, Charlie Higginhothon and Etl Kiser.
'-
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Morehead Calls This Group Its Greatest Tean1
Co-leader of the K.I.A.C. and winner over Western last week-end, this Morehead
basketball team is rated as the greatest in the school's history. Members of the
squad are, front row, left to right: Hogge, Johnson, Wiggins, Howerton and Hall;
second ro·w: Coach . Ellis Johnson, ,Penix, Brand, Duncan, Cooper, Hambrick, Judd
and Assistant Coach Len Miller.
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~agles Remain
Unddea1.a1hUJ1,.......,...._
F'ive Contests

_J

Coach Len Miller's 'ii.lorehead
:ol!eee Eagles basketballers r;atb !red in two additional victories to
,dd to their already spotless rec,rd this season, and remained. in
he undefeated column· by 'polish,,; ott a couple ol tour;h oppo1ents over the week-end~
The Eaeles soundly trounced the
lurray St.ate Colleee Thorou1hreds here Friday ev.,nini, 81-47,
1 what turned out to be a scoring
uel between Coopt!r, Eaele tor•ard, and Stewart, Murray center. ,
ooper rut the hoops !or a total o!
Z points, while Stewart set the ,
,ce tor the visitors with 17.
rand, ~ c..nttt, and Hurley, ,
horoUJhbred iUMd, ran c!OS<! I
<:onds with 12 points and 10 / 1

wa~~~:;~v:l;;;are!a1;,-}}:~ f
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WARREN COOPER
FORWARD
Warren is a former All-Sta
. high school player from Brook
ville. One of the smoothe
players ever to appear on tl
local floor, he should be
mainstay again next year.

MAX BRAND
CENTER
Max, a giant freshman frc
Paintsville, has done go
work in his first season.
finE; rebound man, good sh
and a boy with lots of fight,
will bear watching in 1
future.

WALTER HAMBRICK
GUARD
//Ham" is practically Dunca
twin. He also hails from (
ford, Ky., where they pla 1
together, and plays- a con
tently good brand of ball.
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73 .

Murray
Ohio University
Cincinnati
Georgetown University
Miami (Fla.)
Ohio University
Western Ky.

84

Western Ky.

73

WE

OPPONENT

THEY

138
95
87

Centre
Middle Tennessee
Eastern Ky.
Washington & Lee
Tennessee Tech
Marshall
Murray
Bowling Green
Ohio University
Louisville
Middle Tennessee
Eastern Ky.
Tennessee Tech.
Murray
Union
Western Ky.
Bellarmine
Marshall

70

92

83
102
97
111
91
94
93
90
80
98
122
80
103
108

78
81

87
6S

I

110
113
79
102
99

89

106
79
97
112
70
68
101
82
70
86.
81103
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OPPONENT

WE

1955-1956 RECORD

r;, r v "' <..'7

THEY
75

67
119·
84

89

113
72

O.V.C. PLAYOFF
80

N.C.A.A. GAME AT FT. WAYNE
107

Marshall

92

N .C.A.A. GAMES AT IOWA CITY
83
95

97
Iowa
Wayne Univ. (Consolation) 84
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' VARSlTY TEArv{
Front R ow : Willia mson , Muss man
Sec ond R ow : Walker, Hambrick ' B arne' s ,Durnford,
Howerto n, Wiggin
.
Duncan, Ada
s.

ms , Coach Johnson
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1~4}
FRESHMAN TEAM
Front R ow: Johnson, Penix, Lair son, Cooper, Judd, Wells
Back Row : Fortuna, Helwig, Everhart, Bozmoski, Bukovich, Fraley, Coach Miller

Eagles Drill for ·Tourney Play

From •t he left, front row: Assistant Coach Len Miller, Jack Kirk, Len Stiner, James
I shmael, Jones Tallent, Harry Walker, Unk Gant and Coach Ellis Johnson. Back row: Tom
Williamson, W. J. Barr, John Horton, John Wiggers, Charlie Higginhothon and Eel Kiser.
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HE EAGLES-The
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I

Morehead State Tealhfs o ge Eagles meet Kentucky Wesleyan
in their first appearance in the annual K. I. A. C. basketball tournament at Richmond on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday of next week. The Panthers and Eagles play at 4 o'clock
Friday afternoon, and the winner meets the victor of the Transy-Eastern-Union series. The
Morehead squad is lined up here as follows: front row, usual order, Howerton, Hogge,
Adams, Holbrook and Ferguson; middle row, Duncan, Johnson, Brand, Spelock and Hicks;
rear row, Workman, manager. Ellis Johnson is head coach and Len Miller is his assistant.
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troubl Ldr t els.
1
s an arc1.
..nember of
~r of Eastern Star and
ted the Sandy Hook
three times ni the ,
hapter of Kentucky.
We---i has been in failth
f,or a
number of
d passed away Satur- \
oh 27.
a:l services were
held
~hurch of God, Sunday
n at two o'clock with
. F. Moore and Rev. A. ·
ndolt officiating.
The
s of the Eastern Star
rge at the girave.
was in the Brown cem

?late Captain ·and i\.....
,of this city, dietl at his homt.----U. s. 60, west ·Of here, on March
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Earl Bradley
Injured When Forced
To Bail Out Of Plane

aviation

ca~

,·,. -

l

.

~

1 . Lie In S
__,City Hall Fron
---4 To 6 P. M. Tocl

'Mr. Rose _was ·a •veteran of World
War I, having ~1•ved in Troop E,
:&th <Cavalry, on \Che ..Mexican bor,der in 1917 anti ·1918. He had
The body of Theodore
lb-een in ill healtl<l -since 1918.
Havely, 47, mayor of t
R-e is survived 'by ;his mother,
of Lexington, who die
:sev-en -sisters: Mrs. ·w. ·C. Banks, - o'clock this morning, wa
;IVI~rehead; Mrs. ~:ichard Cole, f in state in the rotunda of
:Ml&lll.etown, Ohio; MI'S. Eckels- > ond floor of city hall fro 1
berry, 'Bellaire, Ohio; Mrs. Hero'clock this afternoon.
bert Coilaher, Huntington, "((,V. Va.;
A guard of honor comp
Mrs. ~rles Caudill, 1':Ja!uilton,
four city policemen and f~
Ohio; M~. J. T. Kerfoot, l(:;airden
firemen was to stand wat
City, KatiSas, and Miss A1.·kie
the casket.
Rose, of :M<U"ehead, and two 1br.QlhMayor Havely died ·at
ers: J.B. ~se, of Morehead,~~
seph's hospital, where
Marion ~ . Middletown, Ohie.
been a patient since M
Funeral 5-ef\Vices were condue(t..
when
he returned from a
1
ed Sunday al;ternoon at the MoreFlorida taken in an effor
head Baptist ~urch, with th~
gain his health ..
:Rev. B. H. Kazee officiating.
~ial was m~ jn the (;audill
~etery here.

ILieut.

Barker

- --- - - - -- ;-y--r

Lieut. Earl Bradley, pilot in the
United States Army Air Forces,
and son of Mr. an'd Mrs. Herbert
Bradley, of this city, received a ,
cracked vertebra and other minor
injuries when he bailed out of a
atrol lane in California, accord-

1

I

Patrick-Hall
Engagement Announ
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Patrick of Morehead ann
engagement of their daugh
Leigh, to Ensign George
Jr., United States Naval
Bluefield, W. Va., and M<i
Miss Patrick is a gri
Morehead State Teacheri
and was listed in Who'i
American Colleges and U1

. . For the first. time, in several seasons Morehead Collqe Coa~ ElUs Johnson i. optimis_t.ic over the
chances .ot. .a auccessb.ll~ ·piaskin
seaaon· for · h1s . Eades. · · .
,' Twenty-six ·m en· .reportin& for
~ o ~ call Monday were put
~ueh a .briak. proeram of -_tun..
damentals, b l ~ and taclding.
T_w o dallY: practf.'ces will · be held
for -the .next two weeks, Johnson
said, ,, with . tundamentala to _.'..,be
stressed. -• A ilcrimm'aee is planned
for this ~T h ~,.
. .
,
:' Many of the sparlcplugs of last
,-ear's ele-iren ar~ bac1t,"•Jug'' Var.ney,:'fleet,;:footed powerhouset'from
\ViJJ.wriscin; ·West Virginia · an d
~·.,.. ~ ...:.;.,_ .:i,

..-.::: ... ,~!....;.,.;,

:_

.... ,

! .,. ·

♦\.i -

_.._

I!oe·Cominc
and press alike. . , ·•~ ; ,
from '. ~ n

Connie Varney, brother to · '
Jim Caudill and Bill Mack w
ran;s for badtfield duty .·will be to land starting llJard positi
"Red'~ Heitz, former· Male . Hilb ·.·. Paul 'Adams and ~ Hayes
Louisville) star. Georae Wiggins;
be only cancfJdates to
. 145 -pouru:l streak •« ·•'. ,~luslveness . center post. . .
.
frorrl · Pikeville, .Ra:,: J1~•t:l~-t~!1 : The Eagles will fly info ;
Harold-Je~· are ·.·,~ ~.t~
September , 21 against . the ~
expectedJo see heavy d~Wfl~ :)lie derii1g. Herd of Marshall .witl
·pigskin · totm• .d e p ~~~ i y · an .outside·.chance to . win. •
Hatfield '•and ' Han'i w~in,,eg. . will follow an pen date; C>c
ulars from last s ~ wQl _pr()b-._ 5 ~e .fohnsorµnep .will Jn~t
ably see much duty th.ls, Y*~Both Murray at Ashland . in a gai
were crippled most -·of .: ~e::·:; time be spQQsore? by ?1e Kiwanis
during the '39 - · '40' campaign~•
: there• ... Murray is the only
Fighting · for erui:, positions-:. Will ·to ·e ver whip the Eagles for .
be Junior Lawson, ·.-Astor:' ,Collins;: successive seasons : sin~e
Steve Sagady, ,: Duerson·':: Barnes; October 12 is open; Octobe:
up--.

will
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Warren Cooper, center, poses with his brothers Earl, left, and Marvin in this 1939 photo.
Brooksville won the state chamnionshin that season.
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Mu,:_ray, Ohio U.
flandM.S.C.Squad
First ,D efeats

Ha
Je
S\,

Mr

Ga
Kc
Thoroughbreds took off.
Th
Morehead p 1 aye d Bowling Fa
Green in the consolation tilt and To
defeated · them 111-79. After the Sh
first few minutes of play . Morehead pulled out front to stay.
1
The second half was not · much
different except that the margin
I
between the two teams became Ha
larger and larger. Morehead's SeJ
Dan Swartz was again top scorer
Me
of both teams with 41 mar~ers. Sic
Morehead met Ohio University
in · the p.layoff for 5th place in Pa1
the K. ·. I. T. The Eagles dropped Wa
rhis one to Ohio U. for their Bo .
. second loss of the season, 97- 91. Re,
This was strictly anyone's ball
game all the way.
The big factor in MorehAad's
losing this one was that D:rn
Swartz only hit 16 point~ tlwt
night.
The first few minutes of pl::i :\'
th e lend changed h a nd s s e \'c'i-n l
times _ Throughout the gam e ,

In the first game of the Kenucky Invitational Tournament
)ecember 27, undefeated MoreLead was pitted against a power_tl Murray team . Murray out:::ored Morehead 106-97. More1ead was seeded second in the
,re-tourney parley.
The loss was the first in 7
imes out for the high scoring
~agles.
The thorns in Morehead's side
~ere the Thoroughbreds' two
:u.ards, Howie . Crittenden and
)ick Kinder. Kinder alone .made
.even of his eleven field goals
he first half and collected 27
·or himself in f ~this · lone tilt:
:rittenden also helped himself
.o 26 tallie~.
·' ·
'
"Dangerous Dan Swartz,'' the
,at ions third leading scorer, kept
VIorehcad in the game by scorng on even 30. Murray led at
ialt time by 18 points, 59-41.
:>uring the second halJ Morewnd brought this margin down n t•itlwr club had
to 6 points but t h e n the r ellu,::.

l' IWU i~ h

··

ll' :1d

h)

Morehead Meets
Morris-Harvey
1

Eagles,. Playing £or First Time '.
At Home, Seek Seventh TriumpJi
Special to The Cou.rier-Journal.

Morehead; Ky., Jan. 3.-After topping Creighton University Wednesday night for their first win in the Jefferson
County Armory this season the Morehead College Eagles
open their home season tomorrow with the Golden Eagles
of Morris-Harvey College, Charleston, W. Va. ·
·
. Sporting a record of six wins
·and four losses against the lead- Training, is leading the Morehead
ing teams in the natlon, .More- attack with 140 points in ten
head has lost its four games by a games. He is trailed by Carroll ·
total of nine points.
Hawhee, 6 foot 4 inch forward,
BROKE JINX
with 110.
.
.
,
With the stress definitely on
" '.!3ef~r~ break_mg th~ Armory \ . offense this season, the Eagles
Jmx m downmg Creighton 65- have racked up 652 points in ten
58, the Eagles suffered a 59-55 games for a 65-point average per
overtime loss to Texas A. & M., game.
. .
a. 53-52 defeat at the hands of
Dusquense, ' and another one- ,
point setback to the University I
/ ~
"""'i
of Arizona.
•
~
Morris-Harvey opened its sea- t
son with 57-41 triumph over 1
Fairmount State, then dropped· ,
two close games to Xavier Uni- I
versity 48-59, and West Virginia ,
Wesleyan 55-60.
Tonight's encounter will see
Morehead's high-scoring guard,
Sonny Allen, match baskets with
Gerald Binnakis, top'-pointmaker
in the Morris-Harvey· line-up.
Allen, former all-state high
i:chool star
·t
r k' ·
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ick~lh' Got'·: os
From His

Mllf~ilil

Diddle, His Players, .Western Crowd
Also Cited In List of K.I.A.C. 'Bests'
By TOMMY FITZGERALD, Courier-Journal Staff Writer.

We feel sure that famou~ towel .E~ Diddle · waves came
from no hotel, but it has the silencing power of a house
detective.
·· ·
·
Whenever the Western crowd become too,-demonstrative
in its dissent with a referee's decisi , all Ed.·h al·to do is to

1

r aise hjs right arm ' and .shake his
' .. ·
towel-gripping fist.
·
· :'
.
h , : ·, .
.
h
d
n
·e
•n
·
,
the
}
·
,
Watc
Mailr,
appene . o c i
.,·
.. , -- Western I
Th is
Eastern-Western gaml:l. '1]1~ d,in · 'Western and University of Kenceased_ as if shut off , sudd~:al?7:-- It tricky appeared certainties to re- ·
was like a modern, ih-reverse. · ceive bids to the National lnvitaKing Ca.n ute ordering the raging tion Tournament at Madison
waves to recede and. the waves Square Garden March 11 as the
obeying.
field was narrowed to 18 ieams.
Ed's control ·over his players T.he selection committee plans to
and, over ' the Western crowd has mail the in11itations Wednesday,
helped Bowling Green, Ky., gain according to an Assodated Prest
the reputation among impartial dispatch.
\'
v isitors of being the bes~ be- · While Western is eagerly awaif ·
haved, even most enthusiastic, ing a bid, U. · of K. is uncertait
basketball town in the K.I.A.C. . whether it would accept. It -~~
This leads us to some of sea- "thought U. of K. will enter tie v
sonal "bests," in our opinion, in N.C.A.A. Tournament instead.
the K.I.A.C. Here goes:
·
Coach who got mQst out of hfc pivot line whenever Westernfs
mater i a I-Peck Hfrl;,mlln of . offensive strategy directs him
U. of L.
. there. A. junior, he's the boy · t9
·
Without big Jack Coleman, one . Wll~h. JJ.p1tt season.
of the best of defensive re- . _J'[os\ co.n sistently good referee
bounders,. Louisville would have •-~
-~mo of Louisville.
been just about half as effective.
. .
.
Peck had too many little boys,
A ne'[_qfJI?-e~ to ~1;misv1ll~, t~is
all good but all inconsistent. fori:ne. f~ 1v1er High o~ CmcmF<:>rtunately one or more of them nati coach, now an assistant at
_..Ol;gh when the oth~rs ' MalAt High, has ~orked about 70
were having a "down" night, col~e~e games this season. He h as
Louisville turned in several bril- officiated for U . of K., for other
liant performances 'When every- ·Sbuthea~ern teams and h <;1 s
body was clicking at the same handled the toughest games m
time Louisville's record of 20 the K.I.A.C. He has showed exwins· against four defeats is. a cellent judgment, "guts,". poise
tribute to Hickman's , coaching and complete control of himself.
ability.
Always in command, ~e's never
,
let a , game get out of his control.
Best . player in conference He has a good, neat appearance,
Odie Spears of Western.
tact, and personality. He's big
Odie finished the season as the league.
highest collegiate scorer in the
Coach most handicapped by instate, setting an all-time record juries--Paul McBrayer of Eastat Western with 371 points in 24 ern.
games for an average of 15.5 a
Every starting Eastern ...,layer
game. In addition t obeing a busy
point-getter, Odie is a superb re- was injured or ailing at leo.st one 1
bounder, a good defensive man, time during the season and some
extremely fast for his. size and a of them two or three times. Still .
well-poised performer. He is all- the Maroons compiled a record !
of' 16 and six.
·
American.
Coach who pulled biggest surBest substitute-Charley Pars- prise-Ellis Johnson of Morehead.
ley of Western.
Johnson's Eagles, who lost 17
Sixth man on the Hilltopper while winning only 10 te.;ims, held
squad, Charley would be a star- Western to a 43-40 victory at
ring regular on any other team Morehead. Johnson's boys played
in the circuit. An excellent shot, a ball-possession and zone dehe has •been the "fireman" :who fense type of game, often shifting
has pulled Western out of several into a combination zone and mansmoking spots.
to-man defense.
Moat under - rated player Most - improved player - Bill
Johnny Oldham of Western.
Martin of Morehead.
This guard can do everything
Since start of season he has
well. He also is excellent on the gained greatly in confidence, has
picked up speed and poise and
has become stronger defensively.
Scored 13 points against Western.
Smartest Floorman-Dee Gibson of Western.
Dee is a fine player-maker, a
deceptive ball-handler and passer. Probably his greatest asset is
that he n~ver misses a pass. If a
guy's ~ -and Dee has the ball,
the guy'll get it.
Best team (Is this necessary?)As the announcer at BoMiilg
Green would say, "And no~
~
present Coaches Ed Diddle and
Ted Hornback and their W~
Hillto ers!"

r

Warren Cooper, right, is pictured above taking instructions from
coach Len Miller during his college playing days with Morehead Sta~
Teachers College. Known as "Big" or "The Blond Bomber," Coe('
was an All-American during his senior year in college. I C\'l-,-'14"
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'Sonny' Allen,·.72, was
MSU coach, athlete
By Jennifer Hewlett

times," said Beard, who recalled
playing in a scrimmage game with
John E. "Sonny" Alleh, a for- Mr. Allen's team at UK's Alumni
mer Morehead State University Gymnasium.
basketball All-American, who lat"He certainly played a big part
er was head baseball coach at his in basketball across the skyline in
alma mater, died yesterday at Cen- Kentucky," Beard said.
tral Baptist Hospital in Lexington.
Mr. Allen, who also excelled as
He was 72.
a baseball player, had offers to
Mr. Allen was third on More- play professional baseball and
head's all-time scoring hst in bas- basketball, but the Korean War inketball, with 1,923 points. He aver- terrupted his plans. He played basaged 20.8 points a game during ketball and baseball while in the
the four years he played for the military and was named Athlete of
Eagles. He was named an All- the Year at Sampson Air Force
American in 1950.
Base in the 1950s.
He coached MSU's baseball
Mr. Allen coached high school
team for 14 seasons, compiling a and college sports at the same
226-137 record. His teams were time during part of ·his coaching
Ohio Valley Conference champions career. He coached basketball and
in 1957, 1969 and 1973. He was the baseball at Breckinridge, where he
Ohio Valley Conference Baseball took the boys' basketball team to
Coach of the Year three times, and the state tournament in 1963. He
MSU's baseball field is named for ,was the freshmen basketball coach
him.
,•, . :''and assistant men's varsity basHe retired in 1985 as assistant; · ketball .c0ach at MSU, in addition
athletic director at MSU, but eon- i ' to·'heacrbaseball coach.
tinued to serve as.~ _go~d}ViH am,- · :
1992, Mr. Allen was inductbassador for the umvers1ty. ··
·ed ~into the Dawahare's-Kentucky
. Mr. Allen begai:i pl,).ymg orga- High School Athletic Association
mzed basketball ~n the ~e~o11:d . Hall of Fame. In 1985, he was ingra~e. at Morehead s Brec~1nr1dge,. ducted into the Morehead State
Tram~ng_ School. In 1946 h~ l.e~ - University Athletic Hall of Fame.
Brec~mndge to a state cha~p1- He also was a member of the Ohio
onsh1p and was named most valu- Valley Conference Hall of Fame
able player of the state tourna- and the Kentucky Sweet Sixteen
ment. He later was named captain Hall of .Fame.
of the Kentucky all-state team.
He was an avid golfer, and in
Mr. Allen, who was Kenlater
years participated in charity
tucky's Mr. Basketball in 1946,
tournaments.
had offers from many colleges and
Mr. Allen is survived by his
universities to play basketball, but
wife,
Merl Fair Alien; a son,
decided to play for the Morehead
Dwayne Allen of Morehead; three
State Eagles. He played guard.
"Sonny Allen was a very daughters, Janie Holbrook and Suflashy basketball player. He had san Chin, both .of Morehead, and
some modern-day moves even Patty James of Liberty, Mo.; 10
back then," said Ralph Beard, a grandchildren; and two greatmember of the University of Ken- grandchildren.
Services will be at 2 p.m. Suntucky's famous Fabulous Five basketball team. Mr. Allen, he said, day at Morehead State Universidid behind-the-back passing, ty's Academic Athletic Center.
which wasn't prevalent at the Visitation will be after 4 p.m. Saturday at Northcutt & Son Home
time.
"But he did not substitute for Funerals in Morehead.
flash for being good. He was a
Contributions are suggested to
good shooter, a good passer. He the John E. "Sonny" Allen Scholarmade some spectacular passes at ship Fund at MSU.
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER
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Whf~ Coach Ellis Johnson of r in th e winning fie ld go.'.d in - thl
: the Morehl'::.td Eag k·s vr;ic:ed no final .seconds of play to ~at
I
.
•
•
Mon:·hPad hy one point. Smee
! nh.1r-ct11,n <>V<: r thi: pl.i_y 1ng . (if a that game Duqu Ps n e has gone
~in.st negrn by Duquesne Un1vt•rs1ty at nhcacl to win ninf.' straight, over
,win,:
. , the Lr,u1sv1lle
Arm(iry h P sta rted
. ·t·10n in
· th.
. so me o f th t· I)C'S t o ppos1
~
zona s1J m eth1 ng that h.:1 s _ n ·sultl~ d rn m,tion, including Utah and Ne, on ~any newspaper art1c:les a nd eel- v.'.ida . to r e main among the fewI for ; itonals all over th e nat10n .
unheatPn clubs in th e country.
also ' There was not much comment
T e rming Ell is Johnson, "our
rdr·r at thf: time_. but when the Uni- champion," thf.' Louisvill e Dey e r . vcrsity r;f T ennessee n .•fusf•d to fender . npgro publication. c.,-'.lme
,t nf play against thf.: nf.:gro at Pitts- o ut with ·a scorching editorial
·si t y burg. sports scribt·s . ed itorial co nd em ning T cnni:ssf'c and prais,ints write rs and feature artists p ick('cl ing Moreh ea d. This has been
·sity up Ellis Jnhnsons statf•ffif}nt a nd ec hoed
in
n egro
newspapers
for e pnrtr.:1yPd the r,pp<,s1tc st.an ds thrnugJ,out thr- nation .
tak£•n by him and CQach :.\II<iw,r
f.a c h m,iil brings · many letters
of Tf.'nnessee.
and C'lipp1n _
r;s t.n thr· Mnr~hcad
B• ·f,,r" th(• nP,g r <, w ,1.~ in w r·t <·rl · ·11.hl r·tic d• ·par t mr: nt . Mos t of
': :. t hr• g ;,m r·. th• · Duqu r- ,-:r:r· r_- r ,: r('h ! •hr·m r;r,mmr· nd .Jnhns.-,n f<Jr his
;,-k , ,J .J r,hr,_..;r,~ 1f J-H· :-, ;1rJ ;,:,·, , ., ,:, ;,r·t 11ir1 . but ,1 fr•w . frr,m th e deep
_j('r·tir,n . ··V,if_, arr · p_l,,!::ng Du- 1 :;1,11t h . an · h1ttr·r in t.hei r df'nun'1, i ' ,: w · ·· ,Jr 1r.nsr, n rr ·r, li ,·d . ··,1 , ,r! if , 1·1:. 1: 11 ,n ,,f th1· Mnreh(';1cl coach.
:-.r··.::: w, 1,ci i •r. r,ug h t<, i:.,J;:y r,n [J u -\ Jr,hnsr,n d <> r·:-;n't say much about
~i.l!•.;;;.r.-;; th·,m h r:: ·_::; gr,r,d c nr,ug ;-, 11t. , ,:,r-r• pt tr, cr,rrim,: n t that "it
· tr; ~ :::y ag ~in.~t u :s ."
i lr,r,k _-; l1kr· \VE· s urr: stc1rtccl somcTh r:• r:,r•grri ,,; r, n th r• b ,ill _g ;im r• · thin:: ." Many r,f th1: lr·tlc·rs are
• r=- r\ f<,r th i: -Pittsburg crJliegF: . tc,:;:e;1ng fr r,m ncgrri nrg,1nizations .
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ELLIS JOHNSON, H ead Coach
LEN l\HLLER , Freslu11a11 Coach

SCHEDULE
l\lorehead
Morehead
Morehead
l\f ore head
Morehead
l\lorehead
Morehead
l\'lorehead

34 43 40 50 42 40 45 38 -

Ho! brook
Union
Central l\[ich.
Cederville
Rio Grande
Wilmington
Centre
Eastern

23
28
47
44
45
46
33
37

Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead

35 57 45 37 4435 46 48 -

Holbrook
B erea
Marshall
Union
Eastern
Marshall
Wilmington
Rio Grande

25
40
61
35
57
46
37
44

\\Tinner of seasonal Kentucky Intercollegiate Athletic Con'rerence crnwn.

MOREHEAD 34 , HOLBROOK 23

MOREHEAD 57, BEREA 40

Johnson 's Eagles opened their hardwood season by a
win o\·er tin y Alfred Holbrook College of M a nchester ,
Ohio, in a game that did little more than serve as an
indi cation of wh at was to come .

Sparked by an aggressive Ralph Mussman, the "Lit tle Round Man ," the Morehead Eagles kept their KIAC
r ecord clean by downing the Mountaineers of Berea,
top heavy favorites. Mussman displayed one of the
best Hoor games ever played on the local floor.

Big Earl Dun ca n , Eagle center , led the scoring with
fifteen poiilts . closel y followed by " Shorty" \Viggins,
diminuti\e guard , with four field goals.

Sharp-shooting Duncan was high with twenty-three
points with Jack Dumford closely following with fourteen.

MOREHEAD 50, CEDER VILLE 44

MOREHEAD 45 , MARSHALL 61

The Eagles turned on the heat after trailing the
first half by a fifteen to eighteen score to defeat t-he
Bears of Cederville in a thriller.

In a game that was much closer than the scores
indicates, the Eagles lost to one of the leading quints
• in the country. Earl Duncan was again high with
twenty-nine points leading both teams in individual
scoring. Hambrick was next with six.

Never headed after gaining t he lead in the second
frame , the Eagles pulled a close one from the fire
despite t_he number of fouls called on them .

MOREHEAD 35 , MARSHALL 46

Duncan was again high scorer with twenty points
g-arnercd .from eight field goals and four free throws.
Harry 'iValker was next with seven.

Losing their second game of the season with Marshall
by eleven points marked the third time in four meetings that the eleven point _jinx has proved too much
for the Morehead squad.

MOREHEAD 35 , HOLBROOK 25

Duncan, Eagle center, took top honors with nine
points and was trailed by Wiggins with eight.

Led b y Jack Dumford , the Eagles pounded out their
second win of the season over the Dinosaurs in a game
that was ·totally uninteresting to the fans.
Dumford was high with eight points and seconded
by Walter Hambrick with six.

K. I. A. C. RES UL TS
Morehead 60 - University of Louisville 44
Morehead 40 - Union College 50
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IT-Dangerous Dan Swartz lays in anoth,er - two
left is Dave Kelleher.
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·HistoryFrom A-6

For 3 years during WW II,
1942-1945, Warren Cooper
led Kentucky Collegiate
· scorers with 21.5 average
per game. His No. 25 jersey is now retired.
order to get out of the district. Now they play two •
games to get out of the district into the region al tournament.'' But for two consecutive years Brooksville
made it not only through
the district, but also to the
State Tourney-winning it
once.

•

Morehead State Teachers College, 1941, freshman team: front row, John sop,
Penix, Lairson, Cooper, Judd, Wells. Back row, Fortuna, Helwig, Everh art, Bozmoski, Bukovich, Fraley, Coach Mi_ller.

Memorable moment of
his life
The octogenarian said
that going t o t he state tournament twice and winning
the championship once was
one of the. greatest experiences of his life. Before going to the st ate t ournament, he had neyer stayed
away fr...om..h-0m.e...ov.ernight,__
let alone stayed in a hotel.
They played the tournament then in the old Alumni Gym in Lexington, and
the fans were lit er ally
"hanging from the rafters."
With Coop leading his team
in scoring and one of the
top high school scorers in
the state, h e attracted
·Warren Cooper, center, poses with his brothers Earl, left, and Marvin in this 1939
some press attention. One
photo. Brooksville won the state championship that season.
writer dubbed the tall 6'3"
lond, graceful, .agile, dead]y shooter "The Brooksville
half-pint of milk was not
back to Brooksville and
as Morehead defeated the
Blond Bomber."
enough for him; he was told succeeded in getting Coop
-Cards 57-55. That was a
that's all you get and you
to come back and enroll in
record for a single game in
Arrived happy-left 'hun-· have to work the football
school. Coop had a wonder- the KIAC (Kentucky Inter-.
gry
game_s, and if you don't like ful relationship with Coach · Collegiate Athletics ConferIn 1941, Morehead's
it you can leave.
Miller but never cared for -ence) up to that time.
beloved Len Miller, who
Exactly five days later
Coach Johnson.
was coach of the freshman
To Brooksville and back
Soon Warren Cooper was (Feb. 11) the Cards came to
team at Morehead State
Coop packed his bag that asked to fill the shoes of
Morehead determined that
College, successfully reday and went down to the
Morehead's first All-Ameri- Morehead's win five days .
cruited Warren to play for
Greyho.und Restaurant
can basketball player, Earl
earlier was a fluke. But on
the high-flying Eagles. At
where Frank Laughlin ,
Duncan. (That was a big
their home court, the Eathat time freshmen were
(Coach Bob Laughlin's
responsibility because Earl
gles blew the Cards out of
not allowed to play varsity
brother) was the owner,
was the leading inter-collethe game. At one point in
ball, and Coop led the
and he told Frank, "I want
giate scorer in Kentucky
the game, the Eagles led
freshman team in scoring
a one way ticket to
56-21. But with the subs in '
that year,.averaging 19.3
against some tough compeBrooksville." Therefore,
points per game.) Of
the game., Moreliead still
tition. As the season contin- with Frank Laughlin trying course, filling Earl Dunsmothered the. Cards 57-32.
ued that year, two things
to talk him ·out of going
can's shoes was no small
This writer was privileged
happened that soured Coop home, and with Ellis and
-feat but Coop's accomplishto witness that game at the
on Morehead: (1) The fresh- Len eating in the restauments exceeded all expecta- old MSC's gym in the Butmen on scholarships alrant that night, Coop
tions for him. The six foot
ton Building. In that game
ways ate at .the training
boarded the bus back to
three inch, curly haired
. the Card defense held· Coop
table with the varsity. Each Brooksville. He went back
Brooksville "Blond Bomber" to only 29 points, but he
player was allowed orv.y
to work on the farm and
averaged 21.5 points dur- •' rested much of the second
one half-pint of miik per
planted five acres of tobachalf. He was sensational
ing his three years at ,
meal and Coop, a strapping co. It appeared that Coop
Morehead. (Remember all
with his patented twofarm boy, wanted another
had left Morehead for good. of this was years before the handed set shot and jump
bottle and they wouldn't al- But with WW II well unthree point shot.),
s_hot. During Coop's three
low him another bottle; (2)
derway, Ellis Johnson left
years at Morehead, the EaHead Coach Ellis Johnson
Morehead for the navy and
Sets records against
gles won 40 games and lost
announced that the freshLen Miller took .over as the
Louisville
19, and he became the secmen on scholarships had to coach. When Len found out
One of Coop's major acond All-American at Moreline the football field and
Coop was turned down for
complishments came durhead State College. H. is jerhelp with the football
military service in WW II
sey (No, 25) is retired and
ing the 1944 season. On
equipment. Therefore,
because of a congenital her- Feb. 6, 1944, on the home
hangs in the Eagle Acade- '
when Coop complained to
nia, and he h ad 8 brothers
mic Athletic Complex;
,
floor of the Louisville CarCoach Johnson that one
· More later.
'
already in the war, he went dinals, he scored 39 points
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Eastern Kentucky State Teachers College
Richmond, Kentucky

February 23, 24, 25, 1939
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DEDICATION
To the unity of good fellowship, the
wholesome sportsman-like competition that
is characteristic of the Kentucky Intercollegiate .Athletic Conference and the many fine
persons who compose, it we dedicate this
program.

SOUVENIR PROGRAM
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WELCOME
We of Eastern are happy and proud to
have the honor of presenting the 1939

K. I. A. C.
Basketball Tournament

K. I. .A. C. basketball tournament but we
are more than happy to have you, neighbors,
on our campus and we trust and hope that
your brief visit will be one that you will long
remember and we are looking forward to

Published by
Sports Publicity Department
Eastern Kentucky State Teachers Colleg,e

seeing you again.

FRANK FLANAGAN, Editor

GEN.ERAL INF-O RMAT·ION
CHECK ROOM
Room 201 in the east wing of
the building is being used as the
check room.
Clothing, parcels,
and other materials that you wish
to leave should be left in care of
attendants there.

CONCESSIONS
Concessions at the tournament
are under the direction of the
Physical Education Club of Eastern. Soft Drinks, Ice Cream,
Candy and other delicacies are
being sold. A large concession
stand is being operated by the
club in the smoking room.

TOURNAMENT MANAGER
Mr. Thomas E. McDonough is
the tournament manager.
Place
all claims with him in the general
office in the east wing of the
building.

GREETINGS!
TO OUR GUESTS:
Again, it is a pleasure to welcome
tournament to our campus. On behalf
the faculty and the Board of. Regents,
greetings. We hope that your visit to
a pleasant one.
i

the K. I. A " C,
of the students,
I extend to you
Eastern will be

We desire to congratulate the coaches and the players of the variou1:1 teams of · this Conference on the fine
quality of basketball they have played this season. We
trust that the tournament will be full of thrills for the
spectators; that the competition may be keen for the
players; and that the sportsmanship will be clean and
wholesome. Let the tournament promote a spirit of
friendliness and goodwill among the colleges of Kentucky. Remember that ten teams must lose. May the
best team win.
Eastern is glad to have the privilege of being your
host on this occasion.
Cordially yours,
H. L. DONOVAN, President.

PLEASE DO NOT SMOKE IN
THE MAIN GYMNASIUM.

PASS OUT CHECK:S
No pass out checks will ·be---given
on any occasion. The tournament
manager's approval must be ,obtained before special •exceptions
are made.

PRESS ROOM
Press room for approved ·newspapermen only. Room 204 east
wing of building.
Newspapermen must have personal pass .from
Tourna ment Manager.

-

LOST AND ·FOUND.
Lost __ _and_ founa. articles _may be
turned m a~d cl~imed at th~ tourna~E;nt office m east wmg o.f
bmldmg.

MEDICAL CARE
WOMEN'S REST ROOM
For emergencies, call at College
Women's rest room is, found on Physician's office, east wing this
the first floor of the building in building.
the west wing near the southwest
entrance to the gym.
USHERS
Ushers at the tournament are
MEN'S RE .T ROOM
Men's rest room is located in members of the "E" Club, comthe east wing, first floor near the posed of varsity athletes. They
are here to help you. Ask for any
southeast entrance to the gym.
information not given on this
page.
SMOKING ROOM
A smoking room for both men
and women has been established
The Western Union office is
directly across the west hallway located on Main Street near Third
from
the
main
gymnasium. Street. Call Western Union.

THE GLYNDON HOTEL
Headquarters F9!' Tournalll~;qt T~a;m~

Western State Teachers Gallese

Bottom . row, left to right: Jed Vvalters, Paul Gruesser, Herbert
B'.1ll, W1l~on Stemm, Carlyle Towery, Lofton Green, John Ramsey,
B1~ly Robms~n, John Hackett, Harry Saddler. Top row, left to right:
W111;mr ~patig, C~arles Morris, Bert Barrone, Edwin Mays, Allen
Gorin, Bill Hazelrigg, Vernon Shuffett, Alexander Downing, Charles
Taylor.

TEAM ROSTER
No.
Name
11- Alex Downing
35- Harry Saddler
39- J ohn Hackett
41- John Ramsey
42.-Carlyle Towery
51- Wilbur Spatig
54- Jed Walters
59- Wilson Stemm
64- Billy Robinson
77-Lofton Green
88-Herbert Ball
97-Paul Gruesser

Pos.
Class
G
Soph.
F
Senior
G
Senior
' F
Junior
C
Soph.
G
Soph.
F
Junior
G
Senior
G
Junior
C
Junior
F
Junior
G
Soph.
"HILLTOPPERS"

Address
Horse Cave, Ky.
Summer Shade, Ky.
Winchester, Ky.
Fern Creek, Ky.
Shady Grove, Ky.
New Albany, Ind.
Owensboro, Ky.
New Albany: Ind.
Bowling Green,\ Ky. ·
Barlow, Ky.
Chicago, Ill.
Louisville, Ky.

Morehead State Teachers Gallese

Left to right: A ssistant Coa ch
J a mes Ishmael, J ones T a llent,
Ellis Johnson. Back r ow, left to
John Horton, Charles

Len Miller, Jack: Kirk, Len Stiner,
Harry Walker, Unk Gant, Coach
right: Tom Williamson, W. J. Barr,
Higginbothom, Ed Kiser.

TEAM ROSTER
Pos.
Nos.
N a me
F
16- 00- Jack Kirk
F
25- 22- Harry Walker
17- 77- C. Higginbothom
F
C
22- 33- J ohn Wiggers
C
14- 88- James Ishmael
15- 66- J ones Tallent
C
G
21- 11- Unk Gant
G
18- 55- W. J. Barr
24- 44- Len Stiner
G
G
23- 99- J ohn Horton
20- - -Ed Kiser
G

Class
Address
Soph.
Inez, Ky.
Soph.
Newport, Ky.
Junior
Williamsburg, Ky.
Junior
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Senior
Mt. Sterling, Ky.
Junior
Williamsburg, Ky.
Junior
Corbin, Ky.
Sophomore
Paris, Ky.
Junior
Williamsburg, Ky.
Senior
Mt. Sterling, Ky.
Senior
Ashland, Ky.

"EAGLES"

WHERE STUDENTS TRADE

MANHATTAN SHIRTS

E. V. ELDER

Nunn Bush Shoes, Stetson Hats,
J. T. and Woodrow Hinkle, Props.
Interwoven Sox

Department Store.

Richmond, Kentucky

Nationally Advertised Lines At Prices You Can Afford To Pay.

PAUL JETT
(Formerly Rice & Arnold)

Cornett' s Drug
PHONE 19-98

206 E. Main St.

Richmond, Ky.

Eastern State Teachers ColleJy:!

Union Colle;ge

Front row, left to . right: Buddy Sowders, Lovell LeRoy, John Goins,
Jack Laswell,, Stoke Rose, and Ralph Stafura. Middle row, left to
right: Willie Shoupe, Kenneth Farmer, Frank Wilson, James Howard,
and Steve Kasman. Top row, left to right: Bill Nau, Fred Howard,
J .C'. Cartmill, Dolli Cline, and Hughes Bennett.

Pos.
Class
F
Soph.
F
Soph.
F
Senior
C
Senior
G
Senior
F
Senior
C
Junior
G
Soph.
F
S enior
F
Junior
"BULLDOGS"

COMPLIMENTS

RICHMOND MOTOR
COMPANY
Next to ·Postoffice
·Storage

Dodge & Plymouth

TEAM ROSTER
Name
Pos.
28-24-Carl Yeager
G
24- 12- Charles Perry
G
26- 18- Wyatt Thurman
G
21- 16-Virgil McWhorter G
27-17-Robert Abney
F
23-23-J ames Gott
F
22- 21- Ora Tussey
C
31- 11-James Helton
C
30-10- Woodrow Luman F
29---Vernon Shetler
C

M-W

TEAM ROSTER
No.
Name
6- Lovell L eRoy
7- Jack Laswell
9- Stoke Rose
4- Frank Wilson
1- Willie Shoupe
3- Ralph Stafura
2- Kenneth Farmer
5-J. C. Cartmill
John Goins
Buddy Sowders

Front row, left to right: Virg'..l McWhort er, Robert Abney, Charles
Perry, Dick Canter (trainer), Wyatt Thurman, Leslie King, Woodrow
Luman. Second row, left to right: Homer Ramsey (manager), James
Helton, James Gott, Ora Tussey, Carl Yeager, Vernon Shetler,• James
Hennessey, John Rose (Manager).

Address
Russell, Ky.
Mt. Vernon, Ky.
Wallins, Ky.
Artemus, Ky.
Alva, Ky.
Homestead, Pa.
Newport, Tenn.
Carlisle, Ky.
Barbourville, Ky.
Latonia, Ky.

Secom} Stre(lt

Address
Newport, Ky.
Newport, Ky.
Benham, Ky.
Hazel Green, Ky.
Berea, Ky.
Berea, Ky.
Portsmouth, 0.
Camargo, Ky.
Cadmus, 0.
Cleveland, 0.

''MAROONS''

WHERE STUDENTS TRADE

COMPLIMENTS OF

SUTTON'S
GROCERY

Class
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Senior
Sophomore

J. C. PENNEY CO.
THE HOME OF VALUES
Main Street

Richmond, Kentucky

University of Louisville

Murray State Teac/1.ers ColleBe

f,,

Bottom row, left
Richard Panther
Top row, left to
Robert Hampton,

Left to right: Ned Washer, Lon Wrig ht, L eslie McKee!, Dale D eibert,
Bill Carneal Gene Bland Bob Brown, Novis Copela nd, Walter Wilson,
Jimmie Mitchell, Jame~ Hurley, Walter Murray, Coach Carlisle
Cutchin.

to right: Tom Beasley, Ben Reid, Walter Slater,
(captain), Joe Sheeley, Joe Roney, Gavin Morris.
r ight: Coach Apitz, George Ogden, Robert Myers,
Elwyn Horine, Jack Creamer, and Cummings, (Mgr.)

TEAM ROSTER

TEAM ROSTER
No.
19172220161311212315181412-

Name
Gene Bland
James Hurley
Jack Story
Bob Brown
Bill Carneal
Jimmy Mitchell
Walter Murray
Walter Wilson
N ovis Copeland
Carlisle Wallis
Leslie McKee!
Lon Wright
Ned Washer

Pos.
G
F
C
G
F
F
G
F
F
F
F
F
C

Class
Senior
Senior
Senior
Junior
Junior
Junior
Junior
Junior
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore
Sophomore

No.
8119631451613104712-

Address
Cair o, Ill.
Ca lvert City, Ky.
Almo, Ky.
Cobb, Ky.
H eath, Ky.
Hickma n , Ky.
Horse Ca ve, Ky.
Buchanon, Tenn.
Kirksey, Ky.
Barlow, Ky.
Rector, Ark.
Boaz, Ky.
Kir ksey , Ky.

Name
Pos.
Tom B easley
F
J ack Crea m er
F
Elwyn Horine
G
Robert Myer
C
Ga vin Mor ris
G
Richard Oldham
C
Richard Panther (C) G
Robert Pearce
C
Ben Reid
G
Joe Roney
F
J oe Sheeley
G
Walter Sla ter
G
Bob Weber
C

"THOROUGHBREDS"

THE COMPLETE DEPARTMENT STORE

(11 I n:,tl~I ?.l' ll D
'---

"KNOWN FOR BETTER VALUES"

Class
Address
Junior
Indianapolis, Ind.
Sophomore
Louisville, Ky.
Junior
Louisville, Ky.
Senior
Hazard, Ky.
Junior
Louisville, Ky.
Junior
Louisville, Ky.
Senior
Louisville, Ky.
Sophomore
Louisville, Ky.
Sophomore
Louisville, Ky.
Sophomore
Louisville, Ky.
Sophomore
Louisville, Ky.
Sophomore
Louisville, Ky.
Junior
Louisville, Ky.

"CARDINALS"

..

·•
I

fl

EAT WITH YOUR FRIENDS

COMPLIMENTS

AT

TERRILL'S
RESTAURANT

BOHON STORES CO.
(Incorporated)
Richmond, Ky.

Phone 543

WESTERN
11-Downing
35-Saddler "
39-Hackett
41-Ramsey
42-Towery 51- Spatig
54- Walters
59- Stemm
64-Robinson
77-Green
88-Ball
97-Gnuesser

LOUISVILLE
8-Beasley
11-Creamer
9- Horine
6-Meyer
3- Morris
14-0ldham
5- Panther16- Pearce
13- Reidi
10-Roney
4-Sheeley
7::_s1ater
12- Weber

UNION
WESLEYAN- MOREHEAD
MURRAY
6-Leroy
24-:--Gray
G- W
19- Bland
7- Laswell 27- Garnett
16- 00- Kirk
1'('- Hurley
9- Rose
20- Keeton
25- 22- Walker
22- Story
4- Wilson
23- Martin
17- 77- Higginbothom
20- Brown
1- Shoupe --- 22- McKenzie 22-33-Wiggers
16-Carneal
3- Stafura 25- Raisor
14- 88- Ishmael
13- Mitchell
2- Farmer 28- Reynolds 15- 66- Tallent
11- Murray
5- Cartmill 26- Stout
21- 11- Gant21- Wilson
23- Copeland
Goins
21- Stacy
18- 55-Barr
15-Wallis
Cline
29- Whitlock 24- 44- Stinar
18- McKeel
Redwine · 23- 99- Horton r20- - - Kiser
14-Wright
12- Washer

GEORGETOWN
30- Shaeffer
31- Quinlan
25- McLaughlin
24- Neal
32- Stocksdale
26-Rudy
28- Kling
27- Cundiff
26- Eller
29- Adams
22- Hall

TRANSYLVANIA EASTERN
M- W
54- Atkinson
28- 24- Yeager
59- Betz
24- 12- Perry
50- Burns
26- 18- Thurman
58- Blumer
21-16-~icWhorter
53-Cunningham
27-17--Abney
60- Greene
23-23-Gott
57- Horton
'22- 21-Tussey
5G-Moore
31- 11- H elton
52- Murphy
30-10-Lu man
61- Patrick
29-- -S hetler
51:i-Stephenson
51- Stopp

BEREA
14- McDowell
11- Prater
15- Powell
8- Thomas
19- Greene
17- Candy
18- De yton
10-Hale
16- B eldon
7- M a ssey

WESLEYAN
Friday 3 :00 P. M .

TRANSY

I
Saturday 2 :0(} P. M.

LOUISVILLE
Friday 8:00 P. M.

WESTERN
Thursday 4:00 P . M.

EASTERN
Sakrday 8:31) P. M.
1939 CHAMPION

BEREA
Thursday, 7 :30 P. M .

UNION
Friday 9:00 P. M.

CENTRE
Thursday 8:30 P. M.

MOREHEAD

GEORGETOWN
Friday 4:00 P. M .

MURRAY

CENTRE
Burnett
79- Coop
76- German
77- Hutchison
71- Lorentzson
72- May
78- ~iays
75- Schult::::
Seale
73- Stahl
71- Yatcs

Centre Gallese

Transylvania Universzty

Front row, left to right: Bill Yates, Dick Stahl, Lloyd May, Leonard
Schultz. Back row, left to right: Dick Hutchison, Paul Coop, Marlin Mays, Andy Lorentzsen, Jimmie German.

TEAM ROSTER
No.

Name
Burnett
79-Coop
76- German
77- Hutchison
71- Lorentzson
72- May
78- Mays
75-Schultz
Seale
73- Stahl
74- Yates

Pos.
F
C
G

F
F
C
G
G
F

G
G

Soph.
Senior
Senior
Soph.
Junior
Soph.
Soph.
Junior
Soph.
Senior
Soph.

Address
Anchorage, Ky.
Burksville, Ky.
Louisville, Ky.
Campbellsville, Ky.
Brunswick, Ga.
Danville, Ky.
Lynch, Ky.
Chicago, Ill.
Booneville, Ky.
Louisville, Ky.
Harrodsburg, Ky.

Front row, left to right: Bobby Greene, Sherry Blumer, Charles Patrick, Melvin Blakeman, Dick Betz, Harry Stephenson, Herbert Moore.
Rear row, left to right: Coach Algie Reece, P eyton Horton, Billy
Atkinson, George Stopp, Hal Murphy, Ben Burns, Will Moore Kendall.

TEAM ROSTER
No.
545958505360575652615551-

Name
Billy Atkinson
Dick Betz
Sherry Blumer
Ben Burns
Omer Cunningham
Bobby Greene
Peyton Horton
Herbert Moore
Hal Murphy
Charles Patrick
Harry Stephenson
George Stopp

"COLONELS"
COMPLIMENTS

H. M.
WHITTINGTON CO.
JEWELERS
"Gifts That Last"

Pos.
G
G
G
F
G
F
F
F
C

F
F
C

Class
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Junior
Soph.
Senior
Senior
Junior
Junior
Soph.

Address
Sharpsburg, Ky.
Ludlow, Ky.
Lexington, Ky.
Norwood, 0.
Lexington, Ky.
Owenton, Ky.
Paris, Ky.
Akron, 0.
Cincinnati, 0.
Burgin, Ky.
Lexington, Ky.
Chicago, Ill.

"PIONEERS"
COMPLIMENTS OF

JOE'S
RESTAURANT
Phone 58

Richmond, Ky.

THE MARGARET
BURNAM SHOP
Headquarters of
Sport Clothes of Distinction

COMPLIMENTS OF

KENTUCKY
ICE CREAM CO.
Phone 420

Richmond, Ky.

·c eorsetown Collese

Berea Col lese

Left to right: Barton Thomas, David Beldon, Robert Massey, Glenn
McDowell, Joe Prater, Wilson, Earle Powell, Charley Hale, Oscar Deyton, Dallas Candy, Mullins, Joe Greene.
Front row, left to right: Roy Eller, A. B. Rudy, Lester Kling, Tris
Bridges, Eugene Neal. Back row, left to right: Andy Zuurbier,
Robert Stocksdale, Robert Evans, coach, Clifford Quinlan, Howard
Shaeffer, and James McLaughlin.

TEAM ROSTER
No.
Name
30- Howard Shaeffer
31- Clifford Quinlan
25- James McLaughlin
24- Eugene Neal
32-Robert Stocksdale
26- A. B. Rudy
28-Lester Kling
27-Milton Cundiff
23- Woodrow Johnson
Andy Zuurbier
26-Roy Eller

Pos.
G

Class
Senior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Junior
Soph.
Soph.
Junior
Senior
Soph.
Junior

C

F
G
C

F
G
F
F
C

G

Address
Alliance, 0.
Canton, 0.
Georgetown, Ky.
Georgetown, Ky.
New Albany, Ind.
Millersburg, 0.
Columbus, Ind.
Louisville, Ky.
Virgie, Ky.
Chicago, Ill.
Jefferson, N. C.

TEAM ROSTER
No.
Name
16- David Beldon
17-Dallas Candy
18-Oscar Deyton
19--Joe Greene
10- Charley Hale
7- Robert Massey
14- Glenn McDowell
15- Earle Powell
11- Joe Prater
8-Barton Thomas
Chad Wilson
Allen

OWEN McKEE
"Archer

Hose,

For

Women"

Lovely

F

F
F
G
F
F
F

Class
Senior ·
Senior
Senior
Soph.
Soph.
Senior
Senior
Junior
Soph.
Senior
Junior
Soph.

Address
Paintsville, Ky.
Unionville, 0.
Green Mts. N. C.
Big Stone Gap, Va.
Prestonsburg, Ky.
Manchester, Ky.
East Bernstadt, Ky.
Elkhorn City, Ky.
Lackey, Ky.
Meridian, Ala.
Booneville, f{y.
Berea, Ky.

"MOUNTAINEERS"

"TIGERS"
COMPLIMENTS

Pos.
G
F
G
C
G

For College Campus or City Street.
Styles From Stanifers Are Smart
and Neat.

STANIFER'S
Smart Styles

Richmond, Ky.

EAT AT

COMPLIMENTS

Madison-Southern

DOC'S

National Bank & Trust

Opposit~ ti.e Court House

Company

Kentucky Wesleyan Collel3e

TOURNAMENT OFFICIALS

Front row, ieft to right: William Keeton, Sam Garnett, Aubrey
Gray, James McKenzie, William Martin, James Brooks. Back row,
left to right: Marcus Redwine, Johns (manager), John Reynolds,
Tony Raisor (Capt), Harry Stout, William Stacy, Edward Whitlock,
George Ditto, coach.

TEAM ROSTER
No.
24272023222528262129-

Name
Pos.
Aubrey Allen Gray
F
Sam Wilson Garnett G
Billy Randolph Keeton F
William Maurice Martin G
J ames Shirley McKenzie G
Tony Raisor (C)
G
J ohn Russell Reynolds F
Harry Riddle Stout
C
William Q. Stacy
C
Edward M. Whitlock
F
Marcus Redwine

Class
Junior
Junior
Soph.
Soph.
Junior
Senior
Senior
Senior
Soph.
Soph.

Address
Winchester, Ky.
Hazard, Ky.
West Liberty, Ky.
Beaver Dam, Ky.
LaGrange, Ky.
Worthville, Ky.
Bardstown, Ky.
Worthville, Ky.
·
Vicco, Ky.
Winchester, Ky.
Winchester, Ky.

"PANTHERS"

THOS E. McDONOUGH
Tournament Manager

GEORGE DITTO
S ecretary Ii. I. A. C.
liiiiiiiiiiiiii

OFFICIAL SCORER-DEAN RUMBOLD
OFFICIAL TIMER-TOM SAMUELS
OFFICIALS
FRED KOSTER, Louisville, Ky.
BILL YOUNG, Elizabethtown, Ky.

COMPLIMENTS

COME ON, EASTERN!

COMPLIMENTS OF

J. J.

DIXIE

BEGLEY

Complete Home Furnishing

Newberry Co.

Dry Cleanery

Drug Company

Phone 474

5c-10c-$1.00 STORE

Second Street

W. F. HIGGINS
COMPANY

Luncheonette

Soda · Fountain

KIAC TOURNEY HISTORY
America's largest association of colleges for the purpose of
athletic furtherance 2.nd relations has its largest single state representation in Kentucky. Eleven major colleges are represented on
the gridiron, hardwood , track, and diamond under the banner pf the
Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Association. The eleven colleges
of Kentucky go to make up wha t is known as the Kentucky Intercollegiate Athletic Conference, a ll the m embers of which will participate
in the 1939 tournament.
In February, 1926, the idea was conceived and executed that
the Kentucky colleges in the association should h old an annual tournament at the close of the regular basketbaH, season to determine as
nearly as possible the best t eam in the Commonwealth and crown the
winner of the three-day affair the state champions.
Spencer Memorial Gymnasium on the campus of Kentucky
Wesleyan in Winchester was the scene of the first eight tournaments.
The calibre of Kentucky inter collegiate tasketball grew steadily, but
with the coming of the lean economic year s the tournament failed to
receive the financial suppor t n ecessary in Winchester and as a result
was moved in 1934 to Louisville where the ninth Kentucky tournament
was sponsored by the university of that city. The Louisville tournament also failed to receive the financial support necessary and as a
result the U. of L. officials did not invite the event back to the Kentucky metropolis in 1935.
The tournament was held at Western in 1935 and 1936 where ft
was conducted in a very, very satisfactory manner.
At a meeting of the K . I. A. C. coaches in Louisville during
the K. E. A. of 1936, Eastern extended an invitationJ to the group
to hold the 1937 tournament at the Weaver Health Building. It was
voted to hold the tournament at Richmond in 1937, 1938 and 1939.
A resume of! the thirteen years of tournament history shows
that Western has been the champions seven consecutive times and
that Louisville, Berea, and Georgetown have won the meet twice
each.
Eastern is happy to be host to the tournament this year that
will declare the winner of the Kentucky Intercollegiate Athletic Conference.

KIAC HONOR TEAMS
1926- Dick Bacon, Wesleyan;
1933- Willard Bagwell, Murray;
Charles Bradbury, Georgetown; Harry Hardin, Tom Hobbs and
George Wright, Berea; Asa Rouse, B ernard Hickman, all of Western;
\iVesleyan ; Pap Glenn, Western.
Austin Denton, Wesleyan.
1927- Louis Ware, Transylvania;
1934-Harry Hardin, Western;
Ted Hornback and J. D. Walker, L e~ Wright, Louisville; . B~s~l
both of Western; Asa Rouse, Wes- Gn~er! Murray; T~m Gianmm,
leyan; Charles Bradbury, George- Lomsv1lle; Bernard Hickman, Westown.
tern.
.
· w b
L • •n . 1935- Harry Hardm, . Western;
8
19~ - Eddie
e er,
omsvi_ e, Ross Magruder, Murray; Bradford
Edwm Allen and Sam Hawkms, Mutchler Western· J a mes Philboth of G~or~etown; Kenn~th lips Mu~ray· Ber~ard HickmaIJ.
Browne, Lomsville; Arnold Wm- We~tern.
'
'
kenhofer, Western. .
l936- James Phillips, Murray;
1929- Sam Hawkms, George- ·woodrow Hinkle Eastern- Bradtown ; !lobert Wilson, Wesleyan; ford Mutchler, Western; WellingBurt Libbey and T<;>m~y Thomp- ton Cooper, Centre; Max Reed,
son, both of Lomsville; Edgar Western; Major Gardner, Berea.
Stansbury, Western.
1937- "Red" McCrocklin, Harry
1930-Don Cawthorne, George- Saddler a nd Ralph Dudgeon, all of
town; Kendali Bocard, Robert Wil- Western; Ethridge McKee!, Murson, Alex Kertis and Clarence Tol- ray; Robert Fitzpatrick, Transylbert, all of Wesleyan.
vania; Gene Sullivan, Union; Jack
1931- Forest Wyatt, Berea; Wil- Wright and H arold Clark, both of
lard Bagwell, Murray; William Berea.
Sparks,
Transylvania;
Cassius 1938- "Red" McCrocklin, Ralph
Hatcher, Wesleyan; Robert Har- Dudgeon, Harry Saddler, all of
lowe, Berea.
Western; Ethridge McKee! and
1932- Austin Denton, Wesleyan; Floyd Burdette, both of Murray;
Orlie Lawrence and Tom Hobbs, Eugene Neale, Georgetown; Gene
both of Western; Zelda Hale, Eas- Sullivan, Union; Roy King, Eastern; Clarence Sharpton, Berea. · tern.

WELCOME!
~
-=-----------------

UNITED DEPT. STORE
Elks Building
COMPLIMENTS OF

Second and Main Street
We Sell All Kinds of Live Stock

Sale Every Thursday
OLDHAM, .ROBERTS
MADISON SALES CO.
& POWELL
(Incorporated)
FUNERAL HOME
Q. :&. ·wATSON M~nage:r
1

COMPLIMENTS OF

F. W.

WOOLWORTH
& COMPANY

Oldham & Powell
Hardware, Sporting Goods, Paints,
and General Hardware.
Court House Is Opposite Us _

d OMP LIMENTS O:F

HOW THEY FINISHED:

Kentucky Utilities Co.
INCORPORATED

K. I. A. C. RATINGS AT END OF SEASON

w.

Team
GEORGETOWN

12

L.

Pts.
50'5

0

Op.Pts.
349

Pct.
1.00()

NEW

Bes t Wishes to "Tom" McDonough
a nd "Turkey" Hughes for a

EASTERN
Hotel
$1.00 UP

Bc~;:~:n&eHarber

RICHMOND 'S NEWEST
AAA

Insurance of All Kinds
'
McKee Building

WESTERN

8

0

385

261

1.000

MOREHEAD

9

2

470

391

.818

COMPLIMENTS OF

11

4

620

530

.733

TRANSYLVANIA

6

10

546

591

.375

MADISON LAUNDRY &
DRY CLEANERS

CENTRE

4

9

447

541

.308

UNION

3

7

334

364

.300

BEREA

3

8

385

463

.273

WESLEYAN

3

10

420

500

.231

LOUISVILLE

1

8

320

420

.111

MURRAY

0

3

104\,

127

.000

EASTERN

P h one 352

Floor Sanding and Finishing
Phone 499

Phone 56--49

Richmond, Ky.

G. C. Cox & Sons

Richmond, Kentucky

Distributors of

of F.

D. I.

C.

PURE OIL PRODUCTS

ENJOY YOURSELF AND COME BACK AGAIN

COMPLIMENTS OF

STOCKTON'S
PHARMACY

STATE BANK &
T RUST CO.

WELCOMES K . I. A. C. VISITORS

RICHMOND DAILY REGISTER
General Contractor

COMPLIMENTS

Richmond
Chamber of Commerce

\

TOM CORNELISON

COMPLIMENTS OF

Member

From the Press of

COMPLIMENTS OF

Richmond, Ky .

r

Chamber of Commerce

President, Geo. T. Fawkes

Rot ary Club:

President, Johnny Reichspfarr

Exch ange Club:

President, Leon Elder

L ion 's Club:

Dr. E. C. Combs

I
j

/

.

!

-

\

BA SKETBAL-L
\

.

7

Price 15 Cents
_.r

I

Morehead
·~ College
..
Gymnasium ..

/

-

Friday, Jan. 24,

1947

•
. _. Morehead Eagles
. '_versus

,

-

-

Marshall College ·
:___

.
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November 21, 1946
Dear Friends:
You are here to see our basketball games.
We are glad. The skill and sportsmanship
of the players are to be admired. Your
presence and support encourage the coaches
and players to do their best.
We are all interested in wholesome rivalry that involves hours of disciplined training, good physical development and good
citizenship for a good America.
Come ,again!
Very sincerely yours,

WM. JESSE BAIRD
President
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DR. BAIRD
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Coaches Bob Laughlin and Ellis Johnson
_,/
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JOHNSON'S ;
GROCERY

See "Tea Pappy"

Meat Marliet
Steaks
Dinners
· Sandwiches

Chops
Lunches
Short Orders

SEAL TEST ICE CREAM

•
Phone 22

"Meet Your Friends at the Kentucky''
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A Sh~fer ·Theatre
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MILLS and TRAIL

and

N~ Eo l{ennard Hardware Company

THEATRES

JACK HELWIG
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ALLEN'S MEAT MARKET
216 Main Street -

I

HOME OF GOOD PICTURES

Phone- 380

•
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Daily D ·e livery

W.R. SHAFER, Owner and General Manager
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Harry Carpenter
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Jack Pobst
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E. TURNER

Phone 48F2
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Free Throws
1st
2nd
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Field Goals
1st
2nd

Pers•narrr-Total
Fouls l I Points

I

--------------1 -------- · 1--------- 1---------- --------- !---------

ALLEN

55 . MARTIN
11

SCROGGINS

---- ---------- 1-------- - II __ , -----

/--------.

---------'1i . _________ :;iI---------

1----------1---------I1------.--1,_____ ---I

- 5

HALL

10

TOOTHMAN

28

JAMES

__________________ J

6

GUTSHALL

7

TONKOVICH

8

MAZZA

33

PRATER

4

ERICKSON. --------- - ----- --------- ,---------

44

RISNER --------------

9

WRIGHT __________________ , --------- ,---------

45

SPARKMAN ________ -------1

11

LITTLE -------------------,---------,-"'-------

99

NICHOLS

-----------------1-- . ------ --- ----- --------- ---------,,---------I ,---------

12

BAKALIS _________________

88

HOLLEY

------------------1 ---------l---------·11---------1----------11---------1 l.---------

24

MOSSER __________________ , --------- ,---------

33

ALTIZER -,.----------------, --- - ----- ,________ _

66

BAKER
ZWIGERT

30

TODD

---------1---------11---------1---------l l---------l, --------1

-------------------1--------- I_____; ___ 11---------1---------f 1---------1 I

---------1 _-------- /_________ _

Pers'nal j Total
Fouls , Points
J

------------- --------- ,---------

CARTEE -- - ---------------1 --------- 1-- . ------ 1---------

'---------'I------------1- ___ . ----1
--------- ---------1---------11-----.·-+---------

11

11

---------------1---:.---:--1---------

77

---------' 1------ . --1,. , -------------------------\ --------- 1--------- --------- 1---------1

Free Throws
1st
2nd

_________ j ____'____ _

POBST

--------- 1--------- \

u

--------------------! ---------,---------

75

_____ . ---------- ---------/--------- ---------
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Marshall College

1

22

ar11tw, I

Sales - - - Service
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I
I
II
--------- 1------.--- 1 --------- --------- 1-- .___ . -. I1
·---------

IIAWHEE

Transportation _ ;

Chevrol~t

Morehead College Eagles
Field Goals
1st
2nd

~

------·-------------i--------- ,--------_________ ,________

.

------~--~\°~::_ ______ _

(First Five Names Listed Probable Starting Line-up)

(First Five Names Listed Probable Starting Line-up)

Next Home Game-Jan. 31-Eastern State (8.00 P. M.)
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White Top Cab

5 We Go Anywhere,
Phone 9110 .

24-Hour Service ·
Anytime

.

Special Rates on _Long Trips

I
5

Morehead, Ky., ,
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COLLEGE VIEW HOTEL
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OLDSMOBILE SALES AND SERVICE -~
-R.B. DAY
5-Morehead, Kentucky §
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~- COLLEGE VIEW

----5; East Main at Blvd.
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Milk for Health
Pasteurized for Safety
Home Owned -
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H ome Operated
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J.C. Wells
Bus Lines

"Y ou can w h tp
" our ere-am
lmt you can't beat our' millr,"

Phone 271
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY
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Jfle A,.e Pioneers of Your Bus Service
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We also have two new n1odern buses for
your chartered trips. Phone 18_2 :for
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Best Wishes, Eagles
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All Kinds of Sandwiches
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Chili

Hot Soup

Clean and Wholesome Recreation
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Follow the Team in ·a New DE SOTO
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Sandwiches and Soft Drinks

DeSoto -

•
MAIN STREET

Luther Risner
'

.

CURTS MOTOR SALES
_Plvmnutl
-., _______ , -

Federal
Trucks
- -

Ii) 11
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CURT HUTCH-- -.

·
Phone -_99
-
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GORDON MOORE
Athletic Publicity D h·ector

--~
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The
REXALL Store
.

~

The
m creatmg
rhe sole objective in
creating. this publication
puo:iicauon has
nas been
uee1L
--to present a souvenir program to increase 1,i1e enJoy111en
" or
]\,forehead' s basketball games. There has been no tholllJht of
financial profit in the presentation of this book. The rn tes of
advertising herein have been set at figures only high e nougn
to insure the cost of publishing.

=
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! C. E. BISHOP DRUG CO.

m

The Athletic Committee and the Publicity
Pubncny Department
uepanmem
_:ncere vote
i;o
foose
of Morehead wish to extend· a.. s1
· or• thanks
·'
'
,
,,. - - who have made this progr am l_::>ossible. To our advertisers,
··- -- --... be
paisun;,ige
it is a cordial hope that you w 111
· amply repaid in ·--•---·
- -and spor ts enter tainment ! or t'.:.e
t- assistance you h ave given
------~t could not have been pubus. Without vour cooperation ;,
lishe d.
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Wishes
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East E.nd Grocery · & Meat Market
EAST MAIN-

8
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PHONE 56 §
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Best Wishes for a
f
Successful Season, Eagle~
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Compliments of
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Union Grocery
Company

erial Cleaners

•
l Cleaning Done in Our
O·wn Modern Plant

•

•

Phone 100

New Laundry Will Be In Operation

After First Of The Year ·

Morehead
=

l{entucky

PHONE 302

= ,
Park Prater

,
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Frank Fraley
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BROWN MOTOR COMPANY

~
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BUICK AND G. M. C. TRUCKS
S ales and Services

~

~

PHONE 284
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CLAUDE BROWN, Owner
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BURGER

BAR

~

AFTER GAME SNACKS

~

"When better 'burgers are fried
• • • we'll fry them"
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Bob Baker

I
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Collins Motor Co. _
~ Ser,V l. Ce
~
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24-HOUR WRECl(ER SER '.VICE

~

G. C. COLLINS, Manas~er

§

Sa I es

Phone 18

-

W.M,1in St. §

Linton Nichols
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Kyle Macy has the
Morehead Eagles soaring
he walls in Kyle Macy's modest
and windowless rectangular office in
the Athletic-Academic Center at
Morehead State University are adorned
with framed basketball jerseys from his
storied career as a player-AllAmerican at Kentucky, Pan American
gold-medal winning team, first-round
draft pick of the Phoenix Suns.
A lamp on a table behind his desk is
draped with various media credentials
he acquir~ w4ile working in radio
and televiir'G,,._,There is also a framed
photo of Ti ui"~hwife of 13 years.,
s
;,~ile in his direction.
• lflL.;°c
_still fit and
:qi,;
uld
pla
icipat
~~~~~~ennis. Th
• -,-1,, - h ,.,.1
his
46 years is
keeps shaved.
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to hide it," he said with a grin while
rubbing the top of it. "That's why I
keep it this way now."
Macy is about to embark on his seventh season as coach of the Morehe~d
State Eagles. It hasn't been easy.
first team won ohly three games.
"I jokingly tell my assistants that we
probably did our best coaching job to
win those three games because we had
only one Division I player on that
team," he said.
·
Last year's squad finished 20-9, the
most victories since the school's NCAA
tournament team in 1984, and won the
Ohio Valley Conference regular-season
title.
"When we first got here we wanted ~
to compete for a championship," he
8
said. "The next step is pointed to win- ~
ning the OVC tourney and playing in ~
the -NCAA tournament."
~
Macy, who has taken three teams to ~
the semifinals of the OVC post-season ~
tourney, knew what he was getting
::i
into when he accepted Morehead
Macy coaches with the same cool grace with w
State's offer.
played the game.

His
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Eastern Kentucky University students meet with former President Jimmy
Carter during a visit to Plains, Ga.

Above, Louisville
director Stu Pollard
talks with Stacy Keach
during afilm break for
the film Keep Your
Distance at Churchill
Downs. At left,
Pollard, who also
filmed the movie Nice 1';i
Guys Sleep Alone ]
in Louisville, talks
with his stars Gil
u
Bellows and Jennifer
Westfeldt.

~

~---------

Jim Rutledge, master distiller at Four Roses (third from left), sings
with the Kentucky Headhunters during the Kentucky Bourbon
Festival in Bardstown.
Graves County High School
science teacher Velvet Dowdy of
Lynnville receives a $5,000 check for
her school from Wal-Mart for being
named Kentucky's Teacher of the
Year.

· Kentucky Seen photos can be
· sent to Kentucky Monthly, P.O.
Box 559, Frankfort, KY 40601
or e-mailed to
steve@kentuckymonthly.com
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Berea native John B. Fenn, winner of the 2002 Nobel Prize in
Chemistry, is honored at Berea College.

Linda Ronstadt pe,forms at the Rosemary Clooney
Festival in Maysville.

Ouita Michel of the Holly Hill Inn in Midway; Peng Looi and Sous ChefNgueyen Tran
from Asiatique and August Moon in Louisville; Anthony Lamas oflicama 6rill in Louisville;
Patrick Colley and Marcus Heindselman of the Louisville Country Club; and Peggy Stevens,
director ofhomeplace marketingfor Brown-Forman wer( among the participants in the
Woodford Reserve Culinary Cocktail Tour.
NOVEMBER 2003 • KENTUCKY MONTHLY
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"I think it's what I expected," Macy
said oT the challenge facing him when
he took the job. "I knew it would take
awhile because it had hit rock ,bottom."
Macy took the job in 1997 with no
coaching experience. He grew up in
basketball family, playing for his father,
Bob, at Peru High School in Indiana.
He was a volunteer assistant for Nolan
Barger at Tates Creek High School in
1991, at team that reached the finals of
the state tournament. But other than
that, he experienced the game as a
player and broadcast commentator.
"I'd go on the road with my dad
when he was scouting teams and I was
only 5 or 6," Macy recalled. "When I
was older we'd talk about basketball
when we came back from road games
on the bus. He not only taught me to
play basketball but also influenced
me."
Joe B. Hall, Macy's coach at
Kentucky, said being around the game
at an early age is invaluable.
"He was a typical coach's son," Hall
said. "He grew up around the game
and understoqd the language of the
game at a very early age."
Macy's knowledge of the game was
never more evident than in 1978, when
his play was instrumental in leading
the Wildcats to the NCAA championship.
"He reacted so quickly to changes
during a game," Hall said of the slen-

der point guard. "He knew how to
keep his teammates happy with good
feeds and taking good shots. He was a
great leader for us. He played the point
guard spot, but he could control the
game from the other guard spot."
Macy, who transferred to Kentucky
after one year at Purdue, finished his
three seasons with 1,411 points and
made 89 percent of his free throws .
Those who followed Macy's years as a
Wildcat remember his ritual at the
free-throw line in which he reached
down and touched his socks before he
shot.

AUTO• HOME•

LIFE•

BUSINESS

"Kyle was obviously one of the most
popular Wildcats to ever don the blue
and white," said Brooks Downing, former sports information director at
Kentucky. "He was a role model then,
and he's a role model now."
Besides being an All-American on
the basketball floor, Macy earned
Academic All-American status in the
classroom.
Macy was drafted in the first round
by the Phoenix Suns in 1980, the 22nd
player selected overall. He spent five
years in Phoenix and one season each
at Chicago and Indiana. Every team he

A MEMBER

S E RVICE

WWW . KYFB . CO M

Dowe cover
stonn damage in cities?

Hail yes.

For nearly 85 years,
Kentucky Farm Bureau
has been known for its commitment

to

rural

values. Values like honesty, integrity, personal service, and contributing
to the good of the community. Those attributes have helped us grow
to

become the largest property and casualty insurer in Kentucky.

Today, Kentucky Farm Bureau Insurance is trusted just as much by
city dwellers as it is by folks on the farm. If you're in the market for
auto or homeowners insurance, put your trust in the company that's
big on commitment - throughout the Commonwealth of Kentucky.

Macy's No. 4 is among the jerseys retired by the
University of Kentucky

KENTUCKY FARM BUREAU

BIG ON COMMITMENT!
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played on reached the NBA playoffs.
Macy averaged 9.5 points per game.
After the NBA, he played three seasons
in the Italian professional league.
"I wouldn't trade those three years
there," he said of playing in Italy. "The
people were great and the food was
super."
Macy takes pride in his years as a
player.
"For a guy not tall or fast, I was able
to accomplish a lot," Macy said. "Now
I have that opportunity as a coach to
influence my players on what they can
accomplish."
Although he grew up in Indiana,
Macy found his way back to Kentucky.
"Even when I was playing in the
pros, I always came back here in the
off-season," he said. "The people were
very kind to me. It felt like home to
me."
Macy came into contact with Barger
while he was student teaching at Tates
Creek High
School during his senior year at
Kentucky.
"I

remember
saying to
him that
one of these
days he
would want
to coach,"
Barger said.
"He had
that temperament,
and I knew
he would be
an excellent coach, and now he's doing
a great job at Morehead."
Macy and Barger also worked
together for 18 years with the Kyle
Macy Basketball Camp after Macy's
career at Kentucky.
"I suggested to him to have a basketball camp," said Barger, now a realestate appraiser in Lexington. "I told
him I'd do all the work and you just be
there four out of five days. We shook
hands on it and for 18 years he was a
man of his word. Some people were
taking bets on whether he would show
up, but for 18 years he had a great
interest in the camp and was always
there. He had the kind of responsibility
and commitment to what we were
doing. He saw to it we had a good
camp. He got involved every day and
worked the different stations."
Macy credits Barger with allowing
him to get involved in coaching in 1991.
14
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The Macy File
• Given name: Kyle Robert
Macy
• Born: April 9, 1957
• Personal: Married to Tina;
two daughters, Mallory and
Meredith, and son, Malone
• Interests: Family, tennis and
golf
• Teams: Peru (Ind.) High
School; Purdue University (1976):
University of Kentucky (1977-80);
U.S. Pan-American (1979);
Phoenix Suns (1980-85); Chicago
Bulls (1986); Indiana Pacers
(1987); Italian Professional
League (1988-90)
• Honors: Mr. Indiana (1975);
Parade All-American (1975) ;
College All-American (1979-80);
Indiana Athletic Hall of Fame;
Kentucky Athletic Hall of Fame;
Retired jersey at University of
Kentucky
• Coaching: Morehead State
University, 1997-present; 75-92
record

"It was fun working with Nolan and
seeing how he did things," Macy said.
"Sometimes he would walk off the
court and go up in the stands and tell
me to run the practice. I learned a lot
from him."
As a student of the game, Macy
managed to pick up things from other
coaches as well during his playing
days.
He played for Bob Knight in the Pan
Am Games in 1979, winning a gold
medal and having his jaw broken along
the way.
"He is one of the best as far as Xs
and Os during the game and making
adjustments," Macy said of Knight. "I
enjoyed that experience that summer."
From playing for Hall at Kentucky,
he said learned "conditioning and the

importance it plays during games. Also
the preparation during the week and
being able to go out relaxed and play. I
want my players to have full confidence and play like they're capable of
playing."
During his years at Phoenix with
John McLeod, he was taught "how to
be a professional and carry yourself
like a professional. He showed me that
it was a business and you were going
to work when you played.
In his one season playing for at
Chicago, he was impressed with Coach
Stan Albeck's knowledge of the game.
"He was innovative and tried to do different things," Macy said.
And while he spent an unhappy season with Jack Ramsey at Indiana, he
found out "what it was like to sit on
the bench when you felt you should be
getting more playing time."
While some players might badmouth a coach who didn't play him, it
isn't in Macy's nature to do that. He's
soft-spoken and relaxed.
"He's never met a stranger and loves
to laugh," Downing said, "which we all
credit to his wife Tina's sense of
humor."
Macy also spent four seasons as the
color analyst on the UK radio network
before going to Morehead. "It was
fun," he said. "I really enjoyed that,
talking to other coaches and working
the games."
Although he has spent most of his
life in big cities, Macy is raising his
family in Morehead.
"My wife and I both grew up in
smaller communities," he said. "The
people here have been very supportive.
Each year the fan base here has gotten
bigger and bigger."
There's no doubt that other schools
will come calling if Macy continues his
success at Morehead.
"I don't think that much in the
future," he said. "If we do things well,
then good things will happen. I don't
worry about that. There's a lot to do
here to be the best we can be. That's
the ultimate goal right now."
But for the time being at Morehead
State, Macy has to contend with what
many coaches have to deal with during
the season: the University of
Kentucky's strong fan base.
"I'm a big UK fan," he said with a
smile. "I think there's plenty of room
for fans to support both programs. The
only time I don't root for UK is when
we're playing them."
-

MICHAEL E MBRY

THE SEVFN ALL-AMERir:ANS
The hardwoods of Morehead State Univ

ity (prior to 1966

State College) have produced seven basketball All-Americans.

orehead
The Forties

produced Earl Duncan (1943) and 1varren Cooper (1945), the Fifties prod cea
sharpshooting Sonny Allen (1950), Dangerous Dan Swartz (1956), and Mor head's all-time rebounding great, Steve Hamilton.
Harold Serp;ent, the
~

a

shland "Wonder Boy" (1961.)

Th Sixties produced
'li•ilii
- •~'klliPt\ ,~

prod ced an all-AmPrican in Leon~rd Coulter, Moreh~A.

1970 1 s
irst black

American.
In

he following pages the researcher will try to give a brief

biorraphy f Morehead's All-Americans.

The material listed·

hP. e

biogra~hies was obtained through personal interviews, newspaper clipnings,
sports magazines, and personal observation
5,,.--.-..~n:~~n.d~.ot~R--ae-~~r-e:ioo
\ rts.

· They are

2

Morehead 1 s first all-American basketballer arrived in 1943 in the
person of Earl Sanford Duncan. Ero-1 was from Georgetown, Kentt:cky 1vhere
he had been a high school cage sta r
during his senior year.

Earl reciAved all-American status

Earl came to Morehead in 19h0 and he proved to

be the greatest offensive player in Morehead's 18 year existence.

In

his four years Pt Morehead the rreRt center scored 1,430 points ?hich
1

uas good for a 19.3 point per game average.
head's all-ti.Ji1e scoring list.

He ranks sixth on More-

Such honors as all K.I.!.C. (3 times)

an<t S.I.A.A. (1 time) were gnrnered by E~l in his four year stay at
forehead 2

He was also named to all-onponent teams by Murray, 1JeP. tern,

and Ma rshall

The three major highlights of his star-studded career came against
~arshall, Western, and Salem College.
Herd in his
career.

enior year, Ear

had his greatest offensive night of his

In t he above mentioned r,ame

five maker s

First, going against the Thunnering

1

Earl scorched the nets for thirty-

In that game the Eagles dovmed a strong Marshall t run 69

to 46. 3
In his senior year he outscored the nations leading scorer (for 1943),
and ~t that time, the holder of the all-time four ye ..,r scoring record for
college competition.

The individual described above was John "Brooms"

Abramovic, Salem College 's high f;coring ace.4

Earl turned the trick against

1Morehead State University BaRketball Yearbook 1973-74.
2

The Trail Blazer , Jan. 16, 1943.
3The Trail Blazer, Jan. 16,
1943.

4The .,..rail Blazer, May 1, 1943 •

the Salem five in a charity game at Ashland in the winter of 1942.

In

this charity game he scored thirty-one points and Abramovic was able to
~arner only twenty-two points.
ER.rl Duncans finest all-around game came in his 1 ast collegiate
. game .

This was for the 1943 K.I .A. C. Championship which Morehead dropped

46

35.

In this game Morehead trailed 18 to 16

at halftime

and Morehead's first all-American had 14 of those 16 points.

He finished

to Western

to

the game with 29 points 1-Jhich was more than Western' s starting five managed
to scor e.

He also fouled out three Western players ~vho had the unpleasant

task of trying to stop his uncanny two-handed head shot.
Presently Earl Duncan is a principal in the Jefferson County school
system . 5

He also served in the Marines during World War II and

has

taught and coached in Jefferson County for the past thirty years or so.

5Personal interview with Bob Laughlin.

4

"Warren Cooper"
In the 1943- 944 basketball year Warren Cooper was asked to
shoes of Ear

)

,.

~
i

Duncan.

ill the

This was no small feat to ask since Earl had 1 d

all Kentucky scorers in 1942 and 1943.

Earl, .Tarren' s roomate, also

ranked fourth among all-collegiate four year scorers 1,430 points in
seventy-five games . 6
in his senior year.
feats?

To top all this

o~r,

Duncan had been an ::ill-American

How could anyone expect W::irren to accomplish such

w~rren's accomn\(-1..ishments exceeded all the loftly goals set for

him.

Warren Cooper, a six foot two inch, curly~haired chap, from Brooksville, Kentucky was Morehead's second basketball all-A.mericano

In 1938

nd 19 9 Warren and his brother Marvin led Brooksville to the state
tournment.7

In 1939 Brooksvil e won the state tournment and Warr n and

Marvin were named to the all-state teamo
Warren played only three years of basketball at Morehead because he
was forced to drop out o~ school in his sophmore year.

This happened

because five of his brothers w~re dra~ted into the service during World
far II.

Thus Warren had to work on his da 's farm and help feed his family.

In his three years he led the state (collegiate players) and the
South in scoring with a 21.5 average.
leading scorer in Moreheai's history.
Championship in 1943.

8 He placed himself as the second
He also led Morehead to the K.I.A.C.

Warr~n Cooper's value to Moreheads basketball teams

6Trail Blazer, l-farch 10, 1945.
7Trail Blazer, October 21, 1944.
8 Trail Blazer, Octobe~ 21, 1944.

can be found by checking the won lost record of the school during his
three years .

Morehead's reco~d was

•

40 wins and 19 loses\

. Warren Cooper had majors in economics and sociology and minors in
histor y and agriculture .

Thus both of Morehead's

first all-Americans

had history backgrounds .
Warren Cooper married his college sweetheart,Lake Cornett, from
Hindman, Kentucky.

These two are still hapnily married and live at 134

College View Court in Morehead.

~r . Cooper is a physical education

eacher at Rowan County High at the present tim •

In his spare time he

orks on his fann outside of town where he raises some cattle.
He can often be seen officiating junior varisty games at Weatherby
Gymnasium.

He is easily distinguished being 6' 211 and a full head of curly

grey hair and being the epitomy of a southern gentleman .

Its' hard to

realize such a distinguished looking fellow was once known to Morehead
fans as the "Brooksville Flash" .

6

"Sonny Allen"
In 1950 Morehead's hometown and homegrown hero, Sonny Allen, won
all-American honors .

Sonny was born in ~orehead and lived at L38 East

Main Street with his grandmother Nora Allen.

Sonny attended Breckinridge

Training School for twelve years and then attended Morehead State
for four years.
of being.

llege

Sonny hecame what every Kentucky boy of his era dreaJ'l'letl

He became a hometown hero and a basketba l legend.

Sonny began playing organized basketball when he was in the second
grade at Breck .

He made the vrade team at the age of seven.

He played

grade team ball for four years and when he became a seventh grader he
began playing junior varsity or B-team basl<B tball.

He played varsity

basketball for five years at Breckinridge where he rolled up some
impressive records.

He was all-district five t:imes, all-regional foir-

times and a11-state twice.

He also led Breckinridge to the.state title

in 1946 and to top off a star-studded prep career, he was named captain
of the Kentucky all-stnte team, which plays Indiania all-state team
annually and in this game he won the "Star of Stars Award" which goes
to the player giv~g the best performance in this prestigous game. 9
In 1946 Sonny Allen was one of the most sought after guards in the
Southeast.

He was offered approximately 300 scholarships and these
10
scholarships came from many o~ the top universities in the nation.

Adolph Rupp rec~ed Sonny very heavily and cherished the thought of
having Sony play in the backcourt for Kentucky.

9Personal interview with Coach Allen .

7

In 1946 Sonny signed a contract with the Brooklyn Dodgers to play
professional baseball .

By doing this he made himself ineligible to

play basketbal l in most of the major conferences.

But the

K.I . A C.

permitted a person to play a sport professionally, as long as , it was
not th e s ame sport as the person played co legiately.

'rhis is why he

played basketball at Morehead State Tniversity,. .l-u.f ~ ~ J. fJJ..
,Ml_ ..~~ ~ } 1 . . , J ~ - - ~ M - ' f ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ • O ----vv
During his four year stay at Morehead Sonny Allen collected numerous
awards .

In 1948 he led the K.I.A.C . (Kentucky Intercollegiate Athletic

Conference) and the South in scoring .

He is Morehead's all-time eading

scorer as a freshman in varsity competition.
years and in 1949 and 19.50 he won all

o.v

He was all-K .I .A. C. two

C. honors .

In 19.50 he signed a professiona basketball contract with the
Indianapolis Olympians of the N.B.A..
'Ralph

e'lrd .

He played with Alex Groza and

His basketball career was short lived since he was drafted

in the Air Fo:·ce in 1950 due to the Korean Conflict; While in the Armed
Forces he played both basketball and baseball and led the Sampon Air
Force Base in hittine (Batting averar,e) and scoring .
Sonny Allen married his college sweetheart, Merl F~ir, and today they
live at 126 Coller,e View Court, Morehead, Kentucky .
children and two grandchildren.

They have four

Sonny is Morehead's baseball coach but

he also has coached golf, cross-country, and basketball.
"Coach .Allen started his coaching days in 1955 and in the past two
decades he has coached various teams to 793 wins . 011

His baseball teams

have won 438 games and lost only 150 ga.JT1es . His Eagle tea.JT1s have won four
u~~~, {1/Y.L ~~o,.,....;...-u.~ ~ tJt/C:.. C.1Zttf!.,,.....
dj #I ~ 3 A, "'-I<-- r&M._ i4:> ~ ,
.

<Ju<

llPersonal Interview with John Allen.
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"Dan Swartz '
"Dangerous Dan" Swartz, a transfer student from the University of
Kentucky, by the way of Owingsville, became Morehead' s fourth allAmerican.1112' He attended Unive ·sity of Kentllcky his freshman year and
just was not suited to the large campus and metropolitan atmosphere .
Coach Laughlin heard of this dissatisfaction and convinced

?an

to come

to Morehead because of the .rural atmosphere and si ""tall student body.

His

happiness at ¥orehead is evi<lent by his hasketball perfonnance during
his three year stay.
"Dangerous Dan was a 6'4"' forward - center described by Coach Bob
Laughlin as one of the best in the nation . nl3

Dan shot set shots, jump

sr.ots, hooks, crips, one-handed, two-handed,

eft handed or right handed

Coach Laughlin always praised Dan's versatility 8nd durability.
In 1953-54 Dan led Kentucky college players in scoring.

He ranked

first in scoring idth a 25.3 average per game while Marshall averaged
25 points per game and Hagan finished third with 24 . 1 average . Marshall
14
and Hagan both received all-American honors that ye~r.
Loss of
playing time due to a knee injury could have caused the Owingsville lad
to miss all-American honors in 1953-54.
Dan Swartz ended his illustrious carerr in Morehead Colors against
Wayne University in 1956.
regionals

that year.

Dan led Morehead to the N.C A.A. Mideast

The University of Iowa beat MorP-head out of the

12Trail Blazer, November 17, 1953
1 3Personal Intervie•v with Bob Laughlin.
14Trail Blazer, February 23 , 1954.

10

tourmnent 97 to 84 before the Eagles beat Wayne University in the
consolation game 95 to 84.

It should be noted that it took a Bill

Russell led San Francisco University to beat Iowa for the ~.C.A .A
. hampionship.
Dan set virtually every scoring record at Morehead:

most points career

(1925; most points scored a single season (828); most points scored
first varsity year (446); most points scored, single game (47); highest

15

average, single season (28 .6 ); and highest career average, career (27.5). ·
In 1956 Dan Swartz was the fourth round draft choice of the Boston
Geltics. 16

The Celtics other three choices that year were Tom Heinsohn,

ill 1lussell, and K.C. Jones .

Swartz, houever elected to play A.A.U.

basketball for the Wichita Vickers.

He

Cleveland Pipers and Los Angles Jets .
player of' the industrial league twice.
e Boston Celtics and was a Celtic s3s

ater played for the old A . B.. A.
He was named the most vaulable
In 1962 he signed a contract with
ae for two years ..

Today Dan Swartz lives in Owingsville, Kentucky and can be seen nearly

15Trail Blazer, March 27, 1956.
16Trail Blazer, December 21, 19~2.
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Steve Hamilton"

In 1957 Morehead I s fifth all-American was born in the person of Steve
Hamilton o Steve was a unique all-American for the Eagles because he was
not a native of Kentucky .

Steve was born in Charlestown , Indiania .

head was not Steve's first college choice .

More-

He first elected to go to

Purdue but did not like the school because of the compulsory R. O. T. c.
program .

Thus Bob Laughlin convinced him to enroll at Morehead.

Thus

the love story begins.
Steve not only played basketball, baseball , and track, he also served
as president o.f the student government
boy on }forehead's campus.

~d

was nominated the most ponular

He was an All-,/\merican and All..OVC performer

at Morehead State University in basketbRll, and he also won alJ-conference
honors as a pitcher and led Morehead to the league's baseball crown in
1957.

He also set a school pole vault record of eleven feet . 1 7

Steve still holds Morehead's school rebounding r ecord and dur:ing his
three yeRr stay at Morehead, he always ranked in the top ten nationally
in rebounding.

Here's what he did statistically:

1.

Scored 654 points to rank 15th in the nation in scoring
with a 24.2 game average .

2.

Snared 543 rebounds to rank 10th nationally.

3 • Hit 44% of his shots from the field.

4.

Hit 81% of his shots from the foul line.

"Louisville Times staff writer Marvin N. Gay, Jr. called Steve "AllAmerican Timber" and Louisville Courier-Journal staff writer Johnny Carrico
called Steve a "superb individual type.n 18

17Trail Blazer, February 17, 19.58 .
18 Louisville Courier Journal , October 10, 19570
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Steve Hamilton was drafted by the Clevelmd Indians and Minneapolis
Lakers.

Steve played professional basketball for only two years and then

gave it up to concentrate on baseball .

Steve found success as a left-

handed relief specialist for the New York Yankees.
was the Yankees premier lefthanded reliever .

For seven years St ve

He was extremely tough on

the lefthanded hitters of the AmericPn League.

In 1972 Steve hung up his

cleats a ter playing for the Cleveland Indians , Washington Senators,
New York Yankees, Chicago 1:Jhi te Sox, San Francis co Giants,. and

e Chicago

Cubs .
Almost two decades after earn:ing all-American honors , Steve Hamilton

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

tL,I...

~

can be found at 424 West Sun Street in Morehead.
hirley (Potter

are hapni y married and have four children.

resently,

Steve works as an insurance salesman for Morehead insurance agency during
off-season.

Ulring the baseball season Steve is the neu pitching coach

for the Detroit Tigers.

/'\

~ ~ ~W.$..
Steve and his tl e
~(
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"Harold Sergenttr
Harold Sergent won all-American honors at Morehead in 1963.
was Morehead' s smallest and youngest all-American.
honors during his sophmore year.

Harold

He won his basketball

He was also named to the Basketball News'

Annual all-sophmore team.
The flashy Morehead guard, was the Eagles most highly honored sophmore
star ever.

Besides being named all-American, he was voted Ohio Valley

Conference's

11

Pl:-1yer o.f the Year" .19

eight votes behind.
·

all-OVC Team.

His nearest competitor was thirty-

He was also the on y man unanimously

electec to the

20

"Joining Sergent as the nation's top sophmores were:

Rick Barry,

Bradley, Princeton; Bill Buntin, Michi n; Billy Cunningha.~,

Miami; Bil

orth Carolina; Wayne Estes, Utah State; 1i'red Hetze, Davidson; 0
Johnson., San Francisco, and Flynn Robinson, Wyoming. 1121
nrn 1963 the OVC coaches bestowed many honors on Harold Se.... g . . . nt ..

The

coaches named him as the conferences' best nlaymaker and floor general,
best dribbler, ~d the best shooter. 022
Sergent finished his career as the fifth leading scorer in Morehead's
history with 1,469 points in three years and sixty-two ~ames for a 21.J
average.

His career total of 1,985 points cannot be matched in the history

of Morehead State College.

19Ashland Daily, May 7, 1963.
20ibid.
21Ibid.
22touisville-Courier Journal, March 24, 1963.

\.
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HArold was all-conference in both basketball and baseball for three
straight years, In 1964 he broke the OVC pitching record with a 10-2
record.

He was also a good golfer and an adept billard player.

He won the OVC scoring title twice and finished second in scoring in
his senior year.

People will always remember the shooting of Sonny

Allen and awesome strength of Dan Swartz but little Harold will also be
a name for Morehead basketball fans to rememher.
Today Harold Sergent lives in Bartesville, Oklahoma where he serves
as a Management Services Analyst for the Phillips Petroleum Company.

He

has held this position for the past nine years.
His wife Linda (Ste~le) Sergent works as an interior designer and they
have one daughter and are the epitomy of a small prosperous American family.

lS
"Leonard Coulter"
Leonard Coulter came to Morehead State University from Danvi le,
Kentucky where he had been high school all..State and a~l-American basketball player. He came to Morehead with a super bunch of blue chip recruits.
ill Harrell, then coach, recruited Bill Dotson, Howard Wallen, Eugene
Lyons, Ken Nolls, and others to bring the OVC crown to Morehead,.

This

crew went undefeated as freshmen and everyone in Morehead was hoping for
three years of championship basketball.
In the next three years Morehead amassed thirty-eight OVC wins and
fourteen OVC losses.

Co~l ter and his wreck;_ng crew were co-champions in

he OVC in two of his three varsity years.
In his Sophmore year Leonard led the OVC in rebounding and finished
econd ·n the conference in scoring .
points per game.

He averaged 14.S

rebound~ and 21.4

He also became Morehe~d 1 s second souhmore to win all-

nerican honors.
Leonard Coulter was a unique all-American because of his ethnic
background.

Leonard Coulter was Morehead's first black all-American.

Less than a decade bef-'ore Stewart Johnson (1963-64) had been the

ewe

first black player. 23
Leonard won many honors while at Morehead State University.
he made all-OVC three years in a row.

First,

Second, he finished as Morehead 1 s

fourth leading all-time scorer behind Swartz, Allen and Hamilton.

He was

Morehead's all-time leadine scorer as a sophmore. To top this off, he
was the best shooter for accuracy in Morehead' s history.
goal accuracy was

52.6%.

~?Trail Bl~zP.r, December 10, 1963.
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il;unilton, f ---------- 7
Jewell, f ------------ 4
Keleher, f ___________ 2
Swartz, c ____________ 9
Gaunce, g ____ ____ ___ 3
'l'ollo, . g _________ ___ _ 5
C_a.ncill, g -- ---------, 0

· 35

, 4

Totals _____ __ ______ 30

53
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8
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4
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Eastern; Extend'
0. V.C. Lead T.o 5-0
'

.

'

t't was Morehead's 10th victory
Morehcad's refresher with in 13 starts, and their fitth OV
Eastern was quite refreshing, as victory without defeat which
the Engles smashed Eastern for labeled the protcgees of Bob
the sce11nd time this ycnr. In the Laughlin a top-heavy choice for
first game, MorehE"ad took Enst- thl'lr first conference title. The
cm 87-81. and in the second tilt, OV champ gets an automatic inalthough not quite as exciting, vitation to the important NCAA
Morehead dumped them 90-88.
playoffs.
This mnde Morehead undeSwartz compiled hi~ 36 points
feated in five timeg out with on 16 field goals and !our free
0. V. C. competition .
throws. He would have gone over
Morchead's star center, Dan 40 except he had his poorest night
Swartz, was again the top scor- at the gratis line, cashing only
er in the ·game with 36 points. four of nine charity tosses.
Teammate Steve Hamilton colSwartz received able assistance
iected nineteen.
I from teammate Steve Hamilton
Swar.tz pulled the game out of who wa,, a death to Eastern on
the bag for Morehead twice, the th~ boards besides scoring 19
first coming with 8 1.~ minutes pomts.
.
to go in the first period.
Eastern had taken the lead,
7
Enstern Coach Paul McBrayer 2 -29, when "Dangero~s D~n"
used everything but the kitchen cut loose and dunked five quick
sink in an effort to halt Danger- baskets . to put_ Morehead out
ous Don but the tobacco chewing front with a •sltm, but welcome
Bath Countian calmly went about lend. As the buzzer ended the
h i s chores of OLlt-faking his 1st half, Morehead held the lead
guards and shooting expertly 142 ~35 ·
under the brisket or from the outEas!ern caught fire at the beside. It is the ability to make the ginning of the second half and
one-han<lccl long shots that stump's narrowed Morchead's lead down
S wart z as one of the greatest to · one point, 46-45 with 17
pl :1:-, Ns in l'Ollegc basketball and minutes left in the game.
a c n n d1dale fo r All-American.
Swartz then again proved his
worth to the· Eagles as he scored
8 out of Morehead's next 12
,points. In the meantime Eastern
scored only four points. The
score was 57-48 . Exceptionally
fine team play on the part of
the Eagles made this situat ion
possible.
This gave Morehead a 9-point
margin which they never dropped below during the rest of the
game. Morehead gradually added to this and as the game came
to a close the score was 90-68.
The , 90 points Morehead made
was under their average of nearly 100, highest in the nation. However, they slowed their fastbreaking attack more than usual.
At that they would have hit the
100 mark except for inefficiency
at the free throw line, where the
Eagles are generally dangerous.
Morehead cashed 18 of 31 free
throws, but this was telling because many were missed the
first shot thereby eliminating the
bonus.
J a c k Adams sparked the
Maroons, scoring
24 points.
Brock came through with 14.
The Eagles · made 36 field goals
and 47% of their shots, but they
only hit 33.7% of their free
throws.
T
F
Eastern ( 68)
G
Adams, f ______ 7 10-14 ~ 24
1- 2
1 3
Davis, f ------- 1
Fraley, f ______ 0
1- 2 . o 1
5
9
Stivers, c ______ 3 3- 3
Brock, c ______ 5 4- 4
3 14
.
Culbertson, g __ 3 3- 4
2
9
Kiser, g _______ 4 0- 0
1 8
Ratliff, g ______ 0 0- 0
0 'O
Mitchell, g ____ 0 0- 1 0 0

I

-Photo by Norman Tant
of addin~ two points
player, unid<•ntificd,
hi ~ must'll' . All , of the
1 fnul \\'as <',llll'd that

r t'

.• rn

:ahonographs
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'
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Totals _______ 23 22-29
F.
Morehe.ad (90) G
Hamilton, f ____ 8 3- 4
Jewell, f ______ 5
1- 2
Keleher, f _____ 1 2- 2
Swartz, c ______ 16
4- 9
Gaunce, g -----. 2 7-10
Tolle, g _______ 3
1- 3
0- 1
May~b, g ----- l

-

17 68
p
T
4 19
4 11
1 4
4 36
l 11
2 7
2
l

Totals _______ 35 18-31 17 90
Score by
halves:
_____________
35 33-68
Eastern
___________ 42 48-90
Morehead

birds!

Win a

runy

·d ! In your choice of

fs~·A~~~,!nf~~i~!

40 Winners! 40 Columbia Hi-Fl Setsi
Own America's most CJ\citing Hi - Fidelily
r~:t?fltl~aho~ha~y1olumbia

.

''360"K-in

to the collcsc organizations designated by the 10 Thundcrbir<i winllcrsJ

Jack Carter
Signs With
'IIW"TT..

•

I

• • . everything under control. "Dangerous Dan" is pictured '
here at the very start of one of his swooping underhand shots '
under the basket which has brought the Eagle:).. many points
and the opposition more grief. All 1 will realize thit such shots
are but_ the culm_l_n atlon of coordinated team play and have
come with gratlfymg frequency this season because of unusual- •
ly fine team spirit.

Disaster Strikes
As Tech Spoilers
Make Jinx Stick
Cardinals
Claw Eagles
In Fast Game
Morehead played
a tough
Louisville team who was in prime
condition to meet them. The
Eagles played a good game but
just could not get into their usu a 1
style of play. Louis ville beat
Morehead I 16-94.
The game got off to a fast start
with Louisville moving out front
in the early minutes of the frame .
By mid-perioq the Redbirds had
a 12 point lead which they held
until the end of the first half.
The score at half-time was 49-37.
As the play resumed in the
second half, both teams moved
along at their regular pace.
Louisville's margin began to enlarge as Morehead's offense began to give out. As the game
came to a close, Louisville was
out front 116-94.
·The Redbirds made a tremendously good night hitting 56 .per
cent of their shots to Morehead's
27 per cent.
Jack Tyra was high for both
teams hitting 38. ·Swartz was high
for Morehead with 33.
his career in sports at Breckinridge Training School, where he
starred in both basketball and
baseball.
As a freshman at Morehead .

Disaster struck the high-flying
MSC Eagles Saturday night a:i
the seven-year Cookeville jimt
held for Tennessee Tech's Golden
Eagles. They dow.n ed Morehead
l0l-80 to hand the Eagles th~
first OVC loss, relegating them to
second place as Western triumphed over hapless Eastern at
Richmpnd Saturday night, also.
The .Eagles couldn't seem to be
able to buy points anywhere,
missing 17 charity throws, many
of .which were first tries thus
diminal ing th e bonus shot.
'·
''Skysc1'ape r" Sle\'e Hamilton
ke pt the Ea gles in the running by
sweepirii ·the , boa1~d:r clean· on·- -the . rebound and sacking · 25 ·
points. "Slim" Shimfe~Jel entered
the game in the second stanza
when the game had about 15 ·
minutes to go and . emerged'· i:ri
second pbsjtion for Lhe . Eagles
with 13 points to his credit. Tqlle
am azed the crowd with . a shot
from deep ·in th::! back coifrt as
the buzzer wa·3 about· to sound at
the end of the hnlf. " Fats" threw
a stri.k e down the middle fron;i
55-60 feet awa_y.
Amazingly, Moreh'l,ad sat:ke~
the same number of field goals;
32, as Tech, despite innumerable
missed crip shots and a generally ·
miserable fi e ld goa~ percentage. !
It wa-,; a tra nsplanted Ken.! .
tuckian ~ ho did the wrecking
for Tech. Sidwell is former Ken.,; .
tucky all -stater from Caverria. j. ,
The Golden Eagles _Jed all tht;
way and there was no doub~
nbout the outcome of the·. game,
after eight minutes · had beeni
played ,in the second.'
I
M~~~::~:a~•~,.-~a~--~~:_rtz, · the _
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1y 1uu, mgnest m tne nauon. nowever, they slowed their fa$tbreaking attack more than usual.·
At that they would have hit the
100 mark except for inefficiency
at the free throw line where the
Eagles are generally dangerous.
Morehead cashed 18 of 31 free
throws, but this was telling because many were missed the
first shot thereby eliminating the
bonus.
Jack Adams sparked the
Maroons,
scoring
24
points.
Brock came through with 14.
The Eagles · made 36 field goals
and 47% of their shots, but they
only hit 33.7% of their free
throws.
Eastern (68)
G
F
P
T
Ada~s, f ------ 7 10-14
5 24
D
f
1
1 2
1
3
avis,
------·
Fr.aley, f ------ 0
1- 2
0
1
Stivers, c ------ 3
3- 3
5
9
Brock, c ______ 5
4- 4
3 14
Culbertson g
3
3- 4
2
9
Kiser g • -- 4
0- 0
l
8
Ratliff, g-====== 0
0- 0
0
0
Ml·tchell, g ____ o 0 _ 1
0
0
Totals _______ 23 22-29
Morehead (90)
G
F
Hamilton, f ____ 8
3- 4
Jewell, f ______ 5
1- 2
Keleher, f _____ 1
2- 2
Swartz, c ______ 16 4- 9
7-10
Gaunce, g ----, 2
Tolle, g _____ :__ 3
1- 3
May~b, g _____ 1
0- 1

17
p
4

68
T

19

i 36I!

4

1
2
l

11
7
2

Totals -------36 18-31 17 90
Score by halves:
Eastern _____________ 35 33-68
Morehead __________ -42 48-90
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White Sox
Jack Carter, a sophomore here
signed with the Chicago White
Sox last week. His contract is
with Waterloo, Iowa. Waterloo,
a farm club of the White Sox
is a class B ball club which
plays in the 3-1 league.
Jack, who is 18 years old and
a native of Morehead, started

M a ke Jinx
•
--------------•

Card1·nals
Claw E·agles·
Ifi Fast Game
·

Morehead played a tough
Louisville team who was in prime
co nd ition to meet th em. The
Eagles played a good game but
just could not get into their usu::i I
1
~r:heofd f~~~94 .Louisvtlle beat
The game got off to a fast start
with Louisville moving out front
in the early minutes of the frame.
By mid-period the Redbirds had
a 12 point lead which they held
until the end of the first half.
The score at half-time was 49-37.
As th e play resumed in th e
second half, both teams moved
along at their regular pace.
Louisville's margin began to enlarge as Morehead's offense be·
gan to give out. A, the game
came to a close, Louisville was
ol).t front 116- 94 _
The Redbirds made a tremendously good night hitting 56 per
cent of their shots to Morehead's
27 per cent.
. Jack Tyra was high for both
teams hitting 38. •Swartz was high
for Morehead with 33 _
his career in sports at Breckinridge Training School, where he
starred in both basketball. and
baseball.
As a freshman at Morehead,
c;arter played on the freshman
basketball and baseball team.
He batted .318 for the Eagles, in
his first season with the squad.
Last summer, Jack played
third base for Owingsville.
Owingsville belongs to the Blue
Grass league, which is known
as one of the best baseball
leagues in thls area. During his
play with Owingsville he batted
.430.

Murray, Ohio U.
,HandM.S.C.Squad
First ,Defeats .
In the first game of the Ken,tucky Invitational Tournament
December 27, .undefeated Morehead was pitted against a powerful Murray team. Murray . out~
scored Morehead 106-97. More.head was seeded second in the
pre-tourney parley.
The loss was the first. in 7
times out for the high scoring
.Eagles.
·
The thorns in Morehead's side
~ere the Thoroughbreds' . two
guards, Howie Crittenden and
Diclc Kinder. Kinder alone .made
seven of his eleven field goals
the first half and collected 27
for himself in this lone tilt,
Crittenden also helped himself
to 26 tallies.
"Dangerous Dan Swartz," the
nations third leading sco~er, kept

Thoroughbreds took off.
Morehead p 1 a y e d Bowling
Green in the consolation tilt and
defeated them 111-79. After the
first . few minutes of play• Morehead pulled out front to stay.
The second half was no( much·
different except that the rnargin
between the two teams became
larger and larger. Morehead's
Dan Swartz was again top scorer
of · both teams ..with 41 markers.
Mqrehead met Ohio University
in · the playoff · for 5th place in
the K. I. T. The Eagles dropped
this one to Ohio U. for their
se~ond loss · of the season, 97-91.
This was strictly anyone's bail
game all the way.
·
·
· The big factor in MorehP.ad's
losing this one was · that Dan
Swartz only hit 16 poinfa that

sttC• k
.
.
. .
Disaster struck the h1gh-tlymg
MSC
· Eagles Saturday night
th e seven-year
Cookeville Hmt
held for Tennessee Tech's Golden
Eagles. They downed Morehead
101-80 to ~and the Eagles tht;ir
first OVC loss, relegating them to
second place as Western tri- '
umphed over hapless Eastern at
Richmond Saturday night, alsq.
The Eagles couldn't seem to be
able to buy points anywhere,
missing 17 charity throws, many
of .which were first . tries thus
eliminating the bonus shot.
· '
''Skyscr'apN" Steve I-I.,m1·1ton
u
kept th.e Eagles in the running by
s1,veepin.; . ·the ; boailcts- clean> o'ic ··
the . rebound and sacking . .25
points. "Slim" Shimfe .. l
t ed
.
s.,e ener •
the game m the second stanza
th
when
e game had about. ~5. ·
minutes to. g_ o and . emerged. . i.n.
d
secon . poslt10n for the Eagles
with 13 points to his credit. Tqlle
amazed the crowd with . a •shot
from deep in th2 back coi:irt as ·
the buzzer wa•.; about' to sound .a.·t ,
the end of the half. "Fats"
a strike down the middle fron,
55-60 feet awa.\l. · ·
Amazingly, Morehead . sacked,
the same number of field gdalsi
32, as Tech, despite innumerable
missed crip shots and a genera11i .
miserable field goal, percentage. .!
It wa::; a transplanted Ken;.;
tuckian ,vho did the wrecking
for Tech . Sidwell .•is former Keri-,!
tucky all-stater from Cavei:-ria. i·
The Golden Eagles ,led all thei
way and there was no doubt
about the outcome of the . ga:m~ •
after eight minutes had beenj . .
played ,in the second.
. .. [ ·
Morehead's Dan Swartz, · .t.h e1 ·
country's third, leading scorer:
with a 30.8 average, was .· J;ield .Jo:.
11 points, the lowest numbei- '1\e ..
ha.;; scored in four years.
. .. '. ~ .. ·
Don Sexton put the clamp1.on ,
Swartz until he fouled out\ with 1
11 mimites left in the game; 'Hob-' '
by Wall took over and, . ·kept ·
"Dangerous Dan" silent for the'.
rest of the game.
.
Sidwell's . 44 points l]roke
old T~ch school record oL 35
set last year as a freshman . . ;
Forward Steve 1,ic:tm·:llt<m pa1ce.1d .
the Morehead
markers.
Morehead 80
Player
fg.
Hamilton f _...:., ________ ll .
Jewell f ____ _: _______ .__ 1
Swartz c __________ . .; ___ 4
Mayabb g ______ ·_______ ,
Gaunce g ___________ _

°'·

threw .

Kellerher f ---------~
Thompson f _________ . .; 1
Fannin f ------------~- 0 .
Tolle g . ______________ ·3.
Shirnfessel --------~- - Totals
Tennessee
Player
Harris f
Sex.t on f _____________ _
Merritt c
Sidwell g --·-----·-----•-.... ,..
Patton g -------------Wall f ..: __ _______ ..;__ _:~Boardman g ·
·
Reed g ______________ _
Totals
Haletime score:
head 36.
Free throws
l, ... r..,.J

~~~:~~~~i~~lJTops Way·.ne In 'NCAA Meet

In the ga :

1 3
2
M:::::d->(-8~-)-~ -----: . ~_ : .
_
Keleher, f - - -- 0 · - - - - ~ 3 _ 4 5
5_ 6 5
Hamilton, f ---- -- ·
Richa rd s, f ---- ·-- - - O 0~ 0 2
Jewell, f - 0 - - - - - - - - -· ~ 2:. 3 1
2_ 3 1
~homtpson, f ----- 0 ·•
war z, cl --- -- ----- 8 4 __ 6 5
Shimfesse • c ------ 1 1_ 3 5
Gaunce, g - ------- - - 5 4 _24 3
4
Tolle,
Carroll,g g-----------__________ 2 20- 4o 2
1

efi· ~;l~;

AA off1c1als
,
·
the ne vertwice .next
Morehead the nation's all-time
Iowa guard Shar~ ScheU:erman Morehead ----- -- --- - 48 47-95
them down
he Regional highest scoi·lng college basketball was called for walking a~d Wayne ___ ___________ 39 45-84
grabbing a
team closed its season at Iowa Gaunce reached for the ball rn
• • •
minutes. ;
)Qran, P. E.
City 'March 17 by easily winning the . back court to start More- Iowa (97)
G. FT. F'
they ,Jed by
Avent, and
the · consolation of the regional head's fast break. Scheuerman Cain, f -----~---- - -- 8 12-13 3
ing scored<
1 · including
NCAA final from a good Wayne refused to give him the ball.
_
io this pain
Ayiie, were team 95-84 after the Eagles had Gaunce reached for it again 'and Schoof, f ----- -- ----- 5 5 8 5
At this p<
were "dogs"
out _of the cham- the Iowa player took a full swing Loga.n , c -------- --- 6 5 - 8 2
their sight!
Fieldhouse. be'ex:i' knocked
.
" , 10 w h.1ch G aunc~ d ~c k e..
d
S ea· b erg, g -- -- ----- - 4 1 - 1
running by B 1g
three bas k E
j( this . was pionship
cht4mpion, Iowa, the previous
Iowa fans didn .t quiet d?w!1, for Scheuennan, g ______ 6 2- 3 5
pers, began
NCAA, they
ev~ning 97-83.
~ive minutes a,fter the mc1dent George, c -- -- --~ ~-- O 3- 8 4
Totals ____________
catch the '
ofit . . ·
25
.Iowa was finally stopped by and thereafter booed Gaunce ev- .Hawthorne, g ______ O 4- 4 ·~
Score at half-Iowa
, MoreWith 10 : 2
Sail Francisco in the finals last ery time he got the ball.
Martel, g ________ __ 1 0- 2
two straigh1
5
\ Frlday night.
,
Kentucky's C?ach Rupp re- Sebolt, f ____ 7 ___ _ _ _ O 0- 1 3 head 35.
em's lead
Morehead ran into 15,000 fierce fused to play with· the _same ofAfter Weste1
and rabl. d Iowa fans Friday night fkials the next evening a nd
·
M
h. d . t ·
ed
1
and officiating that was un- Coach Laughlin agreed he would
qµ'estionably the worst the Eagles take them as "it means i;iothing .
;~_otroe~eeoaf~edir
allege foott.o win the consolation."
Hilltoppers
ams · today ·evet encountered.
· The crowd and· the referees all ' Scores of Iowans wrote Coach
d
ing tentalxt tall.
but blew the little Kentucky Bob l.aughlin 01: came to the
agai~ . ~~rai •
school. out of the huge field ,tvlorehead hotel headquarters
.
.. .
~=~~iission 1
games
house and Iowa had a 14-4 lead Saturday to apologize. But, when
Although losing out in the em before the Marshal 1?ame 39-39. In f
! dat,e SU
as Morehea.d failed to make a the Eagles took the floor against midwestern Regionals, M O re- and the similar messag
from ern-TPI ga1
field goal until after 6\2 minutes Wayne, they received the same head's initial trip to the NCAA the Marshall team just rior 'to was 41-41.
dule:
of play_
treatment. The boos when Gaunce Tournament must be regarded the Iowa game, which only ~oes
After the
e, away.
Paced by Dangerous Dan
th appeared were as long and •a s highly successful. The .wond 7r- to prove that amon!{ re:il y good started to r
- Newman, Swartz, who was named to
e lengthy as the cheers when ful press that the Eagles rece1v- athletes, the fcelinp, of 3ports- 46 lead w
all-tournament team, Moi:ehead Iowa's star, Cain, was introduced. ed · at the local sites and on a manship is just as great as that Eagles kepl
see Tech,
belunced back to pull within 14.- The 200 Eagle fans rooted for na.tionwide leve l has opened the of competition.
with 7: 38 r
10 but a good Iowa club was not Kentucky in the final.
door to greate1· recognition and
Speaking of sports
even at 62
way.
to be denied.
.
.
Swartz, who collected 26 points pi·estige in the future. Hereto- Donnie Gaunce should
never let
Tennessee,
With its two stars, Sugar Cam, against Iowa and 30 in the Wayne fore, · Morehead had always ex- !•;oecial award in that c
the lead . aft
a colored ~oy, ;md Center Logan, game was named to the all- pcrienced di!ficulty in s_c hedul- Playi~g uncle.r the worst tie, the Mo
le, home- showing the way Iowa ran up a tournament team .
ing top flight quintets beca1:1se conditions at Iowa Cit. , with a 74-68 ma:
54-35 halftime a<;lvantage. The
Despite the fans Gaunce pick0d of the team's la~k of reputat10n urifair abuse being hurled at him ing on the
continued booing of the ~ro~d up 24 points against Iowa and in the . big metropolitan . areas. from all sides, Donnie id not with only 3!
t\o.m e.
and
officiating
th.at
v1s1ting 12 in the Wayne victory _
This is now a thing of the past allow it to mar 1-iis playi g and em pulled
way.
sports writers admitted was terSteve Hamilton, as w,ual, turn- and with th e new gymnasium by his conduct showed 1imself 0-79. The;
- ·-===1 .rible, hampered the 9-etermmed eel- in · a great rebounding per- scheduled to be ava.i lable for to be the great_ ge!'ltlem ,1 and I 8Forrest Ab
~ Eagles,
formance in both games besides Ol'l'Upancy by next season, not athlete. that he 1s,
.
wards and t
Morehead spurted after the o-arnering 31 points the two eve- onlv will the Eagles be meetmg
Dan Swartz and Sfeve · Tamil- via the fou
·half and came withi h nine points. ;ings.
s01;1e of the nation 's best on the ton were accorded singul. r hon- all of it.
At this time the Iowa gymnasium
The Eagles ended their most road, but will also have some of ors for the ir outstandin
play
Dan Swa
was a mad-house and Morehead succe,;sful season in history with them here in Moreht'aci.
/
in the to~mament._ Bot boys for the< Eag
cheerleaders and their hancHull 19 victories and g defeats. They
Playing twenty-one of their were una111m·ous picks
n the was pressed
of 1'ooters were plastered with won the Ohio Valle y Conference twe ntv-nine games away from All-Tourney team at Fort
ayne row ' 'Fats"
paper cpps; many of whic;-h were championship and 1{ational pn:s~ home' this vea r, it is interesting with Swartz being name Most _ _ __
half full qf soft b e verages.
tige which should a id Laughlin to wonder ·just what the Eagles Valuable Pl a 'v er . . "Da gerous
Captain Donnie Gaunce was a in sch eduling the lop teams or would have done h c1 d they been Dan" was also ·a unanimo s All- ·
prime favorite. for the ire of lqwa the nation next yt'ar when M~ire- able to have had the advantage Tournament choice at low City.
fans. They constantly booed the head m 6 ves into its new gym- of their home court in more In the three NCAA
fas't and scrappy little guard l1asium.' Coach Rupp predicted 011 games.
.
Swartz scored a total of inetywith the clima.x coming near the his· TV program March 19 that
The-e;_cellent relations between · five poirits, almost a 3r -point _
mi,dgle of the second hal'f when Morehead will be one of the na- Morehead and the University of average.
it appeared Bob Laughlin's club tion's . best next year.
·Kentucky at Iowa City was very
Hamilton, after scoring twentymight pull the hectic affair out l\:Yorehead ( 95 l
CT
F
p T refreshi11g . to see. Normany, the five points and controllihng thet
th
University tends ·to stand aloof backboards against Mars a 11 a
of
e fire.
Jewell, f -~- ---- - O 4 - 4 1 4 from the . other state colleges Fort Wayne, was described by
Hamilton, f - - - - 6
O- O .~
when it comes to athletics, but George Yardley, the Fort Wayne
4- 5
Keleher, £ - -- -- 3
. this · time the Kentucky p_layers Piston star, in· a radio. interview,
2 2 2 6
RSwicahratiz·dR ,~·f --- - 1~
were am01\g 'the stronghest.EMore~ as "onet of , the · bes~. professional
6= 8 5 30 head
• ' - - -- -- ~
rootei•s during t e
ag1es prospec s 1 ve seen.
Shimfessel, c -- ·· 4
0- O 2 8 games Mbi:ehead players and
The Wayne University game
12
·· . · • ·
Gaunce, g ~- -- - - 3
6- 8 4
fans '.~'.eturped the · compliment marked the end of Dan Swartz's
Tolle,' g ~---- - -- 4
5- 7 1 13 · when .the Wildcats . were on the career· in Morehead colors. DurCurroll, g - - ---- O 0- O 1 0 floor to the extent · of More- ing his three years of competi• Fast Service
-·~ - head's cheerleaders leadfog U.K ·tion for · the Eagles, · Dan iset
Totals ____ ___ .34 27-34 25 ·95 y·e lls, ·
virtually every scoring record in
Rupp
the schoot most points
• Goo,l Food
G
F
p T
' K en t uc k Y c o ac h. Adolph
·.
. t scored,
d
Wa. y' 11e (84)
· 'l
i was even on the Eagle bench career H925); most pom s score .,
Keller,
f
---~
9
.
25
4.
~O
i
during
part
of
the.
Morehead,
s1ngle
season
(828);
most
points
• Conveniently
Duncan, f - - - -- - 5
4~ 6 '¼ 1.4 i· Ia\1/o game, ·a rare oc·c urence in- scorecl, first varsity sea;,on ( 446);
Located
Greenberg, f ---- 2 . 2- 5 3 6 deec( to see the Baron · rooting most po1nts scored, single game
Kendrich, f -~--- 1 13-16 2 15 ·for another i,tate school to win ·( 47); highest average, single
Brown, c ------ 9
1- 3 2 19 a game that would pit it against season (28.6); highest average;
- (Ne:ir MSC Stadium)
_j
Straughn, g ___ _ 3
0- 4 .1 6 UK Sentiments of loyalty to t_h e career (27.5); in addition .to an
Porter, ·g ______ 1
0- O O 2 State .of Kentucky must go deep- almost endless number oLfield
Halverson, g ·_ __ O o: l 2 0 er than -one 1·ealizes.
go;:il, . free throw, . and other
Hed,d on, g ____ _ 1 0- O 1 2
Another interesting note along statist-ic;:il records · h _e holcls.
. and take ''em" 'home
-- - this line is the "gciod luck" wj.re Truly one of the greate_s t careers
· •rotals· :_::_ _____ _:31 22-40 19 3·4 the · Eagles 1·eceived _from West-:_ in .the histort of t.ble. speirt. . ·, .
t
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lVftJreheaa 1;£d.ges
·lVesterti 73-72 In
He.
ctic OV Battle
' i~ i~ Jnci

and.hectic basketbnll ...- - - - - - - - - - - -

ganie ,·as· .ever seen . at Morehead
the . !agii!S: oC Bob:' Laughlin

sq~ea)<e;ii,but a ,73-72. victory over

Ed,, I)iddle's.· Western Hllltoppers

Fel>J 25/ \ : . .· . · '

. Th-c:, vlclorf.'. put the Eagles in
Western
toppled ·.Tennessee Tech . Tuesday
to ".,sen,d· the .confe1·cnce into 11
pro~b~~:thr~e~\vay . tie. . . . ·
'rlils was'. J\,i_o rebead's final game
.o t }h~ tettiliir ·seiidn. .Their recci~ ;H,;; 18 .vlctories against nine
defeats/
. if.was llttl~ Gaµnce, .~ ho broke
W~tern's · back by ~coring 12 of
Moziehead's . last '18 ·' points an
drlying layups' and free throws.
He.'. ·ma.de .two free throws with
3~-. ~6-! l~ to go.
· -.;.•.',\'he ,_:nip:a.lllld~tuck affair wns
tleii)t;:times ;'-' tlie lead changed
hiiis j7 times_. . .
•: ~th':, Gaunce 1'nd big Dan
S.,~t:t:· l)ittlng _the bucket, the
. ~l~ built-'31j> a nin_e-point adV!'1't•&e · at' 10~11 with ~~: 10· remalnin& iri .Jhe first half. Then
Weii\emJ>~lllll , hitHng• .with F~rresU;et\bl~; ,yho wound up high
rnarffot the .night with 28 polnts,

· the . 1.QV / pta:f,<i,tfs

as

Georgetown
V~ Uefeats
Morehead
The Eagles. scored 20 points
below their. average as George~tai,vn . University defeated them
84-79 before a · Washington, D. C.
crowd.
.
Morehead, play l n.g without
their star center Dan· Swartz
during most of the first ha!!,
trniled 49-38 nt the hn lf.
.
The Entiles . took. over the lead
going int.o the second halt only
to lose it and the gnme in the ·
final minutes of play .
Dan Swartz,' who was suffer- .
jng from a severe case of flu
played only five minutes of the
first period and scored five
points in this time. Swartz scared eight . straight paints at the

~:!:i~~

.d~i\,,:~~~Li~:t3ie~ Jest~ !~f~nn;;~rtti~h~l~~~::
e#i(hj;d ;~ei('((a:(22 w;iUi 'two Ing, Mo,r ehead took over

:;iri;~~~it::e·s:~:

More head Boosters Colleue'
~lrn•~:t~h\i]~~:a!: ~:1~ ·H onor Three Sen-iors To Dram
Before .West'ern Ti·zt .

go1ils- , byJ· htrTolle and Dan lead 56-55.
3

peri_Qd, ~esterli . opened up a
~e-kn~poiµf leaci-"-lts ,, longest of
the :·garii.e. ·:· .··· · ;_ ; ·. ,·:
·
'';'i'~e:-ivln gavc. Morehcad;.'which
cloaecl,:·out ·its sea;;on, an ,overall
rriar~i:•o~ 1s-·9 arid ,. 7~3 . in the

the

0

0

•throw.
~rehead ne. ver regain- ·
ed the 1 nd ·
Gearget n was led by White
who sco a 24 points while
Swartz paced Morehead with l9.
Fourteen of these came in the
nd
lc~f
_.aig!fud_s;,f~:mse;~:rtzi:1at~e~ seco
half;
.
~
nli._t1
.·,.o
._.n,_ 's _ third leildln«_ ._s _c orer, had
"'
th e ' '1°!1°r · of., breajdng the old
mark or · 9·Able
S.26. ,·• took'
·.. . , ,·ttie
' ' scoring
h~Q~_;for the _n'ight : racking up
Own Opp.
18;·, Gaunce paced tho ·Morehead
Opponent
Scort Score
attack :'. with · 24. · Swarb: scared Centre _______________ 138
70
siitt~ and- .sophomore Steve Middk Tennessee ____ 95
78
Hamilt_o n •. hit 12. .
·'
Eastern Kentucky _____ 87
81
M<irehead·· cashed. in . on the w h " · t
& L
87
~ }pii-ow line, making 31 of 42 . T as_ uig 0 ;
h cc ----- 92
83 · 65
atte~pts. .They also made 21 of Menn~s1!e
ec ------- 102
89
8
l!lfattempts. on f_ield goals. West• _ars
-------------97
'24 _o_f _their 59 field goal :~u-i;:iy
l~~
111
at.~em
...~ts :·.. .h
. _11_.e, an ·thc free throw Ohio
ow mg
, . _._ lJ?,
t1\ey
Univ reen
rsity ------- 91
97
I,._
out of 34 cf- Louisville e ______:::::: 94
W" t
(72) · ·o"· F p
T Middle Tennessee _____ 93
70

w1·n-Loss Recorcl
Is S11111n1,·ar1°zecl

:: Forest,

' 0

cm .,~~

t1nJi

_G_____________

Ja~~:~-1.
_w
_

f'

. .. . seni~~s• swan sang.-· The ·Mor~h-e ad Boosters Club p·r esented engraved gold
three seniors on the basketball team at 11 brief ri!remony before the Western
25. - This was their lost g-ome before a· home crowd. Fittingly enough, it was al:
111st varsity game to be played In the old gym as the new $550,000 field house
be completed before · th.e first home game next season. Left ta right : J. Roger
dent of the. Morehead Boosters Club; W. E. Crutcher (with mike)
Dan Swart
·
11nd Donnie Gaunce.

112

I,

Mcrehead S
host ta hig h ,
dents from thi:
nual regional d
urday.

-C ·, stint in the Armed Forces last
Each of the
The Morehead Boosters
lub year to finish a career in bas- a one-act pla5
honored three Eagles who played itetbaH h·e had begun earlier. by George Wil.
before the "home crowd" for the This year his height gave the ia Colle~e dran
last time Feb. 25. Captain Don- Eagles added rebounding rnted "sup,•rio1
nic Gaunce, Dan Swartz and strength. His ability to ·'dunk" I.he st:itc• clrnr
Richards· rece ived gold engraved the ball made hlin a menace t,i 30 and 21 at
watches as a token of apprecia- the opposition w hen lhcy grew Kenluck .v .
lion in pre-game ceremonirs.
a bit slack unde r ,the rim.
The local
Mr. W. E. Crutcher, loc3l pubA mighty ovau"n sent the ran~ed by W.
lisher, introduced ~'Ir. Ro~cr three seniors away from the brief drama profes:
Caudill, loc3l banker u11d presi- cere1rony and into the torrid Sloan, dirccto
dent of the Boos ters Club whn contest with Western.
tions.
presented the gifts nnci commended the thn•,, [.,r llwir ,, u 1•
• ..: tu M
st!)n d 'mg contnbulton
I orchead State .College.
Donnie Gaunce, guard and cap-

, .~¾~~IJttU i~D~fl~l/J,·fi fil~l~'.if'.~~:~j[:!i

Karp Recital S,
Here For Marci

certs in Lex i
A recital by Howard Karp, ville since that
pianist,
w
ill
be
presented
by
the
Mr. Karp 's i:
Ba~k, ;'. g · ~------- ·4 s~ .6 3 11 Bellarmine ---"--- · ,--103 · 81 to post a 17.5 game ,\Veragc. His
Cl · I(· f
· 1
·
Mnrshall
108
103 best game probably was in the Morehead State College Program Panita No . ~ ;
2
2
1
•x; • ,gs ._:____
O- O
Murray _:::::::::::::: 73
751 Memoria l ,r'icld House· in Hunt- tr:;s "~~u~~ ~aiin::~
~a~~~ ( Overture,
1
-. Tot~IS: . __ ::____ 24 24~_34 24 72 Ohio University ______ 110
67 ington against Marshall wlwn he
~~ ~:~e~n n, !:
, · . • ·•··
. ;1
Cincinnati ____________ 113
119 operated like a demon t" hawk Pound, Series chairman.- The reMarche~ll : .(73) G
F
P T Geo1·getown: Univ. _____ 79
84 the ball ull over th,, flo or and l'ital, aper to the public, is sched- Three lm prom
Hamittol'i, ·r \J_a 5 2> 3 4 . 12 Miami (Fla.) -~-------102
119 scored 40 points. The Miami, Fla. uled for B p. m. (CST) in Button
142
·:nlc:liard_s, · f •~--- 3, 2- 2 3 8 Ohio University _______ 99 .ll3 papers charact-,rized him as Auditorium.
( Allegro me
Mr. Karp, a member of the
Jewe\l, f ;_-~ L -~ 2 0- O. 3 · · 4 Western ·Kentucky ____ 73
72 probably the best guard ever to
allegro sehe,
~eleh!'l', f ..I--"- 0 0- O 1
0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - appear in a game against th1:> rt,usic faculty at the University Sonata in B M
of Kentucky, appeared here last
Swartz; ·c •
4 8-13 3 16 en_d . of the season, winding up University of Mi.imi.
year on a Progrnm Series conone mov eme;
cert by six UK musicians.
Mr. Karp a
He holds a post-graduate di- year /with the
plorria in piano from the Juil!iard tucky faculty
School of Music. where he was a made such ar
scholarship student of Madame arrangements
· .. , ' " ,
..
For.w ard Jim Jewell, also a he has earned a niche in nation- Rose Lhevinne and wan th~ bring him he
Morrie, L,oeb Memo1·ial Prize for year.
OV
_.__c·.·,,_•_e:P _l.~_· ,_y_'•.'_o.•_ ;r.·._, r_.;,_. · . ·.
sophorµore, tallied 273. points nv- al records as be iag the th ird top'
achievement.
His
The next s
eraging 10,9 per game.
scorer among the nation's ma- outstanding
. _{Contin11ed, l'r:onfl'11.je .l>'
The Eagles lost one of their jor basketball t,·ams. His prolific undergraduate degree in piano is will be April
from
Oberlin
Conservatory.
He Harth. co nee r
In · ~oinpllir\,;_... ll _--16-.$ :.st':11.son 1·ec, top scorers at mid semester when scol'ing has eam-,d him a · spot
0.r ~ -'ta.te,:: ~ tli~' ~ighest scoring guard Mayabb was dropped from nmong _the hair dozen all-time has been at UK since 1954 and Louisville Sv
tcam:,of·. au· time with - a' 96.5 av- school . due to si;holastic diffi- high scorers in the sport. Char- has appeared in numerous can- presen led in ·a
erace,'/l'hey_. could 'lose thi$ rec~ cultles. The 6-0 senior had been acteristically, Dan rarely see med
· ord; -however,. a~ al\ .tournament avetaging ll.8 points per game. to dominate the scene in a game
·game~ .'.'. ai'e lnclud~d : in official But junior '/Fats" Tolle proved as he swung under the basket
statistic~. ,
·
· .• • .• ,
rnare _than equal- to the task of to net the sphe,·old. Almost al. ' Nl'~i1:Je:rlcan candidate .. ,l)an toking over Mayabb's place, ways, how,·ver, he was h ig h_:;i\\:~r;q:. '.'VBS' the main , spri~~ ·: h.1 TQ!le. scored 208 · points, an even point man in the game.
~}_le,, :?fQ.~~head : ntt~ck. •~W· sea~~IJ, nine-point . average, althoui:li he
Bob Ri chards returned from a
wlttt::,.- tot11.I of 714 polnt. :scoredi saw only reserve action for half
·an ,.11vei'aie. of 28:4, .rfi\1tl111 .,the of the seaso~.
6.4 £en\or as the thltd highest
<;onference S~ndlnp ·
.
s~~!n tv~~tt~~~f:ihe\~ii;~'l',:am •, .
Won Lost Pct.
Dangerous Dan Swartz drop- passed the '95,
tc,n_:; Jcorer . on , the• ·i1oreiie-f1d
¥:~~~eT:ch--::::: ~
~ :~~~
ped in a free throw with II- min- Ftu·man
squad,; Senior ,.,,guard:-: , Donnie
Western ________ 7 3 .700
utes
and II seconds to play in a
In 25 gam~s
Q11u~qei :w.h9 i also
~s ca17 . Murray _________ 6 4 .600
basketball game Saturday eve- the 100 mark
.t.11n: J11f P!,~r1•)(,e~; ot>the •teiirn,
Eastern _ ________ 3 7 .300
ni,1g and the scorekeeper flashed woul d have p:
49 on the board.
rnal\k in fully ['
This brought a great ovation if the apposi
lli!
M<a .Tona --- _o W .OOIOI Paul Ad:: ~ore~:~~w from .a packed audience -on hand slow-do·wn .ta,
to see the important OV clash fast bieak.

t~·

ll§~~li 1;~ ~; #!~;{;:~~~~j;;i~i ~~~~Jt: ~;~J.~l~~·;~i
AlUfilfl}• G"JVe

~.et.ves,

Ad.ams

v le

National Scori1
Record Is Brokt
By Morehead Q'.

O
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1Vlarsnatt
Tto-unced By Eagles

L~Ol L}0 fiS
·'.. 'rhe

Eagles of Mor~head made
_tl:u~lr first appearance in a ma!Qr natiqnal basketball tournament :. a . winning one--and a
i,ecord-:-shnt~ring one, as well at
Ft. ·.. ._Wayne as they trounced
· ~-twall 107-92.
H!ll'ried 7Jy the Thundering
ff~ · •o f Marshall College for 31
ffiiniites, the hot--shooting Eagles
b!'1sted the basket the -final nine
mihutes to run .off With a 107-92
v~ctory.
.
.
.
.
,. ·'l'hus, their h1stor1c f1rst app~arance . in the National Col·lejt1ate Athletic AssociaUon basketball tournament not only was
·a successful one, it goes into the
bbolts, too, for high scoring,
· As·· a result of the Morehead
friutnph, · the state · ci'f Kentucky
had · two of the four teams in the
i egi()ria1 · of' the N.C.AA at Iowa
City. . · ·
·
/
·. ''Dangerous Dan" Swartz pourM in 39 points and Steve Ham. U\on~ terror on the .boards·s&>~d . 25 as the Eagles lost leads
of.'10 and 11 points before stowin: . the gallle away in {hose final

being harass~d by the Herd. With
-10 rrlim1tes remaining, they led
just 78-74 and were In a battle.
They started to slow down ploy,
too. Marshall was a dead tired
club at this point. So, the Eagles
jumped their lead to 10 points at
88-78 with 4 : 30 left.
That was the ball game-a
hard-earned one for the Eagles.
Morehead
Player
fg.
Hamilton, f _____ 10
Carroll, f _______ o
Keleher, g ______ 7
Jewell, f ________ O
Richards, f ____ __ 0
Swartz, ·c ________ 12
Tolle, g _________ 3
Thompson, .g ____ " 0
Shimfessel, g ____ O
Gaunce, g
6
Totals _______ 38

ft.
5
0

(107)
pf.
·I
0

0
2

5
0

0
15

4

0

2

1

0

0

0
7

0
2

31

13

Marshall
(92)
Player
fg.
pf .
ft.
Price, f _________ 11
5
5
Pierson, f _____ __ o
0
0
Qreer, f _________ 5
2
3
Kirk, c ______ ___ 8
2
4
rnipuies: •, ·
Ashley, c · ____ ___ 2
2
5
. '. k,ept . the game most of the Underwood, g ___ !)
0
5
Mayfield,
g
_____
0
0
2
by , the sharpshooting of
2
1
C~~ .Price, who tallied 27, Mar- Freeman, g ______ 5
~ all- :" ref~1sed to buckle when
Totals _______ 40
12
26
Morenead shot out front 17- 7 in
the first five minutes. They not Morehead _____ ___ 51 56--107
Marshall
_________
A6
4692
o.n1Y .caught up with, but passed
t~f E!tgles ·br three. points in the
fll"$t .half, m · which the lead
cha~ hands six times.
• · ((PteAead, however, went into
thf pa1ftime with a 52-46 lead~ 1,ad it never yielded.
·. · 'J'pe Eagles bulged their lead
· to '. 67-56 with some 15 minutes
l~ft .in· the game. However, with
9: l~ .. te go, the Herd was within
f9ur · at · '80-76 and it still was
'lU\~P()dyi~ game .
.0:Buf the.,Herd was a · tired club
B B'll J
H ll
\~ljfed
the · frantic pace set
Y \ Y oe a
.:.b l-'.· the · Ea&les. While Marshall The representatives from Ke:n:e9.\lldn't 'hit. the Eagles still had ·tucky m the · NCAA Regional
·ic 'lieen eye for the basket and Playoffs at · Iowa City returned
·pulled . away.
home in a very displeased and
;!\forehead's 107 points came deflated state: Both players and
,yithin .one of tying the N.C.A.A. others from Morehead and the
, r~ord of 108 set by Utah- against University of Kentucky came
•• .• gosh, it's big! Dwarfed by the huge · crane groaning to erect! the huge girders and
Ken Thompson and Dave Keleher as they gazed In awe at the framework of the new g
. ~~a\tle in · 1955, The combined home in such a condition .
sc»te of 199 . points set a ne\\'. Coaches Adolph Rupp of U. K. this modern addition to the l\-ISC plant will replace the "cracker . box" where the Eagle
,N~C.A.A;. .t<>urney rec.o rd, eclips- and Bob Laughlin of Morehead
'.1Q<':the:·:01d · inark of 193 set by Teported that this was the "worst
Utah and Seattle.
they had seen."
: Jf . :was . the . third tiine the Sportscasters Jim McIntyre and
:tnaies have defeated Marshall in Lawrence McGill had similar
• ·11$ many i:amfs this season.
feelings. The former stated, "I'm
. It appeared as though More- sure that ' if the NCAA officials
head, .,\;V,aS about to make a rout are here, they'll think twice next
Morehead, the nation's all-time
Iowa guard Sharm Scheuerman Morehead ____ ______ _
ol it\ ,tliose ,.first five minutes in time be(ore setting the Regional
highest scoring college basketball was called for walking a nd w
i,21:Ltt.fiiir . fr( Jt · 10_-poi!lt lead at at Iowa City." ·
t~am,
closed
its
season
at
Iowa
Gaunce
reached for the ball in
ay ne -- -- --;.- - -; - -;1~'1:'l\f,rshall, however, regroup- Pr~~i~ent Adi:on Doran, . P. E. City March 17 by easily winning
the . back court to start More- Iowa ( 97 )
the . consolation of the regional head's fast break. Scheuerman
·::
.· ~.''e•·-_
~·•ae·d.,idewf~
.a-. ~_.d·.ns~t
·.... 'r·.· ae.·· rt
. ·ki-.·n
•a;;t
lofq.f
.' ·e i t yHenrietta
· leaders Avent,
· including
·,.e.·.·,:.··'..;.. · '~
.. .:·.~
t·..
c
·.···
.:..!'-n
···:
i t ·b
.·s·t•
··.·g.pla
..
In.s ti'uctor
and
final from a good Wayne refused to give . him the bal l. Cain, f ____ ___ ___ ___
8 .e.·d
.~
"
,
i "
M,:~yor . W.illh1m R Layne,, wex:e NCAA
.·
;, : ·• ' ' ' ' allow--ing th:e. Thunder- treate.d' :as i f they were "dogs" teani'., ·95-84 after the Eagles had Gaunce reached for it again 'and Schoof, f _______ ____ _
be¢i:i )mocked out of the cham- the Iowa playe1· took a full swing Logan , c ___ ____ _ ___
. l#'jf 1rtkt~,l!etup ,its defer1$e. As by :the ,Iowans in .the Fieldhouse.. Pi?riship
running · by Big 10 which Gaunce ducked.
Seaberg, g ___ _______
• -:: : '. ,t, · tfje· ltagles weren't getUO i ~ _:shots: They were fore~ p·. ayers a dd.e·d.·. t h at j.f· this was ch~mpion, Iowa, the previous Iowa fans didn't quiet down for Scheuerman , g _____ _
tcf liwi'"-trom out llrid tli.ey were- a fair. sample of the NCAA, they ev~ning 97-83.
five . minutes after the incident George, c ________·__
ft'(' hltlin C : ' . .• .
.·•. •
"
. ' don't want any . l>art ot it. . .
.
•I~\Va was · finally stopped by and thereafter booed Gaunce evHawthorne a
San Francisco in the . finals last ery time he got the ball.
! ~ - l t meanwhile, had found
Martel, g ' __'.'__======
Friday night.
Kentucky's
Coach
Rupp
reSebolt, f ______ ___ __
· -111-':
tft~:;ta~e.
· Pu~ping 'em in frqm . M. ...'r'e·J,ead· .·Foot·b'"
~-•·,
Morehead ran into 15,000 fierce fused to play with the same of•'r~as'. of 1he · ~urt, ·the Herd
and rabid Iowa fans Friday night ficials the next evening and
.-c .a,ugh
. .t. . an. pa~ed . ~h.e Sc}i~dule Released
and officiating that was un- Coach Laughlin agreed he would
~ " · at 20-19 with 12, 37 . mm.
.
. ~'lor i1iin•ining· in the first half. · Morehead State College foot- questionably the worst the Eagles take them as "it means nothing .
encountered.
,,; ·r,'tMr..ter;.> :the .'lead ch1mged ball ·•. coach .Paul Adams . today ·eve-/
to wih the consolation."
. The crowd and· the referees all
,h,{n~ <~fv_l)'.;~mes, as ~th tea~ released the fC>llowing . tenta- but
Scores of Iowans wrote Coach
blew the little Kentuckv
~~~iP.:1~J_:· ~ef~s~we?t ·: a.t a tive schedule .for next fall.
out of the huge · field Bob Laughlin OJ: came to the .
~rJ,~,-. ··· ' ) " · exc~angm~ , bas- · : It' lists ·f our hoine gaines and . school
Morehead
hot e I headquarters
k.~ i.
~'-'Q Hamilton were four away, with. one date still house and Iowa had a 14-4 lead Saturday to apologize. But, when
as Morehead failed to make a the Eagles took the floor against
Althou gh los ing ot
field goal until after 6 112 minutes Wayne, they r.e ceived the same midwestern Regionals
1
of play _
.· t ~ , ~~ ~,!t t;:n:e~:i:: .:::· . t~~1:t~;;~:r;~tt ~~ay.
treatment. The boos when Gaunce ·head's initial tr ip to t
Paced ~~ .. !?~n.~~~:~u~ . Dan appeared were as long and Tournam ent must be
·~6 !'.:w 1~ ;;;)(1 •~ 1nutes . to . go m the
S'Pl'\t · ?.?. _ rnT'onn - N ... ..., ..... nn

war ·

in·

ARougltTiine

Was Had By
All But Iowa

ol ..

Morehead,Los~s To Iowa A

Tops Wayne In NCAA Mee1

\f. .·.-.

2'.

·y·.. ·.•

..

1·

n
.· .

!.rn
~.~:.:

cf

·

·

..

s·eason
.

R e··a r fl

Eagles Halt West.erll:
In·- lose Battle J?or ·
0 V , Championship!•

right, are Gene · arroH,
1ed to seat 5,00.0 p rsons;
many thrilling vi tories. .
(

1- 2
nnel I __ __ '. _ _ __ o 0- 0
eder, f ______ _ 0 2- 2
-als - -"- -- -------31 35,..52
·
iead <33 )
G . FT.
:er; f . -----'---- O· 3 - 4
7 5 6
lton, f ---- - -- · f -- ----- ~-- - -- 1
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The Morehead Eagles defeated
Western 84-80 \March 8, at Louisvillei to gain their first national
toµrµament . .berth in histpry. The
game at Louisyille was the final
of a twp-gamtj playoff to decide
the ·ovc repfesentative in the
NC.AIA tourn~y. The . previous
night, Wester'il had eased past
the Golden Eagles of Tennessee
Tech · ·by th~ identical 84.:.80
score. All three teams had encied
with. 7 wins-3 losses in conference play.
.
.
Ii1 the game, played before 4,500 Jefferson County Atmory
fans, Western built up leads mid'":
· way in both halves only ta ,see
the never-say-die Eagles tear
them down. · They started fast,
grabb.ing a 6-l lead after three
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20, 14 of them corniii'g i!:i \he·• first :
half. Howevet, . game honors .w ent : ;
to Daniels, 6' 6" rebound ace:; He. . ·
taUied 26 point.s ancl w,as ·ba¢~ed •
by Ronnie Clark's. 20., · . < < · ..·..
The Eagles conn.~ cted·
30 ,of
74 ·attempts from •ffie<tloor !or.. a
·40.S per . cent .wllile W~n
cashed. in on 30 of 17 for a•g<.>o~ .
38 per cent.
·
· · ·
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Hamilton, f' --,-~- ,;,. 7
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2 ·'14 ·
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0 .•·
Swartz; c ____ :..._ __ '1 · 8 . '2 , Ll
.·l'.,<i. .
Gaunce, , g -.,------ 4
4
1
•
Tolle, g __ :.. __ ;.. ____. 5 · 10 : · 4 20
·
- · .:,.,.. ·~ : '
Totais _______ ..,c.30 2<l 18 ·''3J ·
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__ _ pers, began their first . drive • to
catch the 'Toppers • .
With 10: 20 to go, the Eagles; hit
re at half-Iowa 5 , More.
k •
W t
. 35 _
two straight bas ets to cut . es ern's lead to · four points, 22.:.1s.
After Western scored a .field goal,
Morehead: tied the count at 24-24
and moved in :frorit 33-26 with
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39-39. In• the Wednesday West-

ern~TPI game tpe halftime score
was 41- 4 1.
· l
·
· · After the re st, We st ern again
started to roll, ~uildir1g up
S346 ·lead with 113: 52 left. •The
Eagles kept rigpt on going and
with ·7: 38 remai!ning they pulled
even at .62..,62. IThe · 'iBig Blµe"
never let the Hill toppers haVe
the lead. after t~at. After a 66.'.:66
tie, th~ Morehe~d team . built up
a 74~68 margin iwith ·2:35 showin~ on the scor~board. However,
with only 39 sec9nds ta go, We:st-
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post-graduate di- ycur 1 with the UnivNsily of K~n- Weinbrecht, Bob Peters and Don
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ploma in piano from the Juilliard
Sehuol of Music, where he wus a
;:;cholarship student of Madame
Rose Lhevinne , and won thC'
Morri;, Loeb Memorial Prize for
outstanding
aehievement.
His
undergraduate degree in piano is
from Oberlin Conservatory. He
has been at UK since 1954 and
has appeared in numerous con-
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Adams gave

earl ie r

in

tucky faculty quartet. His play
made such an impres.sion that
arrangements
were made
to
bring him here as soloist this
year.
The next series presentation
will be April 4, w~1en Sydney
Harth, concert masler of the
Louisvillo Symphony, will be
presented in a violin recital. v
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Dangerous Dan Swartz dropped in a free throw with 11 minutes and 11 seconds to play in a
basketball game Saturday evening and the scorekeeper flashed
49 on the board.
This brought a great ovation
from a packed audience . on hand
to see the important OV clash
between· Morehead and Western.
1
Ordinarily the making of a fre e
pitch doesn't elicit so l;l1any
cheers, but this one bore a marl{
uf distinction and achievement
for with that 49th point the
Eagles broke the all-time scoring
record for major college basketball l.ei-.1ms of the nation.
Morehead went on to make a
total of 73 for the game to edge
Western by a single point. This
1nadc the Eagles average for the
season 96.6 per game and sur-

Sifft. Scotty Grieshcir tallied 16 G
and Dick Garrison collected 14.
The University Bobcats ·de- G
feoted · the Eagles the first time
in the K. I. T . 97-91. The Eagles
got their revenge when the Bob- 1·
ca)s travelled to Morehead and
ounced them llO to 67.
This game brought the-.;agles
wit_h in 43 points of the n?tt.ional
scoring record which they broke la't er on when they defeated
Western' 73-72.

passed the 95.3 record ,held by
Furman.
In 25 games the Eagles broke
the 100 mark nine times, and would have passed the century
mal\J{ in fully half their struggles
if . the opposition hadn't used
slow-down .tactics against . the
fast break.
Bobby Laugblin's protegees,
bringing more national sports
acclaim · to Morehead than · ever
before, scored over 100 points
against Centre, Marshall twice,
$owling Green of Ohio, Union,
Bella~·milile, Ohio University,
Cincinnati and Miami of Florida.
Dangerous Dan Swartz is the
nation's third leading scorer with
a 28.3 average. Only Freeman of
Ohio State and Floyd of Furman
tallied more points than the
senior from Ow.ing~wille.
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Bf' Betty Cooper .
Did you · think that Morehead •
College did n,ot have any talent?
If you did, tMn you should haye •
gone to the college .gym Tuesday
hight to see the W. R. A. girls
defeated by · the . faculty members. They n~t only played·· a
good basketbaH game but gave I
a -little clowning on the side.
The W. R. A. girls may have
thought they .were going · to play
a team of ·women. They were
certainly · wrong · because when
their opponents came out on th.e
floor the women had slippod two
men in their team--Sonny Allen
and john Collis.
The game was a thriller a,11
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r J.. \ I the" never-sny-die
Eagies tear
Iowa guard Sharm Scheuerman Morehead _____ ______ 48 47-95 Keleher, f ______ ___ 0
Total
them down . They started fast,
was called for walking and Wayne __ __ ____ ___ ___ 39 45-84 Hamilton, r ______ _ 7
~
grabbing
a
6-1
lead
after
_
three
Wester
Richards, f _____ ___ O
Gaunce reached for the ball in
minutes. After eight minutes D,miel~
Jewell, f .---------- . 0
the buck court to start More- Iowu (97)
G. FT. Ii' Thompson,
they led by 15-8, the Eagles hav- Able, J
·r ______ 1
head's fast break. Scheuerman Cain, f __________ ___ 8 12-13 3
ing scored only one field goal up Case, J
Swartz,
c
__________
8
5
refused to give him the ball. ScAoot f ____________ 5 5- 8 5
to this point.
0-r, f
Shirnfessel,
c
______
l
5
Gaunce reached for it again and.
3
At this point the Eagles zeroed Hollani
the Iowa player took a full swing Logan, c ________ ___ 6 5- 8 2 Gaunce, g __________ 5
Tolle, g __ __________ 2
4 their sights and, after trading · Lawsor
Seaberg, g _________ _ 4 1- l
which Gaunce ducked.
2 three baskets with the Hilltop- Clark,
Iowa fans didn't quiet down for Scheuerman, g ____ __ 6 2- 3 5 Carroll, g __________ l
pers, began their first drive to
five minutes after the incident George, c -------,---- 0 3- 8 4
Tota:
Totals ___________ _25
catc:h the 'Toppers.
and thereafter booed Gaunce ev- Hawthorne, g ______ 0 4- 4 4
With
10:
20
to
go,
the
Eagles
hit
ery time he got the ball.
Martel, g __________ 1 0- 2 3
Score at half-Iowa 5 , MorePrint
two straight baskets to cut WestKentucky's Coach Rupp re- Sebolt, f ___________ 0 0- 1 3 head 35.
aboutern's lead to four points, 22-18.
fused to play with· the _same ofAfter Western scored a field goal,
ficials the next evening and
Ave
Morehead tied the count at 24-24
Coach Laughlin agreed he would
a very
and moved in front 33-26 with
take them as "it means nothing
5: 20 left in the first half. The
t'o win the consolation."
Hilltoppers caught fire once
-' Scores of Iowans wrote Coach
again and tied it at 33-33 w_ith
~ob Laughlin o:s: came to the
seven straight markers. At inMorehead hotel headquarters
termission the count was tied ' at
Saturday to apologize. But, when
Although losing out in the ern before the Marshal game 39-39. In the Wednesday Westthe Eagles took the floor against
from ern-TPI game the halftime score
Wayne, they received the same rnidwestern Regionals, More- and the similar rnessag
M
tl·eatment. The boos when Gaunce head's initial trip to the NCAA the Marshall team just rior to was 41-41.
Ameri
Tournament
must
be
regarded
th~
Iowa
game,
which
o
ly
~oes
After
the
rest,
Western
again
~ppeared were as long and
ball c
Lengthy as the cheers when as highly successful. The wond~r- to prove that among re~l y good started to roll, building up a 573- playe1
ful
press
that
the
Eagles
rece1v.
athletes,
the
fcelinR
of
:,ports46
lead
with
13: 52 left. 'The scorin
Iowa's star, Cain, was introduced.
ed at the local sites and · on a manship is just 3s great as that Eagles kept right on going and all-op
The 200 Eagle fans rooted for nationwide level has opened the of competition .
with 7: 38 remaining they pulled today.
Kentucky in the final.
door to greater recognition and
Speaking of sports anship, even at 62~62. The ''Big Blue"
Mm
Swartz, who collected 26 points pi·estige in the future. Hereto- Donnie Gaunce should ate a never let the Hilltoppers have
against Iowa and 30 in the Wayne fore, Morehead had always ex- snecial award in that c tegory. the lead after that. After a 66-66 ners ,
game was named to the all- pel'ienced difficulty in schedul: Playing under the worst - ossible tie, the Morehead team built up ed S1
nie G
tournament team.
ing top flight quintets because conditions at Iowa Cit , with a 74-68 margin with 2: 35 showDespite the fans Gaunce picked of the team's lack of reputation unfair abuse being hurled at him ing on the scoreboard. However, Hamil
Ro11
up 24 points against Iowa and in the big metropolitan areas. from ~11 sides, D~:mnie . id not with only 39 seconds ta go, We!stwere
12 in the Wayn e victory,
This is now a thing of the past allow. 1t to mal' h1s play1 ~ and -ern pulled to within one point,
Steve Hamilton, as usual, turn- and. with the new gymnasium by his conduct showed 11mself 80-79. Then Bob Daniels and Barn«:
ed in · a great rebounding per- seheduled to bl• c1vailable for to be the great_ ge!1t1em ,1 and Forrest Able, the Western for- and I
Na11
forman ce in both games besides oeeupancy by next season, not athlete that he 1s.
_.
.
wards and team leaders, both left were
garnning 31 points the two eve- onlv will the Eagle:,-; be meeting
Dan Swantz and Steve Tamil- via the foul route and that was Bill
nings.
so1{1e of the nation 's best on the ton were accorded singul. r hon- all of it.
.Potop
The Eagles ended their most road but will also have some of ors for their outstandin
play
Dan Swartz was high-gunner Flora
successful season in hbtory with then~ here in Morehead.
./ in the tou_rnament._ Bot boys for the- Eagles with 22 points but and'
19 vidories and 9 defeats. They
Playing twenty-one of their were 1.manimous picks
n the was pressed for honors by Wood- win-\1
won the Ohio Valley Conference twent_v-nine games away from All-Tourney team at Fort
ayne row "Fats" Tolle who garnered
~
ehampionship a nd n·ational prt>s- home this vear. it is interesting with Swartz being name Most
tige which should ai.d Laughlin to wonder ·jui-.t what the Eagles Valuable PI a ·v er. "Da gerous
in schedulin g the top teams o[ would have done had they been Dan" was also a unanimo s Allthe nation next year when More- able to have had the advantage Tournament choice at low City.
ames,
head moves into its new gym- of their home court in more In th e three NCAA
.
Swartz ~~ored a total of "lline~y•·nasium .' Coach Rupp predicted on games.
The-excellent relati_o ns between five pomts, almost a 32-pomt
his TV program March 19 that
·I
·
Morehead will be one o[ the na- Morehead and the University of average.
Kentucky at Iowa City was very
Hamilton, after scoring twentytion's best next year .
Morelwad _(95)
G
F
PT refreshirig to see. Normally, the five points and controlling the
Jew e ll. f ____ __ __ 0
4- 4 1 4 University tends to stand aloof bac;kboards against Marshall at
Hamilton, f ____ 6
0- 0 4 12 from the other state colleges Fort Wayne, was described by
4- 5 5 10 when it comes to athletics, but George Yardley, the Fort Wayne
Ke\eher, f _ --· 3
Ri_chardi-, .r ____ 2
2- 2 2 6 this · time the Kentucky pJayers Piston star, in a radio interview,
-SAYSwere amm\,g the strongest. More- as "one of the best professional
Swartz, c __ ____ 12
6- 8 5 30
head
rootc~·s
during
the
Eagles'
prospects
I've
seen."
Shimfessel, c _ _ 4
0- 0 2 8
games. M9rehead players. and
The Wayne University game
Oattnce, g ____ __ 3
6- 8 4 12
fans ·returned the compliment marked the end of Dan Swartz's
Tolle, g _____ ___ 4
5- 7 1 13 when the Wildcats were on the career · in Morehead colors. DurCarroll, g ____ __ 0
0- 0 1 0 floor to the extent · of More- ing his th_r ee years of competi-
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Season's Views Fr m
Rear Wagon Seat

I

Reddy Kilowatl
CONGRATUL)

Totals ___ _

34 27-34 25 95

Wayne (84)
G
F PT
Keller, f _____ _ 9 · 2- 5 4 20
Duncan, f __ ___ _ 5
4--' 6 4 14
Greenberg, [ ___ _ 2
2- 5 3 6
Kendrich, f ___ __ 1 13-16 2 15
Brown, c
9
1- 3 2 19
Straughn, g __ _ _ 3
0- 4 l 6
Porter, g __ ___ _ 1 0- 0 0 2
Halverson, g ~ _ 0
0- l 2 0
0- 0 1 2
Hedflon, g - - - - - 1
'l'otals ________ 31

22-40 19 84

head's cheerleaders leadi:ng UK
veils.
·
· Kentucky coach Adolph Rupp
\Vas even on the Eagle bench
during part of the Morehead.,.
Iawo game, a rare occurence indeed·, to see the Baron rooting
for anothe1· state school to win
a game that .would_ pit it against
UK. Sentiments of loyalty to the
State of Kentucky must go deeper th.an -one realizes .
Another interesting nc;>te along
this line is the "good luck" wire
th_e Eagles received from West-

tion for the Eagles, Dan iset
. vil·tually every scoring record in
the school_: most points scored,
careel' (1925); most points scored,
single season (828); most points
scorec:i, first varsity sea,son (446);
most points scored, single game
( 47); highest average, single
season (28.6); highest average;
career (27.5); in addition to an
almost endless number of . field
goal, free tbrow, and other
statistical records he · holds.
Truly one of the greate,s t careers
in the history of t.1:1.e spbrt.
·

':---.. .

0. V. C. . ·cHA

Kentucky 'Utilitie
Fr:ank M,axey, Ma11

Religious Emphasis
Week Slated Under
O~sley' $ Leadership

Favored To Wiii
Doran To Re pre.,ent
!USC At Chicago
Morehead State College
ill
be represented by its pres id ~nt,
Dr. Adron Doran, at the annual National Conferenc on
Higher Education meeti g in
Chicago March 5-7.
Theme of the con erence
w ill be "Resources for Higher
Education." Dr. Doran will
serve on special committees
which will discuss post-high
school education and college
and high school cooperation.

NCAA Tourney .:
is

Thursday night, Mar~h 8 .
the most important date in' the
history of Morehead State Coi~
lege-sportswise, that is-as tlie
Eagles meet the winner of the
Western-Tennessee Tech game i!n .
tbe OVC playoffs in the Loui~ville Armory for an automatic
bid to the NCAA Tournament. ~The playoff was brought . abo t
by a three-way tie for the OV
t:rown , with Morehead, Western,.,
and TPl, winding up conferericb
play with ' identical · 7-3· records.
Drawings . w~re . made .Saturday
night, ir{ .Bqwling Green, immet
di~tely follo.w in_g tne Hilltopper'r
win · over
Middle Tennessee.
Morehead surprisingly drew the
bye leaving Western and TPI t()
open the two-affair Wednesday'.
Al1 three teams split with eactt
other during regular season playL
The Eagles defeated Tech, 83-65~
at Morehead but got trounced(
101-80, at Cookev1lle. Losing,. 86l
80, to the 'Toppers at Bowling
Green , Morehead evened up . the
score here with a 73-72 victory]
TPI blasted Western, 101-79, atl
Cookville, but dropped an 86-75
decision at Bowling Green. . · \
The playoff victor will meed
Marshall CoUege, t h e MidAmerican champion, in a: first
round. game of the NCAA championship at Fort Wayne, · Ind.,
March 12. The winner of that
tourney moves on to · Iowa City,
Iowa, to face· the Big Ten representative, which · in all probability will be the University of

Next week will be Religious._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Emphasis Week at Morehead
St.a te · College, with meetings
and c.onferenccs scheduled Tu.esdt\Y through Friday, it was announced by a student-faculty
planning committee under the
chairmanship of Dr . William
--·-·--·-····- ----- ·1
\
Owsley.
Visiting consultants will be F.
Robert Steiger a n d Dorothy
J~an Kerr, staff members of the
American Y o u t h Foundation.
They will meet with campus reW. P . Covington, III , ass is tant
ligious organizations, c o I l e g e ·
classes, and individuals at var- professor of drama here, w ill
Appearing on the Morehead
ious times throughout the week. take part in the program or the
Mr. Steiger will ·also speak at Southcaster_n Theatre Conforcncc State College chapel program
the college chapel program which March 24 . dnd 25 at Abingdon, las t Thursday morning, was Earl
-will be held on Tuesday instead Va. He "Ytll b~ a _member. of a Spicer, New York baritone and
of Thursday morning .
panel which will discuss uni vers- well-known singer of ballads.
1 College clubs or classes which ity, college and high school
Unlike most ballad singers,
wish to have Mr. Steiger or Miss th catre.
Spicer is a trained ' concert singKerr meet with them should
A number of students in the er and has appeared with leadcontact Dr. Owsley as soon as Morehead Players may also at- ing symphony orchestras and
possjble! _the committee indicat- tend the _meeting, Covington said. oratorio societif.'s here and in
ed . .Ind1v1duals who would like They will try out for parts m England. For three years he was
to meet with either consulta'nt various summer stock shows.
featured soloist on one of the
for / personal counsellipg may
Hosts for the annual meeting leading NBC programs with
sign up at any time before or are Barta Theatre and its direc- Dona ld Voorhce~ and his orchcsd 'ti'r in g
Religious
Emphasis tor, Robert Porterfield.
tra.
Week.
-----·----------------Theme for the week, chosen
by the student-faculty committe.e , is "What Are You Thinking? " This topic wi\.). be the
basis for discussions · at daily
· vesper services Tuesday through
Iowa .
Friday at 5 p. m . in the Little
Sl10uld Bob Laughlin's chargef .·
Chapel.
take the conference playoff,. they
Prayer group~ led QY students
will be meeting in Marshall a;,
wil,1 meet daily this week and
they have already defeated
aney and
next. at 12:45 in the Little The color gi.uu:d., at., Morehead joring in Industrial Ar.ts and team
twice . t~,;iY,e/.li,-( .lQ~89 · af, Mop~•
andsome,.
·cKapel.· Pra3-'er services will also
be held at 5 p. m. each day this State Colleg~ consists of four Geography and is from Newport. head, and -10.8;;.J03; , In overtime/
week and next Monday; the men who present · the American · John Bill Potter served irr the at . Huntington, _W. }la. · ·· · · ',·: ·
It was at first thought that the ·
vespers will be substituted Tues- Legion and American flags at Navy for five years. He is a
day through P'riday next week. all home football1 and basketball sophomore majoring in History Eagles would be without · the
·
and Physical Education and is services of · Capt a i ri .Donnie ·
An open discussion meeting, games. ·
The men who have partici- from Worthington, Ky.
' Gaunce and Bob Richards -who
sponsored by • the Wesley FoundGary Cox served in the Army have played four years 9f varsity
ation, will be held at 7:lS p. m. pated in this are: Lester Breed· Wednesday in the Little Chapel. ing; Danny Anderson, John Bill for two years, .He is a junior ma- ball, which . usually makes a
On Tuesday evening- there will Potter, Gary Cox, and Larry joring in Social Science and is player inelig1ble ' for posf-seasqn
from Baltimore, Md.
play in the N:CA.A. However; this
be a reunion for persons who Looney.
-h ave attended or will attend . the
Lest~r Breeding served in the
Larry Looney served in the rule does . riot .. apply . to schools
American Youth Foundation's ·Air Force for 3 ½ years. Lester, Navy . for two years. He is a with a male enrollment of · less ·
. .
.
.
than 750, ihereby makir:ig both ·.
Camp Minawanca; This will be a Jumor,
majoring m Elementary junior,' majoring in Commerc·e
held at 7 p . . m. at the home of Education, is from McDowell.
and is from Williamson., W. Va. Morehead boys eligible !or play. .
Western, also,: will be at · full '
Director of Sara Glenn Lane on Wilson
Danny Anderson served in. the
The color guard is chosen fr.om
m at More- Avenue in Morehead.
A,ir Force for four years. Danny, Veteran Club members. To be strength, but . rech will lose the
·
r
services of senior forward Bruce
will attend
A Monday evening reception
· · ·
.
th \ at the home of Dr. and Mrs. a sophomore, majoring in Com- eligible to be in the Color Guard, Han-is.
meree,
is
from
Winchester.
they
have
to
have
at
least
90
10 of
e Adron Doran . will prec~de the
Ray King served in t.he . Army days in service and an honorable
The Eagles, scoring 2,413 points
-Visual In- official opening of . the week's
for two years'. He is a senior, ma- _discharge.
.,__..,._(_C_o_n_t_in...;
. ·...;~_e:..
·d_.___o_n_P__,.a_g...:e...:·_5_)_
· J.
n · Detroit, observances. On Tuesday there
:heduled to will be a luncheon for Miss Kerr
and. Mr. Steiger and representm . Labor~- atives of religious organizations
)e the topic on campus. Other activities will
;ed by him. be announced tater, Dr. Owsley
1
annual a!- said. ·
,
•
.
.
J Among the college orgamza-1
:1e ~adi~lac~ t!ons wh~c_h ar~ helping to • pl!ln

Covington

Has Theatre
Pane~ Topic

Spicer Appeared

On Assembly

Progran1 Thurs.

l

Color Guard Has
Been Active· At
A-thletic Con tests
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BASKETBALL
lo,~o.S

ELLIS JOHNSON, Head Coach
LEN MILLER, Freshman Coach

SCHEDULE
Morehead
i\forehead
Morehead
!\forehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
i\1orehead

34 43 40 50 42 40 45 38 -

Holbrook
Union
Central Mich.
Cederville
Rio Grande
Wilmington
Centre
Eastern

Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
:M orehead
Morehead
Morehead

23
28
47
44
45
46
33
37

35
57
45
37
44
35
46
48

-

Holbrook
25
Berea
40
Marshall
61
Union
35
Eastern
57
Marshall
. 46
,vilmington 37
Rio Grande 44

,vinner of seasonal Kentucky Intercollegiate Athletic Conference crown.

MOREHEAD 34, HOLBROOK 23

MOREHEAD 57, BEREA 40

Johnson's Eagles opened their hardwood season by a
\\·in over tiny Alfred Holbrook College of Manchester,
Ohio, in a game that did little more than serve as an
indication of what was to come.

Sparked by an aggressive Ralph Mussman , the " Little Round Man, " the Morehead Eagles kept their KIAC
record clean by clowning the Mountaineers of Berea,
top heavy favorites . Mussman displayed one of the
best floor games ever played on the local floor.

Big Earl Duncan , Eagle center, led the scoring with
fifteen points closely followed by "Shorty" Wiggins,
diminutive guard , with four field goals.

Sharp-shooting Duncan was high with twenty-three
points with Jack Durnford closely following with fourteen.
MOREHEAD 45, MARSHALL 61

MOREHEAD 50, CEDER VILLE 44

a

In
game that was much closer than the scores
indicates, the Eagles lost to one of the leading quints
in the country. Earl Duncan was again high with
twenty-nine points leading both teams in individual
scoring. Hambrick was next with six.

The Eagles turned on the heat after trailing the
first half by a fifteen to eighteen score to defeat the
Bears of Cedervi lle in a thriller.
Never headed after gaining the lead in the second
frame , the Eagles pulled a close one from the fire
despite the number of fouls called on them .

MOREHEAD 35 , MARSHALL 46

Duncan was again hig·h scorer with twenty points
garnered from eight field goals and four free throws.
Harry ,valker was next with seven .

Losing their second game of the season with Marshall
by eleven points marked the third time in four meetings that the eleven point jinx has proved too much
for the Morehead squad.

MOREHEAD 35 , HOLBROOK 25

Duncan, Eagle center, took top honors with nine
points and was trailed by Wiggins with eight.

Led by Jack Durnford, the Eagles pounded out their
second win of the season over the Dinosaurs in a game
that was totally uninteresting to the fans .

K. I. A. C. RESULTS

Durnford was high with eight points and seconded
by Walter Hambrick with six.

Morehead 60 - University of Louisville 44
Morehead 40 - Union Co11ege 50

VARSITY TEAM
Front Row: Williamson, Mussman, Durnford, Howerton, Wiggins.
Second Row : Walker , Hambrick, Barnes, Duncan, Adams, Coach Johnson

FRESHMAN TEAM
Front Row: Johnson, Penix, Lairson, Cooper, Judd, Wells
Back Row : Fortuna, Helwig, Everhart, Bozmoski, Bukovich, Fraley, Coach Miller
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a free and 'linpVt-~!t•sllbte- candidate jobs is now under via'f,. with th~ firi.£.
for the office of Governor. · Happy men being- taken from the reiief rolls,
Chanoler ·receive,1 a majority of U 3 with~ the exception of foreman .an<i
votes fn th·e county, a majority that · carp,rnters. According to W. 11 ru.:e,
· came &5 a surprise to the Rhe;i s'up· supervisor of buildings and -g-,·o~.ind~
porters }','ho in · tnost cases ~xpec•.ecl 1-t the Morehead· State Teachers
to earry the county by a sn1all m~- College, the selection of workmen
j~rity. In t~e case of the Cha nd1 er . will he absolutely impartial. and _will
- - - ·-·· meo,.it. was not nearly so much of ~e conducted under· thP clo5e supe1··
· il- sur rise as some w~ld have . ye,~ vision of federal ''G" then N
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, c. L Goff on Sau~rday of -1~;.\veek
Today marks the tenth annivnsary at a La~ington Hosp_ital,
Mrs. j
of the Rowan County News under , G_off was taken sometime a~~~ The;
it::1 present ownership_ and manage- baby _was ~til1=tiorn. Mr.j. o~J~ r"- ·
ment. It was ten years ago tcda-y 1 covanng ~1cely. Mr. Goff _1,; ~~ .,per
. that t~<! pre!clent ow~ers of the Ne~s ,
present_
. ·· ·
took charge of ta little paper t~at
· ·
. ·;, . :'";
had less than tWO hl.lndred subscr1b-_\
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citizens -felt about the Salca TaJC, d¢d .Q'llt strickly:jn .ac:cor11a11ce with . . moved to . the McKinney building
:
they had faith in . the integrity' ef lhe 'ryl~s
·r~gula.tio1ns laid down and for the past sbc yea.rs has oc-
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.

·
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Close Collece y e a r
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.and
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-waa~ t'-'ma.n's candidate. nu~·b
f h
-f
k ·
C·h;;,·ndler
..
Ill!>
l> ; °.Ut'S ... w_or/
. ;'
It ·.1s planned • accord1ncr
. ·
.. t·o·,i· Mr
··
~---------man's candidate. He was no cliq'i.ie'i:
· (Continued On P.rg" Five)
candidate He was no- irang's eandi-=-"""":;::...______
dnte. He ·was a~d- pi'oved himself to
b.e the candidate of the free ~lea'-41.-.ill&I._
. .
.
•
of Kc.ntucky. .. .

~

__ _.. th~
cho·
~1 •ar .H
..re '
~ ·s
_.!' y~
- .
.
.
1
keeping
··· with the growth of the .com1_'he past year. in e>1<!ry seITJ1E-•tE:r
.
. t 11e nummunity it serves.
· . has seen. a vast mcrea..;e
in
. ; The: presc.nt manageinent of the I bcr of students enrolled o_ver th€
,.
News ..is rather proud of the record , nme seme_s t er o_ f th e_ prece J '.ng- yea.·.
F 01· t h t' f U"st time m th e h1story or
. 111a~ by the paper durine--t bc past
,en years. It has been ·a rec-6rd of tht! college, the. enrollment pa;;se,1
.~ rowth and improvem.?nt. Inoident- . chat ~f M9rray State Te~ch,·i!rs_ ;o__l:J
Money dia not and couid n.ot pur
ally, the News modestly believes. lege, m the second sem:"te. of . . n1.
chase his vote. The peopl,: who sup;
.
:;hat.. it :. has ba<i_A_-4~:f.initE:.. J>a:tt .Vl.J. yhear. S? .~:_athwasd1 _tha&;n-t·i-e.i.·;e thS:t_
. --lfO
. rrted him ·_did s_o· fot· th_e··v. ery d11· ..The.. coaching school at;. -the .More.
t
II
mo
.
ad
State
Teac)lers
.
College
whic.h
.
movement that has b~en, fo~• i e to~n was ar 3 a e_ 0 acc:o _- .
11 ·was ir. session last week, was one of ..:very
finite reason thaX they oehev.e,.1
:!ie interests of the people whom it! datEe· those who c~m•!, anu many Wf:l e .
him believed in his platform. They
.ei·ves·. The managem~nt also bell'evee ._• forced to enter m othel' college.;;.
'
h S l T
f.. t : he most successful ever held in this
•
1
were opposed. to t e a es ax 1
I · h
d th t Ii
h
I
!:l ''ction, when considered from the iiat in th,;,A~"<t ten years, its position; . t Is ope
a·.-...!.-~ e seco~,. se_ _ ..J,•.
la.sl ·aod all the time. The;t:"'We'"t'<!''•Un•
·. ;ei=.~':J..~_;~ommunit..,,.,.-will be. as i,n ...th~.,.,.mcster oI ncXL.Y.eal'..- ~
.,wil.i. .. b.e
d~!'.!ei~ed by the clamor- of 1,he sch ol ·; ievli)'ofrti: ·..of the · instruction. 'Bot
J
b . .
h.
·t
•
Bo McMillin and Adolph Rupp, who
a~t an intGrest of service to the many 111ore houses U11t in t 1s CJ Y
teachers who thought t.hey ~•.v t h 1r
b
·
were in charge of the instruction r, •ople at large instead of to selfish so that the visitors n,a.v
e raKen
salaries _going; by the _P~litidans w_o
.
.
i. terests and p'ersonal gagin,.
~are .,i f to the last o □ c.
saw their power wammg; · by t .
3"ave 'll'aluable instruction in their
emplo,yees ·whQ were afraid oj:. thJir ,J: partments and the coaches in at.
jobs. They we:.e not fooled by . tile · endan-ce got value re_ceived for both
a
q
··-promises of·- roads --and · -highways· · '.:!1eu:_fune .and thek..mone..y_______--···---·· - - - - -- - . . _ ....... . --· -··-·- ·--- · .. .
paved with gqld. ,Toodilll
Asked a_bou continuing the school
__MA
accepted those promises only to fi~d :n st..ic~eeding ye-~rs, Coach G. D. .
ff~
that they were only promises, Th(IIY -Downing stated that the continuaC:t
R
s ntativ~;;m the
_________ w..ere_..no.t__ey..!llLf.o_ole.dJ~y_ the n'llmer~ tion. of the _school woµld depend en- th~ei:s._u:LBath and Rowan 1· ateB t~p~~s;rict
·
u surveying crews which racetl . . tirely in the demand. If t e coac es C
t·
,,·an- a
.
ob~ t the county aim;ng up ever"; of the section which the Morehead •1 ou ~es.
h
f
I hop., to go into the gene•al eleca u
-r
- -·
•
I wish to thank t e voters o my
b
k 1
1 College serves desire
holler
.
+
the continuah ,
·• .
tion in Novem e ~ I as - t.1at my
·
_____ __ ___ _ · · :on of the school, it will become a d 1st1ct fort eir 1oya1 ~up~Ot•. _10 friends both Republican and Demo(Contiuued On Page Five) . l rcgular institution in succeeding, :,..! jl ing me win the nommation for cratic aid me' in th:it el~diL'tl wi : h
. ------years.
'
-·
te resentative on the detnO{'ranc their vote and influem·t> .
a·nd -that man's candidate. A~. ·a mat~
ter· o/ fild Happy .Chariciler W:lll no

t k

I

other: piec~ of . machinery liiis_b~
. · u._ . a ·e· p: ace;
rI replaec.q
· ·:m
• ·t1·n1·tely ended.
to modern-ize the p Iant

,u,u

w·ms -u·1gb praJse'
•

I·

r

-·

·

· ·

t

andid~·tes Expres~·Grati·tud·e To Voters

;~...;tiM .Given Jn J~rim_ar,.~ Y!tt.e

~

I •·

I. .

J,

.Repulilrcaii7runary 1s--1.-- a~~:=~;:t~t-~~:wa::~~;:fir:~
..

w·th

R

ff

1

=' ~o~~;~s~~t~t~;~~~;.~;,_Q~i~-l}i~

\f;1j~'-·...,., '~Troy----Jettni<l~. ...

carry on work of thh, type, th County's . time to se nd th e repl'e$enI wi-,h to express my extrem<! ;
I
UDO
s,chool both from the viewpoint,l'bf ' ntiv.e tO th e legislawre a nd I take gratitude to the peopl e' of R,m3 r, ; '
ttcn<.lanc~ as well as interes / wf\S th is means to ask th e suppor: of County for the vot.e and mi:.1ority i 1
---\ 1 complete success.
,
~:ich ~nd every voter in my ..di c- trid tlw:; g-ave me in the el,•L"tinn of Aue:··: 1
The RepublicJJ.n party will not
_ _ _.,.._
in "the Nove'rriber election.
ust :i.
;
have a run off primary, according I
'I'he platform upon which I ,rnn
T pledire to them that i will do .-ny .
the returns from the ·reiient .. pril"Y nomination b well known to the utmost to deserve
the conf:dence .
mary. Every Republican was nominpeople of my . district and on that [hey hav,i> repo,1ed in n1t• and w.ill. ~ee [
ated by a sufficient number . of
! •nme platform 1 beg your support t hem before Novemb P\' to tell th,•m
votes to give him a majority.
··
helping me win the election.
i"n person jusl whal [ feel :ibout th.i'1r j
The · primary election to be held
: ·
Respectfully . yours,
vote.
-·,
on September 7 will he solely a
Our Courier.:Uournal and LouisJ, J. Thomas.
Very sine e rPly ye.tr,, .
'
private family affair. between Demo- ··ilk Times carrier is on a well earn-------.
Walcer Allen Crock.-tt.
crats.
~d vac~tion.. Mr. J. B. Mame, who bas}
Although d~feate~ in _my r•ce for
1
Locally, the returns from last delivered th'e two papers for the t.he -Democratic noinmat1on for Rep- I TO THE REPUBLICAN VOTERS:
week havo? been varified · and Mrs. •1r.Ht sev1n-al years a.· n<l wh') has buil.t •·esentative, I wish to express my
I wish to exp.ress my sincere> 11p- ,
Ethel E,llirigton wa.s ,declBJ:ed !the •.111 a route that i~ bis pride and joy, ~inNre thanks to the 11oterE of ~o- preciation to the- Republican voter~
nominee. of the _Republicans for the 'eft. Monday ni~ht with 300 hunded wan county for their effor~ in my I who supported me in the Prim>H'Y;
office of State1_ Senator, . for which •!,her newi,_ boy~ of the state for ~ behalf. ·l am sincer~ly . gra.teful to I I also want to thank the work ,' l"S I
office, :she de{••te!d s. ~- .; 1'~1•Y• week's trlt,'to Wil1titi_Rgtim and 11,1t.i- .•ach anff ¢\ret;y.var$_9.!J ,wlt~ cast their" 1wno grive me s(1cl! splendid coppcrn- 1
Troy'' }en.nings ·won the' nominii-'. :~ore and ;>ti1,~r p~inta i,f interest 'in' ,,:,ote 'f'<>):' .·~1R.-:_
,, ill~_w-'':''.);m
_:i_1.1 ft,{!1P;(iJ_.1J__
:Ce~ing-Y,- tlon' and' help. -That ~ooperati&r{'anrl I '
.,tion for the; office of Repr~!lenta- the East.
_toward .t~i~]~\~~Jir e~ti'¢,r· ·kindness will be ··:1n. incentive to m~ 1 t
tive over Reuben Adams and Chai-\
l\fr. Mauk was winner c-f the tdp 1)( my la¥e :•o ~ s ' . ' ' ••. ,. · ,.
in the November ra_. ce. . I certl;linly , 1
1
mer €laske1.
·
in a subscription con,teet $l\8'td hy , Respectfully,
feel no ill will toward tho:;..! "'Iv s
Ai, an aftermath of the 'alectie>n. the two papers :t~cently. The trip is;
Van Y. Grl!!en.
did not i,ee fit to support me iri 'the c
Mi-. Caskey received notice that he being made with all 0xp-?11ees paid. :
------.-Primary; 1111d I shall be grateful for , l
had reeived a civil sarvice appoint-- ' While aw:ay he will visit Mt. V trnon, ' I wish t:o e:J:presi, my Thanks -to any consideration given me thi~ fall. · r
1
ment •e ehaffeur at t~e Narcotic hoa- ~he naval academy at Annapolis, the voters of RoWlln county for the
Your6 sine.:!rely,
·· plt•l in Le:!dnirton. He left laBt week Maryland, and will 1eee Washinrton nplandid manner in which they enMr::1. Ethel Ellington .
i
to aseume the dutietj of his new posi- from one end to th~ other. He will •iorsed my candidacy for the RapRf!pulllican Nominet" for Stat<' ·
tion,
·
, 1·clurn Friday nigl1t.
ublicaD nomination for the office of S@nator, cl 1st. District .
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Owingsv ille into first p'face 11-nd gave E. ~al.an . . . . . . . . . . . 3 tJ
(i
; G I R L S BEGIN TENNIS
.\It. Sterling a joint holding on ;;e- · L Nolan ... .. . .... . 2
I)
,
I ,:, ond pl.ace <nth Vanceburg_
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orehead Memories:
Warren Cooper: Sir Basketball
most points.
In 1939 there was not
much media coverage .o f
their winning the State
Championship. Coop recalled when they came
home to Brooksville the
next day, they were greeted

By JACK ELLIS
Special to The Morehead
News

"Rejoice as a strong man
that runs a race." (Psalm
19:5)

In this "Hoops Happy"
state, here is -one question
for all of you fanatic fans,
especially those who follow
the annual state high
school basketball tournament: Who is the only person to ever play on a winning state championship
team, coach a team in the
state tourney and referee
in a st~te tournament? If
you answered Warren H.
Cooper, you are correct.
Also, who has attended 66
state tournaments as a
player, coach, referee, and
fan? If you said Warren
Cooper, you are correct. If
basketball had been invented in England Warren
Cooper could have been
knighted Sir Basketball.
Therefore, this writer decided to talk with "Coop" if
I could catch him at home
and not at his beloved farm
where he spends so much
time.
After finally catching
him at home, and as we sat
sipping a soft drink together around his kitchen table,
he seemed to be a man at
peace with himself and content with what he had accomplished with his life.
~oach Warren H. Cooper
was also a man who
seemed not only at peace
with himself, but also with
his God. He said he joined
the Christian Church as a
teenager. Several times
this writer has spoken in
the Morehead Christian
Church and Coach Cooper
would be there on Sunday
morning-if it was not during tournament time.
As we sat talking that
morning, one octogenarian
to another, the old coach
was slightly bowed in body
but not in spirit. His eyes
· glistened and his mind was
sharp as he recalled some
of his experiences in life
and basketball.

Basketball dominate in
Coach Cooper's life

Warren. Cooper, Morehead State Teachers College All American, 1945,
led Kentucky Collegiate
scorers ·his senior year ,
with 21.5 points per
•
game.
"Coop" (one of his many
"monikers" he is known by
in our community) grew up
on a farm near Brooksville,
in northern Kentucky. He
was one of 18 children in a
family of 16 boys and 2
girls. (Can you imagine
how many potatoes his
mother has peeled in her
lifetime?) For more than
three score and ten years,
basketball had been a major part of his life, beginning in the 1930s. In 1938
he played in his first state
basketball tourney. That
year he played for
Brookville High School and
lost in the semi-finals.
However, the next year
1939, with three "Coop"
brothers on the squad,
Brooksville won the coveted Kentucky High School
Basketball Championship.
Warren was one of the
leading scorers on the
team, and he and his
brother were both selected
on the All State Team. Also
that year, "Burr Head" Cornett, former Morehead
mayor, played for Hindman
in the state tournament
against Coop. They used to
argue about who scored the

►

by one man and a yellow
dog. But the retired coach
said, "Time has increased
my appreciation of that experience because when
you're young, you don't realize what you're doing but
as you grow older the expe-

rience becomes more meaningful." But in 1939, just
getting out of the district
tournament was a major
accomplishment. That district consisted of Fleming,
Bracken, Mason and Lewis
counties and there were 40

teams in the district tournament. Coop said, "We began the district tourney on
Mondey morning and
played about five games in

See HISTORY on A-8
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Politics, Press and President Babb
By JACK D. ELLIS
Special to The Morehead News

Morehead
a nd
Rowan
County have a long history of
political turmoil. Therefore, it
seems only natural that
Morehead College be drawn
into depths of the political
·"mud."
In
May
1935,
Republican Harvey A. Babb
was appointed the third president of Morehead State
College. His very appointment
seemed a "fly in the face" of a
Democratic
State
Administration in Frankfort,
headed by Governor A.B.
"Happy"
Chandler.
The
Gener al Assembly lost no time
in launching an investigation
into the Babb administration
at M.S.C. accusing him of a
n umber of illegal activities.
But things would only get
worse.
· Editorial critical of
President Babb
In · 1938, Jack Wilson the
fier y outspoken editor and
publisp.er of the Rowan County
News began printing a series
of editorials
critical of
President Babb. But in
January 1939, he printed a full
page, no holds barred, editorial

with the heading, "How Long
· Must the People of Eastern
Kentucky Endure This Evil?"
In it he accm~ed President
Babb of dispensing "gravy" to a
favored few in attempt to build
himself a political empire.
Babb was even · accused of
defaming the .character of
many leading women in the
community by calling them
liars. Another charge was that
Babb was "padding" his
expense account by receiving
two mileage payments of $6.25
to Lexington · and Richmond
that were personal trips. Also,
his expense account showed a
payment of$0.75 fo.r two meals
when he was actually a dinner
guest of Frank McVey,
President of the University of
Kentucky and Dr. Donavon,
President of Eastern Kentucky
University. Also, President
Babb took his family to
Richmond to the football game
and charged the expenses to
Morehead State College.
Outspoken Editor Wilson
pulled no punches as he continued preaching economy saying, "President Babb does not
even seem to know the meaning of th e word or does not care
to practice it. He has failed

miserably, in fact at a recent
meeting with his Department
Heads he admitted he was in
the red and had no way of getting out."
The blistering editorial continued, "Even the College
Theater is a losing proposition
and is losing 10 to 20 dollars
each night it is open. Yet the
gravy train continues to run.
Bill Sample (owner and pub'..
lisher of the rival paper,
Morehead
Independent),
prints and prepares handbills
for every show. In December,
he was paid $200, marked
salary to March 1, 1939."
(Could this have influenced
Jack Wilson?)
Editor Wilson continues by
accusing the President of using
the NYA Youth workers that
were hired to beautify the campus grounds to level lots
(owned by President Babb)
which were located next to the
power plant. Also, Mr. Babb
openly brawled with staff
member Z.T. Young before he
fired him. (Mr. Young was the ·
son of Allie W. Young, considered by many as the college's
greatest benefactor before his
death.)
President Babb gets

der Hall was the administration building when H.A. Babb was pre~ident (1936-1940).
w as not always this peaceful.
......J~hysical
'
Editor Wilson leveled sever;.
1 other charges against
esident Babb and dared him
respond to those charges.
esident Babb responded in
er newspapers throughout
tte state saying,"The whole of
tie charges are political and
nomic. Morehead College is
t11able to get the support from
ankfort to adequately fund
tl eir budget and Editor Wilson
only upset because he did
t get the contract to print

the Trail Blazer and other col- gally using workers on his perlege printing."
sonal property, (4) collected
Editor Wils~~ responded in illegal expense money, (5)
his paper, "r charged that 'brawled with staff .member
President Babb was (1) trying Z. T. Young before firing him,
to build a petty political
machine, (2) passing out
See PRESS on C~2
largess to his friends, (3) ille-

2 4 -.: EIC>U.R.
Obituary Information
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Governor's plane lands ·
safely after malfunction
\

A Kentucky State Police ·
plane carrying Governor Ernie
Fletcher to Washington, D.C.
for ceremonies for President'
Ronald Reagan experienced
equipment problems causing it
to inadvertently encounter
restricted
airspace
late
Wednesday afternoon. It landed safely at Reagan National
Airport.
The source of the problem
was the transponder which
malfunctioned shortly after

Students celebrate May Day 1938 but many were threatene~ if they spoke to the press.

Press

munication occurred that led
to this unfortunate · incident;
however, it appears the pilots
properly communicated with
all of the appropriate agencies
and individuals that protocol
in
such
circumstances
require."
Those on board the 1972
Beechcra ft King Air 200
included the Governor, two
, pilots and a Kentucky State
Police Trooper a ssigned to
security.

Kindergarten registration·, screening

From C-1

(6) illegally r unning a picture
show that was losing mon ey,
and (7) resorted to sabotage by
ordering students and faculty
not to speak t o the press as
they would lose their jobs. All
of these charges brought an
immediate response.

Looking for a Fathers Day or Birthday gift?

· President Babb's sons
take up the fight
Following the latest editorial President Babb's two sons
and their friend, former
University of Kentucky athlete, Kenneth Darby, physically assaulted Mr. Wilson an d
threw a rock through a window
of his home. They were
charged with assault and battery and each paid a $35 fine .
Following the assault on his
person and home, Mr. Wilson
wrote in the editorial "We":
"We have been attacked by a
gang of thugs, our h ome invaded and we are slightly disfigured. But we are bloodied and
unbowed and refuse to be
intimidated by a bunch of
thugs."
Saying Morehead State
Teachers College is the biggest
thing , in Eastern Kentucky,

Jack D. Ellis,
550 W. Sun Street,
Morehead, KY 40351
or (606) 784-7473

. 1..! - ·--

take-off
from
Northern
Kentucky
International
Airport. The equipment failure meant th e plane could not
be identified or tracked.
Chief of Staff Daniel Groves .
said, "we are certainly thankful that Governor Fletcher·and
the crew landed safely in
Washington. The pilots were in
constant communication with
air traffic control and the
plane was cleared to land. It is
uncertain where the miscom-

Give a copy of Jack Ellis' book:
Patriots and Heroes: Eastern Ky. Soldiers of WWII.
412 pp; 85 photographs; c. 2003.
Published by the Jesse Stuart Foundation
Signed copies may be ordered from:

Make-up registration for
kindergarten will be held
Friday, ·June 25 from 8 a.m. to
4 p.m. in the boardroom at the
1 Rowan County . Board of
" 1 Education building located at
1
121 E. Second Street.
Screenings will be done on
all kindergarten students who
will be enrolling. Parents
should bring their child and

$35.00 +2.50 S&H.
Also available locally at the CoffeeTree Bookstore, MSU Bookstore, Folk Art Center,
St. Cl~ire Gift Shop, Mustard Seed, Occasions and Chris's Gifts.

bigger than th e Rowan County was guilty of libel. President
News, bigger than President Babb was not the first MSU
Babb, but it cannot "Flourish President to suffer political
on barren ground. But we pressure nor will he be the
believe we have the united last. But his contract was n ot
support of East ern Kentucky- renewed and h e was replaced
but we will give P r esident by President W.H. Vaughn who
Babb an opportunity to rebut suffered even a worse fate, and
these charges should ,he so was eventually fired. His firing
resulted in the College losing
desire."
It seems that in reviewing their accreditation but eventuthis episode between the ally · brought about changes
MSTC President a nd the that reduces much of the politRowan County News editor ical influence in all state uni' that H.A. Babb was guilty _of versity administratio~s.
--

I

the mandatory documents in
order to completely enroll:
•
current
Kentucky
Immunization Certificate
. • physical exam
• vision exam, done by ·an
optometrist or ophthalmologist

• copy of certified birth certificate
• copy of social security card
Children must be 5 years
old before Oct. 1 to enroll.
Contact Amber Gross or
Shirley Burge at 784-8928 for
information.

l

Gateway ·Head
Start accepting
applications
Gateway Head Start is
accepting applications for 3
and 4 year • old children.
Gateway offers free transportation,
medical/dental
services, meals, and classroom
activities that prepare children for Kindergarten.
· Families must be income
eligible and children must be
3 years of age by Oct. 1.
If interested in enrolling a
child, or for information, contact 606-743~3133.

·H ealth Study
Are you a mother of a young. person between 11- and 18-yearsold? If so, we would like you and your child to take a survey. It
will take a little more than an hour of your time.
There will be three groups to take the survey:
Monday, June 21, 2004
7:00 PM- 8: 15 PM

Mother of Youth Who are 11-13 &
Their Child Who is 11-13

Tuesday, June 22, 2004
7:00 PM - 8:15 PM

Mother of Youth Who are 14-16 & ·
Their Child Who is 14-16

Wednesday, June 23, 2004
7:00 PM - 8:15 PM

Mother of Youth Who are 17-18 &
Their Child Who is 17-18

If you take part, we will pay you $30 in cash at the end of the session and your child $20 in cash at the end of the session. We will
come back again in December and do a follow-up survey. At that
time, we will pay you $30 more and yo~r child $20 more for the
second survey.

We will call you in the next few days to see if you want to take
part. If you want to call us to sign up, call Sue at 606-674-6286.
Or Gall Toll Free: 888-403-3420.

all ·1 e

roke Scoring 11~oS
Record Of Nation ·

lI

I

Morehead State College, once
· the door-mat of the powerful
Ohio Valley Conference in intercollegiate athletics, has · risen in
stature and victories until the
Eagles are now the most feared
in most sports.
National recognition came to
the school this year as the Eagles
bask.e tball team, coached by
Athletic Director Bob Laugp.lin,
won the OV title and then went
on to the regionals of the NCAA
championship.
\ The Eagles vanquished Marshall in the district NCAA playoffs at Fort Wayne but were
knocked out of the running in a
close battle with Iowa at Iowa
City. Iowa, of the Big 10, then
advanced to the finals at Chicago, losing to San Francisco. .
Morehead defeated Wayne University of Detroit for consolation
honors at Iowa City.
This was the greatest achievement, in itself, ever accomplishe,d
by Morehead in major sports but,
it was overshadowed in national
prominence and favorable publicity as Laughlin's protegees
broke the all-time national col-lege scoring record by averaging
over 96 points in their 29 games.
Further, their ·s tar, Dangerous
Dan Swartz; was ·the third most
potent point ·maker in the United
States with a 28 plus average.
The Eagles won 20 of 29 games
against the most formidable
schedule in the school's history.
This record is glamorous, "but
it will probably be exceeded in
the 1956-57 season as LaughJin
will have more height and
} depth. The Eagles lose Swa:tz
and Captain Donnie Gaunce, but
replacements seem adequate.
In sophomore Steve Hami1scn
Morehead has a potential A11American.
The Eagles will move into thei
new $600,000 gymnasium, seatin.
5,000, by December. Centennia
visitors will see it under cor
:struction at the southeast corn
of Jayne Stadium.
Basketball was not the onl
sport that Morehead excelled i
..... oach N0lan Fowler produce,
the state champion cross-countr:
and track team.
Fowler's thin 1 i es annexet
Morehead's first OV title in 195.
and are favored to repeat thi,
year.
In Carl Deaton the Eagles havE
cne of the best distance men ir.
the nation.
The football program is ex-

I
:

'I

Bob Laughlin
. . . Athletic Director
and basketball coach
pected to gain impetus and vie
tories under a new coach- Pat
Adams, a Morehead graduat,
Adams was pleased with sprir,
training and believes his clu
will again achieve the high ral
ing that football teams ~oache
by Ellis Johnson and the 18.1
Len Miller attained during tb
middle and late 30's.
The Eagles arc no slouch i
baseball, either. Coach Joh
'Sonny' Allen has one of the be1
ter clubs in the OV this spring.
The college also o:rfer& man
intramural sports such as swim
ming, tennis, volleyball, hand
ball, etc.
The 1956-57 basketball sched
ule, to be released soon, will ir,
elude some of the greatest team
of the nation including the East
ern powers, Cincinnati, Loui.s
ville, Murray, Wester·n, Bastern
"'4Ds Dayton and others.
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Early History
■

When helmets ordered for the
1942 Morehead State football
team were found to be the
wrong size, the decision was
made to stuff them with cotton.
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Dr. Jack Ellis
is a retired
Morehead
State
University
Library
director and
a retired _
minister.

Morehead Mem\ories:

Morehead's cottoll .bowl'
l,ly JACK ELLIS
S~ecial to The Morehead News

· :"Let the young men now arise,
and play before us." (2 Samuel '
2-:14)
: :As the 2006 football s.e ason
opens, it reminded this writer
that I recently came into possession of a bit of Morehead State
_U niversity's unique sports history.
It was a copy of a speech given by Gordon "Red" Moore, a
Morehead Alum as he was inducted into
Morehead's Athletic Hall of
Fame Oct. 17,
1992. It came to
me from former
Moreheadian Mel
Frank Laughlin
who lives in
Louisiana, and
he "inherited" it
from former MSC
basketball great
"Battling'' Bill
Martin, also a
Louisiana resident, now deceased.
This writer recalls "Red"
Moore's time at MSC not for his
athletic ability, but for his job as
"Sports Information Director".
(He was still there when I enrolled following WW II.)

• The speech is hilarious as he
recalled the early days of athletics at MSC when sports were
raw and primitive. This year I
contacted "Red" a.nd received a
gracious note allowing me to use
the material and also a report on
his health that shows the 83year-old has not lost his sense of
humor when he said, "I've had
43 operations and am now down
to one eye and one kidney."
Gordon's keen wit came
through loud and clear as he
continued by saying when Athletic Director Steve
Hamilton called and
said, "Red, you are
the first non-athlete
to be inducted into
the Morehead Athletic Hall of Fame,"
what Steve didn't
know was that Red
was also first of several firsts in Morehead's history.
(1) He was the
first student to be
on probation six
times, usu ally in
the spring, and only went to
class when the fish weren't biting;
(2) He was in a first class of
five to receive an M.A. degree
along with Ralph Mussman,
Tebay Rose, Vincent "Moose"

These football1belmets
trous.

01;1

early MSC team had to be replaced, which turned out to be disas-

Zachem and sorpe guy from
Guatemala.
(3) He was tHe first student to
have a private office (in what is
now Radar Hall) next to the
President (of all places).

First athletic publicity
directd'r at MSC
Red recalled!becoming a general athletic "fl/inky" at MSC as
a result of one bhone call. One

night in 1941 after a varsity basketball game, while waiting on
his roommate Earl Duncan to
dress, he answered the phone in
the Athletics Office. The call was
from Earl Ruby, sports editor of
the Louisville Courier-Journal,
wanting to know how many
points MSC star Earl Duncan
had scored that night.
Earl was the leading scorer in
the state that year, and the

Louisville paper was the leading
newspaper in this area of the
state.
Out of that night he envisioned an easier route to maintaining a scholarship, rather
than playing basketball. When
Red first came to Morehead on a
basketball scholarship from

See BOWL, Page D-2
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Berea Academy, the city's
population was about 2,000
hardy souls and the college
was named Morehead State
Teachers College and was a
member of the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Conference. ·
· The college consisted of
nine buildings, nearly 600
students, 36 faculty members at an average $300
monthly salary, including
both coaches. There were
40 telephones, 10 to 12 automobiles, and plenty of
parking on campus.
There were no drugs,
very little smoking, no computers, no calculators, no
television, no word processors, no interstate highways, and one of the finest
one-lane gravel roads of the
times from Morehead to
West Liberty.
However, there was one.
thing in abundance, and
that was a corn-product
known as "moonshine" or
"white lightin'." No wonder
that the student body was
one big happy family and
everyone was congenial.
Also virtually every student and faculty membe.r .
was proficient at playing
bridge. One of MSC's later
stars John "Sonny" Allen
was in grade school and

Gordon "Red" Moore,
Morehead State College's long-time Athletic
Publicity Director.
Bobby Laughlin was in his
second year coaching at
Breckinridge.
The downtown area was
composed of the Midland
_ ail Hot.el Ea P".le- Nes.t.

and you catch the early
morning train and bring
back the cotton on the·
evening train."
Gordon recalled that trip
turned out to be one of his
most embarrassing moments. He went to several
stores in Lexington and
picked up 20 rolls of cotton,
3 feet long and 12 inches in
diameter. He then had to
make four trips from four
. stores carrying the rolls of
cotton.
Even more exasperating
was attempting to load 20
rolls of cotton on the
evening train. He finally
gave two porters a quarter
each to help load it. (A quarter tip was a large one in
those days).
When he pulled into the
Morehead station, he gave
the same porters another
quarter each to pitch it on
the platform. After finally
getting the cotton on campus, Ellis and Red spent
two days stuffing cotton into
the football helmets.

Early MSC football player Parnell Martindale
looked tough in his "new" helmet.
that was a bonanza and
helped the budget consideri;ibly. Ellis Johnson, former
All American in basketball
and football player at the
University of Kentucky, was
the athletic director and
head coach in both football
and basketball. His salary
was a whopping $310 per
month. Len Miller, another
University of Kentucky
product, was his assistant in
both sports at a salary of
$290 monthly. Both were excellent coaches and Morehead's teams were always
competitive under their
leadership.

Replacing old football
helmets an adventure
Ellis was a happy-golucky individual who never
met a stranger. He was the
type of fellow who could
meet a starving Eskimo
with a seal and talk him out
of it. He was ingenious in a
lot of ways. Len was just the
opposite, a quiet, knowledgeable and masterful psycholooisit · thi::uz

w-ol".u-ed w-el

her 7 key would not work on
the the typewriter. MSC had
some big football players but
they weren't big-headed.

More padding needed for
helmets
Ellis called Sutliffe's to '
tell them the helmets were
too large, but they wouldn't
take them back because
they were too large. So Ellis
sent Red downtown to find

Native Moreheadian El-'
lis T. Johnson, MSTC

Morehead won their
"cotton bowl" game
The opening game of the
season that year was at
·Marshall ana Ellis decided
to save the new helmets
stuffed with cotton for the
first home game with Murray. Everything went well in
the first quarter at the old
Jayne Football Field until
the players began to perspire profusely and the cotton began to slip from their
helmets down their shoulders.
The team looked more
like a group of English
judges running up and
down the field rather than
football players. However,
Morehead won the game ·
against arch rival Murray
10-0 in what could be called
Morehead's first cotton bowl
appearance.
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Trail Hotel, Eagles Nest
Restaurant, Greyhound
Restaurant & Bus Stop,
Dixie Grill and three other
smaller eateries, 2 drug
,
stores, 2 banks, 2 ,theaters,
1 department store and a
few other varied businesses, along with two billiard
academies. Also the favorite of almost every student was the Tea Room out
on East Highway 60, which
hustled everything but tea.
The C & 0 train station
on Railroad Street was the
biggest attraction in all of
Morehead in the early 40s.
Lexington and Ashland
were both two hours away
by train.
Low budget athletic
department in basement
of Button
The Athletic Department
was in the basement of Button Auditorium and the
Gymnasium upstairs. The
Department consisted of one
room with two worn-out
chairs, a desk formerly used
by the President, a tele, phone, a bent file cabinet
with two drawers that
wouldn't open, and one ancient typewriter with several non-working keys.
The basketball _and football training room was in
the corner of the office and
consisted of one table, a
case of tape and a gallon jug
of Merthiolate generously
applied to all scrapes. A
weight room was unheard of
at that time.
The athletic budget was
like it is today, tough to
make ends meet. The football program had $25,000
for everything, travel,
· equipment, scholarships,
etc. Each of the 25 players
on SCQ.olarships received a
$5 a week meal ticket, to be
used in the cafeteria located
in the basement of Allie
Young Hall. (Yes, one could
eat fairly well on $1 per
day.)
.
If a player could play
both football and basketball

-:e~ge
d ~a~ .,,..
e -:::an
~ ~m
~ terrur,pi:,y- - -~
chologist; they worked well
together.
d bask ball.
et
Prior to the 1942 11~ootball an
season, the players (all ~5)
were complaining about the some cotton to stuff in the
worn-out football helmets _ helmets. After going to every
that had been used for
business in Morehead, he
years, so Ellis had Red
found one pad of cotton
about six inches square.
measure everyone's head
Ellis then recalled that
and give him a list of the
sizes. He then located some while at the University of
Riddell helmets on e-ale at
Kentucky, he had gone to
Sutliffe's Sporting Goods in school with a lady who was
associated with Wolfe-Wiles
Louisville for $5.95 each.
(Leather helmets - no plas- Department Store. He called
tic then.) When they arrived her and she said they had
they were sizes 8, 9, and 10. plenty of cotton. Ellis then
said, "Red, you forget about
Ellis blamed Red for misclass tomorrow, and go to
measuring. But in later
years, he admitted he didn't the business office and tell
Herb Hogan (MSC Business
.know how to type 1/2, 1/4,
Manager) to give you $25
3/8, etc., and also the num-

c!~~h~=-54,"f:OtbaU
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SCORERS

Eagles Meet
Mµrray Here
Friday Night

IN STARTING

tlNE-UP
A'

Morehead-Eastern' To
Tangle At Richmond
Next Wednesday

John "Sonny" Allen
'By scoring 26 points in Moreead's triumph over Kentucky
:W-es1eyan Monday evening "Sonny" Allen, sensational · freshman
star of the Eagles, assumed the
le,'.:ld in individual scoring in Kentucky colleges. He has 175 points
in 12 games. Ralph Beard, University of Kentucky, is second
·with 165 'points in 13 games. Allen was named "player of the
week" by the Louisville Times
Saturday.

Ellis Johnson 's Morehead
Eagles added two victodes during the week trouncing MorrisH a rvey of Charleston, W. Va.,
here ·Friday 60-45 -and topping
Kentucky Wesleyan in a KIAC
match at Winchester 76-62.
The Eagles, who have better
than ,a 65-point scoring average
per game h ad little trouble in
either match. Sonny Allen, the
state's high scorer, paced the
Eagles at ·w esleyan by tossing in
26 points.
·
Morehead is scheduled against
a tough Murray team in the college gymnasium Friday eve'n ing.
This game is slated to get underway ,at 8 o'clock, but will be preceded by a preliminary between
Morehead "B" and Prestonsburg
VFW at 6:45.
The Eagles tangle with Ceda rville here Monday even ing in
Dickie Scroggins
what should be an easy game.
When Ellis Johnson's Eagles 1
The Morehead· quint defeated ta n gle with Murray at the college 1
Cedarville 103-52 in their pre- gym F'riday, Dickie Scroggins,
vious meeting at Cedat.ville.
former star with the state chamThe game of the year in K IAC pion Breck team will prob ably
circles is scheduled for next be in the sta rting lineup. Johnson
Wednesday when the Eagles tan- classes S croggins as a great degle with Eastern at Richm ond. fens ive player and a fine team1
Eastern is undefeated, b ut have man. . The Morehead - Murray
not _played the tough schedule game will start at 8 o'clock to ,
that Morehead has. Morehead be preceded at 6:45 by a setto befans are warned to be at Rich- tween the Prestonsburg VFW five
mond early because the Ea.stern (and the Morehead "B" quint.
gymnasium is expected to be sold
out long before the gam e star t s .
. Meanwh ile Morenead' High and J
Breckinridge continu ed on the !
"victory" road. A surpris1ng ·,
Grayson t eam held the Eaglets]
to a 37-34 overtime v ictory, but;
the Vikings, paced by Berkley
Cox, who is tou ted for all-state,
had an easy t ime against Sharpsburg. winnin g by 38-1!5. ,
,

r

-

*

*
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-- This Week's Games
Friday, Jan. 1 0·: M n.nay a't
Mor ehead College ; Breckinridge
at Maysville; Moreh ead High at
Catlettsbu rg..
·
Monday, Jan. 13 ; Cedarville at
Moreh ead College.
Tuesday, Jan. 14: W·est Liberty
a t Mor ehead Higb '( co11ege gym) .
W ednesday, J an . 1'5·: ·M·or ehead
College a t Eastern.

Pa-st Week's Scores
·
Morehead College 60, MorrisH arvey 45-; Morehead ·College 76,
K entucky WesleyaB--82 ; Breckinri dge 3'7, Grayson. '34-; Morehead
1 High 38, Sharpsburg 15.

I

Viking Sport Nev
rQver Roe
#.a.st' 'V-igings

l lie

·

~

·

ad •Vikings st arted
· ill.alltheAmericans
first 2

o

he came
Fred T. Sparks was born July he playAi
23, 1930 in Rowan County. He becomin3
started to school at Hald em-,,.,,.. t . 'll j ,l
___,,
.. ~
Whe~ he_ was in the sixth. gr:fde
a tram hit the car he was m and
b ro k e h"1s 1eg. Th.
. d h.1m
_ 1s d e t ame
I a year in sch 0 al.

New Basketball Star

ft
0 f t}f
b t
n. ame
H"ll' u a er
. was 0 ,.,_ve 1 s game a 11
the way. The &mets out scrap- I
_.
ped, out shot, 6:ut rebounded and
When he wa-s in the 7th grade
completely out,~yed the
he started ~laying on . the B f
head boys. Carffirright O
te~rn. Then m the 8th grade he
Hill was high s,;orer of t
P~~ as fl ~ubstitute on t
with 17 points. When
tetM! ' The- next three ye
whistle blew ending the
~~ on the first fiv
the score was 44-26 in favor
the Comets.

* .* *

Vikings Lose to Catlettsburg

•

The
Catlettsburg
Wildcats
staged a last-half rally to defeat the Vikings 33-28 here in
the college gym Dec. 5. The
Green and White held their own
the first half and was behind
only· 18-16 when the whistle
blew ending the first half.
Coming back the second half
they were unable to throw off
Wildcat rally and were defeated .

a

*

*'

*

Mon;head vs. Breck
On Dec. 15, which, Js Monday,
the college grm is •, expected to I
be running over w~h
eople !
there to see one of the
t high :
school games of the se~n. By I
comparing scores with other I
teams, the Vikings are tlf'e_) m- 1
derdogs, winning 2 of 7 giffil.es, 1
while Breck has lost only 2. j
This makes little difference, i
though, between these two teams ' and it is expected to be a hardjl
fought and close game.
··
On Thursday, pee'?' 18, the
Vikings start on their road trip
to Pikeville and Belfrey. They
play the first game with Pikeville who is supposed to have a ,
very strong club- and the next
night venture to . Belfrey who
is not a pushover either. That
will end their s son for this
year and w~'
ay, again untill
.Jan. 9, 1948.

.

Vikings Win

.

O~ci

Russell Devils

Morehead's G~n and White
defeated Russell's Red Devils in
the latter'-s gym 3T-34. Not showing much life the first half, th(;
Morehead boys were trailing
when the whistle blew ending
the first half.
Coming back to the second
half they looked like a different
team entirely. They immediately
took the lead and kept it the
rest , of the game. Russel never
let the score differ more than 9
points and attempted a last
minu1r , rally but were unable
to overtake the Vikings. Top
scoring _QOnors went to Bernard
Greer a:dll l3ill Sargent• of -Morehead with 12 points each. For
the losers, Franz with 11 points.

l
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Early History
■ Gordon ·",Red" Moore first
came to Morehead State College on a basltetball scholarship in 1941.
was here
during the bleak war years
as an occasional basketball
player, team manager and
sports writer.

tltOt
•
Morehead Me or1es:
He

MSC's sickening basketbal
'

By JACK ELLIS
Special to The Morehead
News

the halls. The bathrooms
were numbered but not la'beled men and women as
they are today. The num. "The people sat down to bers on all the doors were
eat and drink, then rose up secured by two small
•
to pl,ay." (Exodus 32:6)
screws. (There will b~
more about this later.)
Gordon "Red" Moore
While dressing l'or the
first came to Morehead
State College on a basket- game players become ill
ball scholarship in 1941.
The team had six rooms
on different floors,•10 playHe was here during the
bleak war years y an oc- ers, 2 to a room, including
casional basketball player, Len ~ d Gordon. The cost
team manager and sports was $'2 per person. After
resting in their rooms for
writer. He also remained
at Morehead State College about an hour, the team
for several years as Sports took two taxis to Diddle
Information Di-rector. He
Arena, the home of the
recently «-ecounted some of Hilltoppers. In the locker
his experiences during the room prior to the opening
formative years of the
tip-off, the players all beMSC sport·s program.
gan to complain of stomTherefore, since October is ach pains and nausea, but
Kentucky's month of mid- Coach Miller assured them
night madness and the be- it was just pre-game jitginning of basketball ma- ters. He urged them to fornia, it is only appropriate get about it and go out and
that this writer share one play hard.
story about one basketball
As the game got under
trip that MSC's usually
way it was typical Kenhighflying Eagles did not
tucky racehorse basketball. But by midway of the
fly so high.
The year was 1942 and first quarter, the guys beMSC Coach Ellis Johnson gan to slow down considerhad just left for wartime
ably and the Eagles had
used three timeouts of the
service in the Navy. His
assistant, the wily Len
allotted five . Gordon said
Miller, was the coach at
he didn't know what was
that time. During those _ going on because he was
years and for years after- keeping score with Kelly
wards, the Eagles schedThompson at the scorer's
,, l o .rl
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Dr. Jack Ellls Is
a retired Morehead State
University
Library
director and a
retired
minister.

· .Give That Special Person
_a Book Abo11t Local History & Heroes
by Jack D. Ellis
Kentucky Memoriff: Reflections ofRowan
County. 450 pp; 200 photosraphs
Patriot, a,ul Heroa: Eastem KJ,. Soldiers of
·
WW(./. 412 pp; 8S photographs
Mt>Nl,ead Met1UJfkl: True Stories From Eastern
Kentucky. S92 pp; 100 photographs
Signed copies with a oenona1
Gift Card from Xml, Contact:

Jack D. Bilis
SS2 W. Sun Street, Morehead. KY 40351
·
(606) 784-7473

Tree

Available locally at the Coffee
Bookstore;
MSU Boobtore; St. Claire Gift Shop;
, .Mustard Seed; and Baldwin & Assoc.
Website: JSFBOOKS.COM

MSC coaches Ellis
Johnson, left, J nd Len
Miller talk to all-state
high school player Len
Steiner about coming
to Morehead.
then that he sent Gordon
to the Western locker room
to talk with their coach
"Uncle Ed" Diddle·. Gordon
explained to him that Len
and all the players were
sick with vomiting and diarrhea. Therefore, by mutual agreement, during the
whole second half the
l:!'am.e

clock was allowe.d .to

_,_._.-0........-- ·--

president of Western Kentucky University.)
Shortly before halftime,
with Western ahead by
about 20 pointB, Coach
Miller -called his fourth
timeout. Gordon said he
looked up from the scorer's
table and saw five MoreThe team ate a cheap
head players leave the
meal on the train·
floor in a dead run headThe year of 1942, the
team consisted of 10 play- ing for the locker room.
ers and a student manag- Len came to the scorer's
table and said, "Red, are
.er. Coach Miller and the
you eligible," and he
team caught the early
C&O train to Louisville on replied, "Eligible for
what?" Len said, "You may
a Saturday morning, and
changed to the L&N train have to dress at halftime
for the trip on to Bowling because all the players are
Green. After boarding the getting sick." Gordon said
he was smart enough to
L&N train, each player
say he wasn't eligible.
was allotted $1 to eat in
the dining car. The cheapest thing on the menu was Game clock runs as
creamed chicken, mashed players substitute as
potatoes and gravy for 85 needed
·
cents. Everyone except
Back then you had the
Gordon ordered chicken.
center jump after every
He said he just didn't like made basket, and all of
chicken.
you can imagine what can
The team arrived in
happen when you're chasBowling Green around 4
ing and jumping for a basp.m. and checked into the ketba}l while suffering
Helms Hotel, which was
from &iarrhea.
the pride of the south
By halftime, the Eagles
when it was built back in were still down by 20
the 1920s. It was brick,
· points and had used all
three stories, carpet on the their timeouts. Sure ·
floors, with modern indoor enough, Coach Len also
plumbing at each end of . began to get sick. It was
and Murray Colleges on
the same weekend; one on
Saturday night and the
other on Monday night.
That was done in order to
save money and classroom
time.

'

runc onumrouSiy-su""tna
a player had to go to the
bathroom, he could signal
the bench for a re~ lacement who could enter the
game without .reporting to
the scorer's table or the official.
That was probably the
shortest basketball game ·
in NCAA history, and
Morehead was beaten badly. Following the game,
Coach "Uncle Ed" and
some of his staff came over
to the Morehead locker
room to see if they could
assist in any way. Len
asked "Uncle Ed" if he
·.10puna3 UJ UUJ-IUU
could find a doctor. He
,iaA auJnba uu SJ ofau.103 ·.10 •.(1pn1uax 01 nsJA 1uaaa.1 SJq .ffUJ.IDp as.1oq
said he'd try, but being
1U u uo A.Ia.ff.IDS fUUJmopqu uu qlJM .10'.J.U.Id ·.10 pa'.J.S,JSSU 'ya1 'ofau.103 ·.10
Saturday night, it would
take some time. After the
doctor finally arrived, he
diagnosed the illness as
food poisoning, and suggested they take·some
paregoric and go back to
the hotel and rest. Immediately Len and the team
returned to their hotel.
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Chaos continues all
night in hotel
After the team got settled into their hotel rooms,
Gordon and two members
of Western's athletic
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See HISTORY on D-2
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Holb'rook Drug
1942: MSU Eagles unforgettable basketball te.a m that survived the memorable salmonella games at Western and Murray. From left, players a:re:
front row, Williamson, Mussman, Howerton, Wiggins; back row, Walker,
Ha1t1brick, Barnes, Duncan, Adams.
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Dr. J ack Ellis
is a retired
Morehead
State University Library
director and
a retired
minister.
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Sonny Allen: Hometow 'Homecoming 2006
By JACK ELLIS
Special to The Morehead
!Slews .

Granny Allen's back
yard a local playground

In 1935 if you had
walked .up Main Street at
the corner of Bridge Sweet
: '~ observe days, and
· almost any afternoon, you
months; and times, and
would have seen, and
J,.ears." (Galatians 4:10)
.
heard, a rowdy bunch of
: During Rowan ·county's
tow-headed boys barely
Sesquicentennial homecom- school age, playing a vigor~
ous game of basketball.
ing year, this writer is rec(This writer was many
ognizing many individuals
times one of the boys). We
in our county who have
were usually shooting a
made significant contribulop-sided basketball in a
tions to our community.
cloud of cinder dust at a
Also, since this is our Unibarrel hoop nailed on the
versity's Homecoming
side of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Week, I wanted to rememAllen's garage. The Allens
ber one who has been a
were Sonny's grandparents
positive influence upon the
and he had just returned to
university, city and county.
Someone who was as much live with them and remained with them throughat home on the streets of
Morehead as in the halls of out his school years. Sonny
was borri in Morehead but
higher education. He was
lived in Lexington during
one of our own who has
his pre-school years. in
helped unite town and
gown. That person was
19.35 the "buzz" at Breckin1ridge (MSU's DemonstraJohn "Sonny" Allen who
tion School) was "Sonny is
will be remembered by old
back" and enrolled in the
grads returning for homecoming
as
well
as
many
second... ,grade,
was liv,_. _ and _______
. ,_ _
....
. .. .
.
.
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RBAD·ABOUT:ROWAN CQ'Um'Y'S ATHL!illE
OF flffi CENTtfRY·>,.AND TJASKETBALL t<WGI
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.OF I<ENTUd1<.Y:U{lACK ~LIS;.
MN'tfJC1'YMEMOMIB$.; Riflll EtTJdN$ OF
.·RO.WAN t;QQ'NTf;,

By the time Sonny was
in the third grade he could
shoot the ball from 12 feet
with amazing accuracy.
Needless to say, he soon
came under the tutelage of
Breck's young coach, Bobby
Laughlin, who said, "I spot- ·
ted Sonny in the third
grade and watched his
amazing progress every
.year."
Coach Bob Laughlin's
Breck High School teams
were constantly ranked
high in Kentucky basketball. By the time Sonny
Allen reached the right
grade he was a starter on
the Breck five. As a high
school freshman against
top teams in Kentucky, he
~~erag~d 1~ ,P?i~~s ,a g~me~

brought many scholarships
In 1940, Breck won the
coveted Kentucky state .
high school basketball
championship. There were
less than 50 boys in high
school and they had six
skilled seasoned players:
Don Battson, Dick Scraggins, Frank Fraley, Bill Litton, Marvin Mayhall and
Sonny Allen. That team of
17-year-olds were the
crowd favorites and they
breezed through the state
tournament and demolished Dawson Springs 6836 in the final game.
In 1946 Kentucky was
the epicenter of basketball
and Sonny Allen was offered scholarships to over
200 universities.
It was a
.e___
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1946: Basketball kings of Kentucky, Breckinridge High School of Morehead State
College. Sonny Allen, third from left, back row.

History From D-1
out his college career Sonny
consistently led Morehead
State College in scoring.
Also he was always one of
the top scorers in the KIAC
and later OVC. In his college career he played in 86
games for his beloved. Eagles, and averaged 20.8
points per game. Under today's rules most of his scoring would have been behind'
the three point line, which
would have significantly increased his average.
Sonny was a clean cut,
Sonny Allen, Breck's succlean living athlete who
cessful coach in basket· kept all training rules reliball and baseball.
giously. Ellis Johnson, himmet, and was appreciative .
self a former All-American
of everything done for him.
at the University of KenSonny graduated from
tucky, who had seen most
MSC in 1950 but that was
all of the basketball greats
really only the beginning of
said, "Sonny was the most
his Morehead career.
accurate shooter I have
ever seen."
Devoted to family, university and coinmun:ity
No regrets he attended
After college, Sonny
his hometown college
married
Merl Fair in 1950.
When asked if he ever
(This writer was an usher
regretted staying in Moreat their wedding in the
head when he might have
First
Baptist Church.) After
had greater opportunity· for
college Sonny played pro
fame and fortune in a largbasketball for the Indier school, Sonny said, "I
anapolis Olympians. (I saw
never had any regrets
him play one game.) Folabout that decision." When
told in 1950 his senior year , lowing a tour of duty in the
Air Force, and although he
in college, that his home- ·
town was planning a Sonny had many opportunity to go
Allen night, tears streamed elsewhere, he returned
home and coached Breckindown his face. On the basridge, leading them to a
ketball court he was so
state tournament. He later
good he often appeared
coached
the freshman bascocky. But those of us who
ketball team at the college ·
knew him remember him
(freshman were not eligible
as one who was courteous,
to ·play varsity then).
consider11te to others and
He later coacheq MSC
easy to get along with. He
basketball team before bewas a young man with a
coming Assistant Athletic
cheery greeting to all he

ROWAN COUNTY
SESQUICENTENNIAL CEtEBRATION 2006
This year Rowan County is 1;$0 years old.
Read about early Ro1van County and
Morehead, ''The City of Jhe llillf'Jn one of
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Director. Even after retir~
ing at MSU in 1985, he
continued for three years
as a volunteer. Since he enrolled in the second grade
at Breck in 1935 he was
connected to the college he
loved for 53 years.
· Coach Allen and Merl
had a long life together until Sonny died in 1999.
They lived most of their
lifetime in the shadow of
Morehead State University,
in their hometown .doing
what they loved to do,
teach and coach. Merl continues to be active in community affairs and Sonny is
buried in Lee Cemetery,
which today is located practically on the MSU campus
near. the John "Sonny"
Allen baseball field. "Soany" was one of our own,
born and reared in Morehead who chose to remain
here throughout his lifetime. He and Merl had four
children and now have 35
grandchildren, spouses,
and great-grandchildren,
many of whom continue 'to
live here and are carrying
on the heritage of their
family.

];3asketbC1ll Has Been A Driv ing Force Fo r W
By KEN HART

Beginning tomorrow, the eyes cf
all Kentucky will turn toward
Louisville's Freedom Hall and the
boys' Sweet 16 State Basketball
Tournament.
One pair of eyes that will
definitely be focu·sed on the acti<m
from the stands will be those of
Morehead's Warren Cooper.
Cooper, 67, of Barbour Court, is
marking 50 y~ars witn the Sweet 16.
He watched his first games in 1938
while a sophomore in high school,
and since that time, he's done
nearly everything at the totrnament but sell hot dogs and take
tickets.
The year after Cooper watche~
his first state tournament, his team,
Brooksville, from Bracken County,
won the state championship. The
team returned to the tourney the
· following year, but was eliminated
in the semi-finals.
In later years, Cooper returned to
the state tournament as a referre.
During his 36 years in stripes, he
_was a member of the oft'.iciating
crew for four state tournaments.
And as if that weren't enough,
Cooper has also served as head
coach of a state tournament team.
In 1954, his Dilce Combs team, fro:n
Perry County, earned a berth in tile
tourney. Although the Pantha-s
didn't win the tournament, trey
knocked
Louisville Male, the t~pra ted team in the state, before
. losing to eventual champion Inez.
Amazingly, Cooper has been at
every state tournament game since
1938 in one capacity or another. de
hasn't missed a single Sweet 16

off

Warren Cooper of Barbour Court has been present at every boys'
·sweet 16 State Basketball Tournament game for the past 50 years .
Cooper has participated in the tournament as a player on a statechampionship team, a coach and a referee .

game since watching his first
tournament in 1938.
Low-Key Greeting

During his playing days, Cooper
recalls, the state basketball tournament wasn't ' the monumental
event that it is today. He said that
he and his teammates didn't exactly
receive a hero's welcome when they
returned home to Bracken County
after winning the state championship.
"We came back on a Sunday,"
Cooper said, " and we were greeted
by one man and a yellow dog. Now
they ha ve big parades and
everything when a team wip.s a
state championship."
Despite the less-than-enthusiastic
welcome, Cooper said winning the
state championship and competing
in the Sweet 16 for the first time was
one of the most memorable experiences of his life.
"It was my first time away from
home," he said. "I'd never spent a
night away from home in my life.
The games were played at the old
Alumni Gym in Lexington, and the
people were hanging from the
rafters ."
Cooper said time has increased
his appreciation of the experience.
."You don't know what you're .doing
when you're that young," he said.
" When you get older, you appreciate it more.''

§

Early Days

Even in the hoops-happy state in
which we live, it's rare to find
someone with a love for basketball
that's as intense as Cooper'.s. Eyen
(Continued on p1ge A•14)
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rre~ 'Big' Cooper

